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PREFACE 

This revised regulatory impact analysis represents a major update to a draft RIA completed in, 

March of 1991. This revised RIA incorporates new cost analysis and an expanded benefits 

analysis reflecting revisions to the rule, review comments on the draft RIA and rule, new 

findings and data on farm workers and pesticide use and revised methodology. Louis True, 

Specia1 Assistant to the Office Director, Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP), EPA, directed 

the preparation of the overall rulemaking package of which this report is a part. This RIA 

was prepared under the. direction of Joseph Hogue, Biological and Economic Analysis 

Division (BEAD), OPP, EPA. Key EPA contributors to the report were: 

Sally McDonald, OPP, EPA; 

Joseph Reinert, Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation (OPPE),EPA; 

Jerome Blondell, Health Effects Division (HED), OPP, EPA; and 

James Boland, Field Operations Divisions (FOD), OPP, EPA. 

Economic and cost analysis support was also provided by DPRA Incorporated with key staff 

being Joanne Blair and Daniel W. Francke. 
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REGULATORY IMPACT ANALYSIS OF WORKER 
PROTECTION STANDARD FOR AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDES 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Purpose of Analysis 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA or Agency) is responsible for regulating the use 

of pesticides in the United States. The legal authority for this regulation is found in the 

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), as amended. FIFRA requires, 

among other things, that pesticides may only be used to the extent that their usage does not 

cause unreasonable adverse effects on the environment. Unreasonable adverse effects on the 

environment are defined to incl~de "any reasonable risk to man or the environment, taking 

into account the economic, social, and environmental cost and benefits of the use of any 

pesticide." 

The Agency has recognized that risks to humans from pesticides may result from occupational 

exposure to pesticides and their residues during fieldworker activities that involve contact 

with treated surfaces and pesticide handling (mixing, loading, applying, etc.) activities. The 

Agency is revising Parts 170 and 156 (40 CFR) to afford agricultural workers and pesticide 

handlers better proteetion from risks resulting from occupational exposure to pesticides. 

Agricultural workers are persons who are occupationally exposed to agricultural-plant 

pesticides either indirectly through contact with residues on treated plants, soil, or water, or 

directly through accidental conta~t mainly with drift or misdirected application. Pesticide 

handlers are persons who mix, load, apply, or otherwise come into direct contact with 

pesticides through related pesticide-use activities. This report presents the results of a 

regulatory impact analysis to support the final regulation. 
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B. Description of the Regulation 

The current 40 CFR 170 entitled, Worker Protection Standard (WPS) for Agricultural 

Pesticides, was promulgated in 197 4. The regulation deals with the occupational health and 

safety of farrnworkers performing hand-labor operations in fields during and after application 

of pesticides. The regulation currently in effect consists of four requirements: 1) a 

prohibition against exposing field workers to pesticides either directly or through drift during 

application; 2) the establishment of certain reentry intervals; 3) specification of the protective 

clothing that must be worn by a worker entering a field before the end of a reentry interval; 

and 4) warnings to workers about prior or future pesticide applications to fields. The Agency 

believes that the current 40 CFR 170 is now inadequate with respect to its scope of coverage 

and specific requirements. 

The revisions to Part 170 include substantial changes in the following areas: 

1) change in the scope of current regulations to include non-hand-labor crops on 
farms and to include nurseries, greenhouses, and forests; 

2) change in scope to include persons who handle pesticides; 

3) expansion of the requirements regarding restricted-entry intervals, including the 
establishment of interim re~tricted-entry intervals based on the acute toxicity of 
the component active ingredients of the pesticides; 

4) standard requirements for personal protective equipment to be worn during the 
handling of pesticides and during entry (when such entry is permitted) into 
treated areas before restricted-entry intervals have expired; 

5) more extensive requirements to provide information about pesticides hazards to 
workers and handlers, including mandatory pesticide safety training; 

6) new requirements for the posting of treated areas and oral notification about 
pesticide treatments on agricultural establishments and for posting pesticide 
specific treatment information in a central location; 

7) new decontamination requirements; and 
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8) new requirements to provide transportation for emergency medical treatment 
and to provide labeling information in cases of suspected poisoning or injury 
from pesticides. 

The final rule also addresses selected labeling issues, expanding upon the current 40 CFR, 

Part 156 entitled, Labeling Requirements For Pesticides and Devices. This regulation first 

appeared in 40 FR 28268, July 3, 1975. General aspects related to labeling contents, 

legibility, language, labeling placement, misleading statements, and fmal printing requirements 

are covered in the current rule. Current labeling requirements also cover ·aspects related to 

product quality and content, hazard warning statements, first aid, directions for use, and use 

classification. 

The revision to Part 156 will add a new Subpart K entitled, ·worker Protection Statements. 

This new Subpart will address labeling improvements related to restricted-entry statements, 

notification statements, personal. protective equipment statements, application restriction 

statements, certain product identification statements, Spanish-language statements, and WPS 

reference statements. 

C. Requirements for Analysis 

This report is intended to meet the requirements for regulatory analysis as established by 

Executive Order No. 12291, the Regulatory Flexibility Act and Section 25 of FIFRA. This 

document also provides input for preparation of any analysis which might be required under 

the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 

Executive Order 12291 requires that adequate information concerning the need for, and 

consequences of a proposed regulatory action be presented. The order requires a finding that 

potential benefits to society from a regulation would outweigh its potential costs; and that, of 

all alternative approaches for achieving a regulatory objective, the proposed action will 

maximize net benefits to society. In effect, a rigorous cost/benefit analysis should be 

prepared to the extent that data permit. This analysis is to show that reasonable alternative 

approaches were adequately considered. Finally, Executive Order 12291 recognizes that legal 
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constraints may play a role in selecting among alternative approaches to achieving regulatory 

objectives. 

The Regulatory Flexibility Act requires agencies issuing regulations to pay special attention to 

the impact of proposed regulations on small entities, and attempt to minimize these impacts. 

The analytical requirements of the Regulatory Flexibility Act are to be combined with the 

analysis required under Executive Order 12291. 

FIFR.A, in Section 25, requires that the Administrator of EPA consider such factors as the 

effects of regulation on production and prices of agricultural commodities, retail food prices 

and otherwise on the agricultural economy, when issuing regulations affecting the sale and 

use of agricultural pesticides. 

D. Methodology 

Cost estimates for the fmal WPS rule were derived on a unit-by-unit basis for eight major site 

categories: feed and grain crops, cotton, tobacco, other field crops, vegetable/fruit/nut crops, 

nursery/greenhouse crops, forestry crops, and commercial pesticide handling establishments. 

Cost estimates for commercial pesticide handling establishments include costs applicable to 

commercial ground applicators, commercial aerial applicators, and commercial support 

personnel. Seven RIA cost factors are detailed under each category if applicable: restricted

entry, personal protective equipment, notification, training, decontamination, emergency 

assistance, and rule familiarization. One additional RIA cost-factor was estimated for the 
• 

high cost opt.ion only: cholinesterase monitoring. 

Cost factors for the seven major categories were derived by multiplying the cost of the factor 

by a unit measurement. Costs for restricted-entry were estimated by multiplying the base 

acreage of affected crops by the per-acre income (or yield/quality) loss that would occur if the 

new restrictions on routine entry to pesticide-treated areas to perform hand labor tasks during 

the restricted-entry interval were enacted. In addition, restricted-entry costs were added for 

providing personal protective equipment, labeling-specific information, and decontamination 
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to early entry workers to perform tasks on cut flowers and cut ferns provided this exception is 

granted. Personal protective equipment costs were derived on a per handler basis and then 

multiplied by the total number of commercial, hired, and family member handlers 

respectively. Costs due to notification were calculated by multiplying average per 

establishment costs by the total number of affected establishments. Training costs were 

derived on a per handler/per worker basis (like personal protective equipment) and then 

multiplied by the total number of hired (including commercial) handlers, and hired workers. 

Costs for commercial handlers' decontamination were estimated on a per handlingsite basis 

.and then multiplied by the total number of sites (1.5 handlers per site). Decontamination 

costs for noncommercial hired handlers and for hired workers were calculated on a per person 

basis and then multiplied by the total number of hired handlers and hired workers. 

Emergency assistance costs were derived through multiplying the estimated number of 

physician-attended hired worker and hired handler poisoning incidents by the per-person per

incident cost of transportation to a medical facility and the per-person per-incident cost of 

conveying information to medical· personnel. Finally, the cost to agricultural establishment 

owner/operators of becoming familiar with the WPS was calculated through multiplying the . 

estimated time it would take for an owner/operator on each establishment to become familiar 

with the WPS by the owner/operator wage rate. This per-establishment cost of familiarization 

was then multiplied by the total number of establishments. 

The sum of all cost factors for all site categories is the total estimated cost of the final rule to 

the pesticide user community. Incremental costs were derived by subtracting costs which are 

currently being incurred by the pesticide user community from total compliance costs. The 

one-time cost of labeling changes estimated for registrants is not subdivided or included in 

other cost factors. This cost to registrants is presented separately and added to user costs to 

get estimated total costs of the final rule. 
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D. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under the authority of the Federal 

Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) has responsibility for regulating the 

sale and use of pesticides. Included in its mandate, EPA has the responsibility for 

protecting agricultural workers from risks resulting from exposure to pesticides. 

2. EPA is revising Parts 170 and 156 ~f CFR 40 to specify requirements that would 

mitigate the risks to pesticide handlers and agricultural workers from occupational 

exposure to agricultural pesticides and their residues. 

3. EPA is issuing a regulation_ with additions or changes in the following areas: restricted

entry intervals, personal protective equipment, training, notification, decontamination, 

emergency assistance, and labelrng changes. The regulatory development process, 

including a formal negotiation mechanism under the Federal Advisory Committee Act, 

has developed, considered, analyzed and chosen from among many approaches for 

achieving the desired regulatory goals. This RIA summarizes the costs and benefits of 

the regulation and the significant options that were considered. 

4. U.S. agricultural pesticide usage in 1989 is estimated at 806 million pounds a.i. While 

the following table includes usage on livestock establishment sites that are not covered 

by the regulation, the majority of the pesticide use is on food, feed, and fiber crops, and 

commercial tree species, ornamentals, and turf, all of which are covered by the 

regulation. 
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U.S. Pesticide Usage--Agriculture 

Million lbs. Percent of 
a.i. Total 

Herbicides 520 65 

Insecticides 151 19 

Fungicides 65 8 

Other 70 _.2 

TOTAL 806 100 

Source: EPA/BEAD. 1991 (July). Pesticide Industry Sales and Usage: 1989 
Market Estimates. Washington, DC. 

5. The estimated hired labor force of 1.5 million persons occupationally exposed to 

pesticides on agricultural-plant establishments, either directly or indirectly, includes 1.4 

million hired workers/handlers on farms,. 92,000 hired workers/handlers in 

nursery/greenhouses, 10,000 hired workers/handlers in forestry, and 38,000 commercial 

pesticide handlers. 

6. Of the 1.4 million hired workers/handlers on farms, it is estimated that nearly 581,000 

are pesticide handlers; of the 92,000 hired nursery/greenhouse workers/handlers, 37,000 

are estimated to handle pesticides; and of the 10,000 hired forestry workers/handlers, 

nearly 7,300 are estimated to handle pesticides. By definition, all of the 38,000 

commercial pesticide handlers handle pesticides. In total, it is estimated that 663,000 

hired employees handle pesticides for use on agricultural plants. 

7. There are an estimated 2.4 million unpaid or family-member agricultural 

workers/handlers occupationally exposed to pesticides. Of these, nearly 1.0 million are 

farm operators, all of which are assumed to handle pesticides. The remaining 1.4 

million unpaid/family-member employees are assumed to be agricultural workers who 

never handle pesticides. 
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8. First year incremental costs. may be estimated from total costs, given existing regulations 

at the state and federal level, and voluntary compliance. Since all costs are not incurred 

every year, an "out" year incremental cost, or annual cost after .the first year, can be 

projected. Estimated costs, by cost factor, are presented below: 

----------------------(Millioo $)--~------------~----

COST FACTOR - TO AGRICULTURAL 
ESTABLISHMENTS 

Restricted-Entry Interval 39.4 39.3 21.1 21.1 

Personal Protective Equipment 78.7 37.4 17.9 9.5 

Notification 16.8 6.1 15.7 5.0 

Training 11.1 3.8 6.9 2.3 

Decontamination 30.2 23.2 12.4 8.9 

Emergency Assistance .04 .04 .01 .01 

Rule Familiarization _u ___LQ 6.0 _LQ 

Total $182.3 $110.8 $80.0 $47.8 

COST TO COMMERCIAL HANDLER FIRMS 

Personal Protective Equipment, 
Training, Decontarl$ation, 
Emergency Assistance, and Rule 
Familiarization 7.8 4.8 2.3 1.6 

COST TO REGISTRANTS 

Labeling Changes 12.0 0.0 12.0 0.0 - - - -
TOTAL $202.1 $115.6 $94.3 $49.4 

While significant numbers in themselves, the above totals are relatively small when 

compared to user expenditures for all agricultural pesticides in the U.S. The total user 

expenditure for all conventional agricultural pesticides in 1988 is estimated at $5.11 

billion (U.S. EPA, 1990). The Worker Protection Standard incremental out year costs 

represent less than one percent of 1988 total agricultural pesticide expenditures. 
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Another way to view the relative impacts of the WPS is to compare compliance costs 

with the value of the crop~ affected. With total incremental out year compliance costs 

estimated to be approximately $49 million and the total value of the affected crops 

estimated at nearly $51 billion, WPS incremental out year compliance costs account for 

less than one-tenth of one percent of the total value of the affected crops. 

9. Costs associated with the regulation would affect sectors of the agricultural economy 

according to the intensity and type of pesticides used in each sectqr. The estimated 

incremental compliance costs to the user community of the regulation by sector, per 

establishment, is as follows: 

Feed and Grain Crops 

Cotton 

Tobacco 

Other Field Crops 

Vegetable/Fruit Crops 

Nursery /Greenhouses 

Commercial Handler Finns 

Source: Table IV-5. 

-----------($/Establishment)-----------

70 

135 

116 

118 

440 

190 

247 

30 

63 

49 

43 

357 

105 

176 

Note: The cost to forestry is relatively insignificant and is not applicable on a per 
establishment basis. (See Appendix B for total sector cost calculation.) 

10. The revised WPS will produce a wide range of benefits for various sectors associated 

with the sale, oversight, or use of agricultural-plant pesticides. Agricultural workers and 

pesticide handlers will derive the most substantial benefits. By lowering their 

occupational exposures to such pesticides, the WPS will enable them to have improved 

health and a better quality of life. Pesticide users, registrants, states, tribes, and 

territories should also receive direct and indirect benefits from the WPS. 
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ill. NEED FOR REGULATION AND ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 

-·A. Overview of Pesticide Usage and Agricultural Worker Exposure 

Annual usage of pesticides in the United States in 1989 was estimated to be about 1.07 billion 

pounds active ingredient (a.i.) (U.S. EPA, 1991). This total does not include about 1.6 billion 

pounds annual use of disinfectants and wood preservative chemicals, which FIFRA also 

defmes as pesticides. Nor does it include about 200 million pounds of sulfur which has 

pesticidal properties in many uses. The revised Worker Protection Standard contains 

requirements to protect workers and handlers who may be occupationally exposed to 

agricultural pesticides or their residues. Pesticide use on food, feed, fiber, commercial tree 

species, ornamental and turf plants (on farms or in nurseries),· commercial forests, or 

greenhouses, and related structures is the targeted exposure. Other uses of pesticides are not 

covered by the final rule. The following is a breakdown of the 1989 total annual usage of 

agricultural pesticides: 

Herbicides 655 61 520 65 79 
Insecticides 226 21 151 19 67 
Fungicides 111 10 65 8 59 
Other _:1_1 ...J._ .]]. __2 90 

TOTAL 1,070 100 806 100 75 

Source: EPA/BEAD, 1991 (July). Pesticide Industry Sales and Usage: 1989 Market Estimates. 
Washington, DC. 

Another way to view pesticide usage and potential exposure involves the concept of "acre~ 

treatments," which is one acre of crop receiving one application of a pesticide. This term 

allows for the identification of multiple application.s on the same crop-acre throughout the 

growing season. The Worker Protection Standard is triggered, in some instances, by the 
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toxicity category of the active ingredients contained in pesticides as well as the frequency 

with which pesticides are applied; In 1989, out of a total annual 562 million acre-treatments 
' 

of agricultural-plant pesticides, about 31 percent were toxicity category I applications (highest 

toxicity), 18 percent were toxicity category II applications, and 51 percent were toxicity 

category III-IV applications. Approximately 67 percent of total 1989 U.S. agricultural-plant 

pesticide acre-treatments were on feed and grain crops, primarily because of the large acreage 

involved. 

One focus of the Worker Protection Standard is the health and safety of the hired labor force 

employed to work in the production of agricultural plants. Table III-I provides estimates of 

the number and size of agricultural establishments with and without hired labor. According 

to USDA, nearly half of the 688,000 U.S. crop-producing farms, nurseries, and greenhouses 

hire employees. However, the agricultural establishments that do hire employees account for 

over 123 million acres of crops or 72 percent of the total crop acreage. Moreover, an average 

farm with hired labor averages 362 acres compared to a crop farm with family labor only, 

which averages 136 acres. As shown in Table III-2, there are approximately 1.6 million hired 

employees on agricultural-plant establishments (Oliveira and Cox, 1989). Some hired 

employees work on agricultural establishments that do not use pesticides and, after such an 

adjustment, nearly 1.5 million hired agricultural employees are potentially occupationally 

exposed to pesticides as pesticide handlers, agricultural workers, or both. 

Also on WPS-covered agricultural establishments are many family· and unpaid laborers who 

also may be exposed to pesticides and for whom many of the provisions of the final rule are 

intended. Unpaid workers are found on approximately 309,000 agricultural establishments 

using pesticides that also have hired labor, and on about 250,000 agricultural establishments 

using pesticides with only family or unpaid labor (Table III-3). In 1987, agricultural 

establishments using pesticides were estimated to include nearly 2.4 million owner/operators, 

family members, and other unpa,id workers either handling pesticides or potentially exposed to 

pesticides in treated areas (Table ill-4). Of the approximately 2.4 million unpaid (family) 

owner/operators and workers, nearly 1.0 million are estimated to handle pesticides (handlers), 

while almost 1.4 million are estimated to never handle pesticides (workers). Of the total 
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estabishments with and without hired labor, acres grown, and size of establishment, 1990. 

::ED&GRAIN 338,000 196,000 142,000 128,000,000 41,800,000 86,200,000 379 213 607 

OTT ON 22,000 6,000 16,000 13,700,000 800,000 12,900,000 623 133 806 

::>BAG CO 76,000 21,000 55,000 4,200,000 400,000 3,800,000 55 19 69 

·lHERFIELD 123,000 76,000 47,000 16,000,000 !3,600,000 12,400,000 130 47 264 

EG'FRUIT/NUT 92,000 31,000 61,000 7,900,000 500,000 7,400,000 86 16 121 

URSERY/G.H. 37.000 17.000 20,000 800,000 100,000 700,000 22 6 35 

341,000 170,600,000 47,200,000 123,400,000 248 136 362 
ote: (1) R1 

OURCES: 
:),(2); USDA. 1990 Fann Costs and Returns Survey. 
I); Calculated from (1) and (2). 
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FEED&GRAIN 338,000 142,000 11%. 37,180 25% 9,295 

COlTON 22,000 16,000 6% 1,320 25% 330 

TOBACCO 75,000 55,000 24% 18,000 25% 4,500 

OlHERRELD. 123,000 47,000 42% 51,660 25% 12,915 

VEGt=RUITINUTS 93,000 61,000 15% 13,950 25% 3,488 

NURSERY/G. H. 
TOTAL 

SOURCES: 
(1 ),(2); U.S. Oepar1ment of Agicth.Jre. 1990 F1m1 Costs !l1d Reb.ms &.vey (rotrlded tl the ne!W"eSt 1 ,000). 
(3); U.S. Oepar1ment of Commerce. 1967 Census of AgricUIJJe (establishments reported a<1 not buying pesticides in 1967). 
(4); Calculamd, (1)X(3) . 
(5); Estinlated by DPRA Inc. md EPA based on general mowledge. 
(6); Calculated, (4)X(5). 
(7); CalrulaiBd, (2)-(6). 
(8); Oivei'a, VICtlr J. md E. Jme Cox. (1969, May). The Agriculttwal Work Force &.vey. U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
(9); Calrul!md, (8Y(2). 
( 1 0); Estimated asstming two handlers per establishment wit. hired labor that use pesticides, 2 X (7). 
(11); Calculated; ((9)-2)X(7). These am considered nonhandlers. 

132,705 558,000 3.9 265,410 256.065 

15,670 105,000 6.6 31,340 71,494 

50,500 136,000 2.5 101,000 23,873 

34,065 317,000 6.7 68,170 161,722 

57,513 418,000 6.9 115,025 279,077 
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FEED&GRAIN 338,000 142,000 196,000 37,180 9,295 27,885 300,820 132,705 

COTTON 22,000 16,000 6,000 1,320 330 990 20,680 15,670 

TOBACCO 75,000 55,000 21,000 18,000 4,500 13,500 57,000 50,500 

OlHERFIELO 123,000 47,000 76,000 51,660 12,91,5 38,745 71,340 34,085 

VEGIFRUIT..NUTS 93,000 61,000 31,000 13,950 3,488 10,463 79,050 57,513 

NURSERY/G.H. 37,000 20,000 17,000 5,550 1,388 4,163 31,450 18,613 

1 

Comm. Handlers 8,500 8,500 

TOTAL 

SOURCES: 
(1 ),(2).(3); U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. 1990 Fann Costs and Returns Survey (rounded to nearest 1 ,000). Commercial handling establishments from Toole 111-5. 
(4) U.S. Dept. of Commerce (1989). 1987 Census of Agriculture (estabfiShments reported as not buying pesticides in 1 987). 
(5) Calculated, 25% X (4) assuming establishments with hired labor are more likely to use pesticides than establishments with only family labor, 

or estct>Hshments not using pesticides are less liKely to hire labor. 
(6) Cak:ulated, (4)-(5). See footnote (5). 
(7) Difference between an estoolishments and those not using pesticides. 

168,115 

5,010 

7,500 

37,255 

20,538 

12,838 
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FEED&GRAIN 675,000 2.0 600,710 578,000 1.7 514,386 

COTTON 21,000 1.0 19,759 43,000 2.0 40,459 

TOBACCO 159,000 2.1 120,840 159,000 2.1 120,840 

OlHERRELD 478,000 3.9 277,085 139,000 1.1 80,575 

VEG'FRUITMUTS 354,000 3.8 300,710 207,000 2.2 175,839 

NURSERYIG.H. 46,000 1.5 46,000 68,000 1.8 57,892 

TOTAL 1,733,000 2.4 1,365,103 1,194,000 1.8 989,990 

SOURCES: 
(1 ),(4) U.S. Depa1ment ot Agriculture. 1989. 1967 Agricultural Work Force Survey. 
(2) Calculated, (1) divided by "All establishments" (Table 111-3, column ( 1 )). Does not include operak>rs. 
(3) Calrulated, (2) X Establishments Using Pesticides (Table 111-3, oolumn 7). None of these oopaid workers hande pesticides (EPA estimate). 
(5) Calculated, (4) divided by "AI estabfishments" (Table 111-3, oolumn (1)). 
(6) CalcUated, (5) X Establishments Using Pesticides (Table 111-3, oolumn 7). AI of these operators hande pesticides (EPA estimate). 
(7) Repeat of (6). 
(8) Repeat ot (3). 
(9) Calculated (7)+(8). 

514,386 600,710 1,115,096 

40,459 19,759 60.218 

120,840 120,840 241,680 

80,575 277,005 357,659 

175,839 300,710 476,548 

57,892 46,000 103,892 

989,990 1,365,103 2,355,094 

r· 



unpaid handlers and workers on agricultural-plant establishments which use pesticides, over 

1.1 million (47 percent) were on feed and grain crop farms; about 0.48 'million (20 percent) 

were on vegetable/fruit/nut farms; and about 0.36 million (15 percent) were on farms with 

primarily other field crops (peanuts, dry beans, sugarbeets, potatoes, etC.). 

The revised fmal rule will also provide protection to handlers employed by commercial firms 

that apply agricultural pesticides. Growers often contract with commercial fmns to apply 

pesticides on their property in contrast to application by the grower, the grower's family, or 

hired workers, which is commonly termed "private" application. It is estimated that about 60 

percent of all agricultural-plant pesticide applications are made by commercial applicators. 

However, private application is still widespread on agricultural establishments and many 

establishments combine both commercial and private applications. The commercial handler 

segment of the agricultural-plant pesticide industry is estimated to comprise about 8,500 

commercial pesticide handling establishments including deale'r applicators, independent 

applicators, and aerial applicators (fable ill-5). Commercial pesticide handling 

establishments employ about 38,000 people, all of whom would be considered handlers. 

Thus, l.n total, the population of agricultural workers occupationally exposed to pesticides is 

estimated to be about 3,868,000 annually. The distribution by crop group and type of 

exposure is summarized below. 

----------------------------------------1,0()0------~----------------------------------

Feed & Grain 265 514 256 601 
Cotton 31 40 71 20 
Tobacco 101 121 24 121 
Other Field 68 81 162 277 
Veg./Fruit/Nuts 115 176 279 301 
Nursery /Greenhouse 37 58 55 46 
Forestry 7 3 
Commercial Applicato.rs ~ll - - -TOTAL 662 990 850 1,366 

Source: Tables III-2 and III-4; Appendix B for forestry; Table III-5 for commercial handlers. 
Jj Handlers of pesticides may also work in fields but workers never handle pesticides. 
Y Totals may not add due to rounding. 
'lf Includes operators and/or unpaid/family (not farmers). 

ill-7 

1,637 
163 
367 
588 
871 
196 
10 
~ 
3,868 
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TABLE 111-5. Estimated number of commercial handlers of 

11,000 
2,000 

11,000 
2,000 

Ag Chemical Dealer 
Independent Appl. 
Aerial Applicator 

5,500 
1,000 
2,000 

7.6 
4 
6 

4 
4 
6 

22,000 
4,000 
12,000 6,000 6,000 

TOTAL 8,500 38,000 13,000 6,000 -19~000 

Ag Chemical Dealer 
Independent Appl. 
Aerial Applicator 

TOTAL 

SOURCES: 

--Uncertified/Need Training---

9,500 0 0 

(1) DPRA estimate based on conversations with experts within the industry. 
(2) For ag chemical dealers, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1988 COUNlY BUSINESS 

PATTERNS (December 1990). For other categories, DPRA estimate. 
(3) DPRA estimate. 
(4) Calculated,(1) X (3). 

5,500 
1,000 
3,000 



In developing the estimates in the RIA, the question arose as to whether to include livestock 

establishments and workers. The Agency is aware that feed is sometimes grown on livestock 

establishments and that some of these establishments might be included in the scope of the 

Worker Protection Standard due to these feed-production activities. However, the Agency 

also recognized that many feed and grain establishments also produce livestock. In neither 

case were any data available to indicate how many of these livestock or feed and grain 

establishments use pesticides in the production of the feed crops and hire labor to perform 

activities associated with those crops within 30 days of the application and restricted-entry 

interval. Since hand labor activities are relatively rare in feed crops and pesticides are only 

sparsely used on many of these crops, the impact of the WPS on these establishments is 

slight. In this analysis, EPA has chosen to include feed and grain establishments and exclude 

livestock establishments. The establishments were categorized based on whether crops or 

livestock contributed most to the gross sales on the farm. EPA believes there is an over

estimation due to the inclusion of all establishments and workers on feed and grain fanns and 

an under-estimation due to the exclusion of all establishments and workers on livestock farms. 

Data are unavailable to assess the degree to which these two estimates offset one another. 

Under the final rule, hired workers are required to have decontamination materials available 

· within 1/4 mile of the work site while performing activities or tasks related to the production 

of agricultural plants in treated areas within the 30 day period following a pesticide's 

application or restricted-entry interval. Hired handlers are required to have decontamination 

materials available during all handling activities. Table III-6 gives the estimated annual 

average days of work spen~ in such a treated area for agricultural workers and days handling 

pesticides for commercial and hired handlers. 

Data are not available on the frequency of exposure to pesticides of various toxicities by the 

agricultural workers identified in Table III-6. By definition, handlers would always be 

exposed. In lieu of pesticide exposure data for agricultural workers, DPRA Incorporated, 

along with EPA staff, developed general probabilities that workers would ( 1) be within 1/4 

mile of treated areas during a pesticide application or during the restricted-entry interval 
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Table 111-6. Annual average days of agria.Jitural wot1<, days perfoming fieldwot1<, and days handing 
pesticides for aoricultural wot1<ers, commercial handlers, and hired and familv-member handlers. 

\ic\KX-vt'!''Xei 

FEED&GRAIN 84 10% 8 33 84 6 

COTTON 84 10% 8 33 84 21 

TOBACCO 48 50% 24 33 48 1 

OlHERFIELD 60 10% 6 33 60· 3 

VEG'FRUIT/NUT 105 80% 84 33 105 3 

NURSERY 137 80% 110 33 137 8 

I GREENHOUSE 137 100% 137 0 137 50 

7% 10% 

25% 10% 

2% 50% 

5% 10% 

3% 80% 

6% 80% 

36"/o 100"/o 

(1),(5); Oiveira, VIdor J. aoo E. Jane Cox. 1989 (May). "The Agricultural Wot1< Force Survey". U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
(2},(8); Estimated by DPRA, Inc. and EPA based on general knowledge. Reflects time in fields that are within 

the 3(kfay period following a pesticide's restricted-entry interval. 
{3); Calrulated, (1) X (2). 
(4); Corrrnercial haoolers based on the following: 

-Total rumber of acre treatments of pesticides per year= 562,400,000 {Table 111-8). 
--60% of all acre-treatments are appied by commercial handlers (estimated by DPRA and Chris Myrick, National 

Jl.gri-Cherricals Retailers Association). · 
562,400,000 totaf awications X 60% = 337,440,000 applied by commercial handlers. 

--Ground appicators can cover 75-80 acres per day (Ohio State University). 
--Aerial appicators can cover about 1,000 acres per day (Rick Hardcastle, Texas ,4,g Aviation Assoc.}. 

Average acres treated per day= (77.5 + 1,000)12 = 540 acres per day. · 
--The ooni>er of treatment-days per year= 337,440,0001540 = 624,889. 
--There are 19,000 commercial ground aoo aerial awficators (Table 111-5). 
--The average rurnber of days per year that one commercial applicator awfies pesticides: 

624,889/19,000 = 32.9 
*Note: It is assuined that only hired orfarrily member handlers apply pesticides in greenhouses. 

Footnotes continued ... 

8 

6 

24 

6 

82 

103 

87 
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Footnotes continued from Table 111-6 ..• 

(6); Hired and family member handlers based on the following: 
--Total number of acre-treatments of pesticides peryear ~ 562,400,000 (Table 111-8). 
-40% of all acre treatments are applied by hired and family-member handlers (1 00% - 60% applied by commercial handlers). 

562,400,000 total applications X 40%- 224,960,000 applied by hired and family member handlers. 
-Hired and family-member handlers only apply pestmes by ground and can CCNer 77.5 acres per day (See source above). 
-The average number of days it takes to apply one pesticide treatment = acres per establishment per crop (Table 111-1) 

divided by the average number of acres treated per day f17 .5). 
Feed & Grain: 379m.s- 4.89 or 5 days. 
Cotton: 623!77.5 - 8.03 or 8 days. 
Tobacro: ssm.s- .110 or 1 day. 
Other field crops: 130f17 .5 - 1.68 or 2 days. 
Veg,1ruit: 86f17.5- 1.11 or 1 day. 
Nursery/greenhouse: 22m.5 - .284 or 1 day. 

-The average number of days per year that one hired or family-member handler applies pesticides • the number of days to 
apply one pesticide treatment X the average number of treatments applied non-commercially (APpendix A. Table NP-3, column (7)-(8)}. 

Feed & Grain: 5 days per treatment X 1.2 treatments - 6.0. 
Cotton: B days per treatment X 2.6 treatments - 20.8. 
Tobacco: 1 day per treatment X 0.3 treatments • 0.3. 
Other field crops: 2 days per treatment X 1.2 treatments - 2.4. 
Veg,1ruit: 1 day per treatment X 2.8 treatments- 2.8, 
Nursery: 1 day per treatment X 7.7 treatments- 7.7. 
Greenhouse: 1 day per treatment X 50 treatments ~ 50. 

(7); Calculated, (6)/(5). 
(9); Calculated, [(5)-(6)] X 8. 



(0-48 hours) (Table ID-7), or (2) be in treated areas after the expiration of the REI, but within 

30 days of the REI (0-30 days) for various categories of pesticides (Table ill-6). 

This fmal rule establishes REls for all agricultural pesticides. ln general, highly toxic a.i.s 

(toxicity class I) require a 48-hour restricted-entry interval (REI); moderately toxic a.i.s 

require a 24-hour REI; and all other a.i.s require a 12-hour REI. Agricultural workers on feed 

and grain establishments would seldom have need to be near fields within 48-hours after a 

pesticide application, hence the low (5 percent) probability that workers would be present 

(Table III-7). However, the likelihood that agricultural workers would be near fields (within 

1/4 mile) within 48 hours after a pesticide application on tobacco, vegetable/fruit/nut, and 

nursery/greenhouse crops is quite high--80 to 90 percent. 

Finally, Table lll-8 shows the estimated acre-treatments of pesticides by restricted-entry 

interval and crop grouping. ln 1989, a total of 562 million acre-treatments were applied to 

the seven1 agricultural crop groupings addressed by this rule. Of the total treamients, 31 

percent were pesticides expected to have 48 hour restricted-entry intervals, 18 percent had 24 

hour restricted-entry intervals and 51 percent had 12 hour restricted-entry intervals. 

B. Overview of Adverse Health Effects 

The widespread use of pesticides on agricultUral plants, the large number of people working, 

and limited worker protection in these areas sets the stage for significant potential 

occupational exposure of workers to pesticides and resulting harmful health effects. It is 

undisputed that workers and handlers in the agricultural workforce are occupationally exposed 

to pesticides and pesticide residues and that such exposures can pose significant short-term 

and long-term health risks. The difficulty is in quantifying a specific level of risk and 

projecting the risk reduction that will result from this rule. There is, however, strong general 

evidence that such 

1Pesticide use in forests is very limited. According to a 1991 U.S. Department of 
Agriculture publication, less than one percent of the total acreage of national forests and 
grasslands were treated with pesticides in 1990. · 
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Table 111-7. Expected probability that agricultural workers are within 1/4 mile of fields after applications 
of oesticides with 48124/12 hour restricted-entry intervals 

FEED&GRAIN 5% 5% 0% 

COlTON 10% 10% 5% 

TOBACCO 800/o 50% 10''/o 

s I OTHER FIELD 5% 5% 0'% 
I 

w I VEG/FRUIT/NUTS 90% 50% 25% 

NURSERY 90% 50% 25% 

GREENHOUSE 21 900/o 500/o 25% 

(1); Estimated by DPRA, Inc. and EPA based on general knowledge. 
21 Greenhouse establishments are based on the expected probability that workers would enter the greenhouse itself. 



TABLE 111-8. Acre-treatments of pesticides: 1989 nurrbers and OArr.~>nt~ 

FEED&GRAIN 100.9 58.9% 27.0% 18.6% 502 49.7% 

COTION 31.1 18.1% 36.5% 5B.Oo/. 25.6 25.3% 

TOBACCO 0.6 0.4% 19.4% 61.4% 0.4 0.4% 

OTHER FIELD 16.4 9.6% 43.3% 31.2% 7 .. 6 7.5o/o 

VEG'FRUIT/NUTS 17.4 10.2% 33.8% 45.0% 12.3 12.2% 

NURSERY@ 2.5 1.0o/. 45.0% 5.0% 2.5 1.0% 

GREEN l-OUSE@ 2.5 1.0o/o 45.0% 5.0% 2.5 1.0% 

FORESTRY'9 

TOTAL 171.4 100% 30.5% 101.1 100% 

roost 01 the active ing8dients with REI's IOOQer d1an 48 FOlKs. 
@ 1 007 Agrruttxal Census. Hortiruhural specialties producers represent about 2% of the expenditures by all users for al agricultural 

chemk:::als. This is assumed to be spf~ evenly between nurseries 1n:l greenhouses. 

SOUFCES: 
(1): EPA pqYielarydata. 
(2); CalcUated from (1 ). 
(3); (1) divids:l by al a::re trootrnents of pestiddes. 
(4); EPA pqYielarydala. Represents the percentage of ai14S-IT REI pestk;ide !DB-treatments that are toxicity category I due to denmal 

toxdty oc sldn mtation potential. 
(5); Pestdde use in focests Is very llrrited.ln 1990,1ess than one percent of the tolal a:reage of narora lorests and grasslln:ls were 

treated with pesticides (USDA. ·RBJXll1 of the Forest Service Fisca Yf!f<l1990). 

13.4% 221.0 n.3% 59.1% 373.8 66.5% 

30.1% 27.1 9.5% 31.6% 85.1 15.1% 

12.9% 1.6 0.6% 51.6% 3.1 0.6% 

20.1% 13.7 4.8'Y. 36.1% 37.9 6.7% 

23.9o/. 21.5 7.5% 41.7% 51.5 9.2% 

45.0% 0.5 1.0% 10.0% 5.5 1.0% 

45.0o/o 0.5 1.0o/o 10.0% 5.5 1.0% 

18.0% 200 100% 50.8% 562.4 

-------------------



risks are pervasive and that they can be substantially reduced through simple exposure

mitigation measures. 

Adverse health effects to agricultural workers from occupational exposures to agricultural

plant pesticides include: 

• acute effects, 

• allergic or sensitization effects, and 

• delayed effects. 

The view that farmworkers suffer significant adverse health effects from pesticides is shared 

by otherinstitutions. EPA's Science Advisory Board concluded in 1990 that agricultural 

workers are exposed to many toxic substances and such exposure can cause cancer and a 

wide range of non-cancer health effects. In 1992, the U.S. General Accounting Office 

concluded that farmworkers and their children are routinely exposed to pesticides and that 

their health and well-being is not adequately protected by Federal laws and regulations. 

Finally, the Council of Scientific Affairs of the American Medical Association (AMA) has 

identified the health of agricultural workers who are exposed to pesticides as in need of 

strong EPA and state regulatory support of occupational health. 

C. Alternative Approaches to Reducing Worker Exposure to Pesticides 

The Agency intends to promulgate a rule that, as a whole, will reduce agricultural workers' 

occupational exposure to pesticides, and hence, will reduce the incidence of adverse acute and 

delayed-onset health effects. Except for the cost of labeling changes to registrants, the costs 

of the requirements being promulgated in this final rule are in the following categories: 

• Restricted-Entry Intervals; 

• Personal Protective Equipment; 

• Training; 

~ Notification; 
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• Decontamination; 

• Emergency Assis,tance; and 

• Rule Familiarization. 

For each of these categories there have been a wide range of specific proposals identified by 

the Agency and by informed, interested outside groups who participated in this rulemaking 

effort. Table ill-9 summarizes the specific requirements of the three major options 

considered during the development of the regulation. Labeling changes required of registrants 

and rule familiarization are not included in Table ill-9 since the options do not differ 

significantly. 

Requirements under this Rule were established after extensive evaluation of the risk/benefit 

tradeoff between requirement cost and protection provided. For example, a posting 

requirement every 100 feet for all areas treated with any pesticide may be considered ideal for · 

maximum notification safety. This requirement, however, would be expensive for most 

growers and may seem unnecessary for large rural producers, such as wheat farms with vast 

acreage and no hired workers. Estimated costs for each of the three major options are 

presented in the next chapter. 
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Table III-9. Baseline, revised rule, and high 'l.'ltl low uptions considered iH .VPS development 
h.-.. ·.····.·.· .. ·.··.··-·-·--·-·.··.·- .. ··-···.·.·.··.·.·.·.·-:·-.-:-:-;.·.··.·=·=··-·= •· .• ·•·•· ••• ·•· •. ·••• ·.·.·-_ .• _.:-·-:-·-·.·· ..• -.·· •.• · -•. ·.-.. ·•· . --· - ... •.·.•.·•· .. ·,,·.··.·. 

Restricted-Entry Intervals 
(REI) 

Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) 

Product-specific REis on some 
pesticides--24 or 48 hours on 
most Toxicity I 
organophosphates and n-methyl 
carbamates; Sprays have dried, 
or dusts have settled, on all 
other pesticides used on hand 
labor crops. 

Short-term tasks, emergencies, 
and special exceptions granted 
by EPA. 

Handlers: specified on label~ 
Early Entry Workers: hat, long
sleeved shirt, trousers, shoes, 
and socks. 

Interim REis: 48 hours for 
Toxicity I dermal toxicity or 
skin or eye irritation potential; 
24 hours for Toxicity II dermal 
toxicity or skin or eye 
irritation potential; 12 hours 
for others; 72 hours for 
Toxicity I organophosphates in 
arid areas. 

Early entry allowed with 
specified PPE only for short
term tasks or in emergencies. 

Affects: AJI hired workers/ 
handlers and unpaid/family 
member workers/handlers. 

PPE and work clothing as 
described in the matrices in the 
Final Rule. 

PPE provided, cleaned, and 
maintained by employer. 

Affects: All hired workers/ 
handlers and unpaid/family 
member workers/handlers. 

Interim REis: 
72 hours for Toxicity I 
48 hours for Toxicity II 
24 hours for others 

No early entry allowed 

PPE and work clothing as 
described in the matrices in 
the Final Rule. 

PPE and work tlothing 
provided, cleaned, and 
maintained by employer. 

24 hours for Toxicity I; 
sprays dried, dusts settled for 
all others. 

Early reentry with PPE 
allowed. 

PPE and work clothing 
descn'bed in the matrices in 
the rule. 

Neither PPE nor work 
clothing provided, cleaned, 
or maintained by employer. 
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Notification 

Decontamination 

Warnings may be oral and/or by 
posting signs at treated areas, 
and/or by posting infonnation 
on central notice bOards. 

OSHA Field Sanitation 
Standard: handwashing facilities 
for workers on fann 
establishments with 10 or more 
workers and for an workers on 
nurseries, forests, and 
greenhouses. 

Table III-9. Continued. 

Treated area posting and oral 
warnings for pesticides which 
are Toxicity I for denmtl 
toxicity or skin irritation 
potential. 

Mandatory posting for 
greenhouse applications. 

Oral warning or treated area 
posting for other applications 
on fanns, forests, and 
nurseries. 

Pesticide-specific infonnation 
on a central notice board. 

Mfects: An hired workers/ 
handlers. 

Handlers: water, soap and 
towels within 1/4 mile for 
routine washing of hands and 
face and emergency whole
body washing. Emergency 
change of clothing. Eyeflush 
water immediately available, if 
protective eyewear required. 

Workers (within 30 days of 
REI): water, soap, and towels 
within l/4 mile for routine 
washing of hands and face. 

Early Entry Workers: same as 
workers plus eyeflush water 
immediately available, if 
protective eyeweai required. 

Mfects: An hired workers/ 
handlers. 

Treated area posting, oral 
warnings, and central notice 
board listing for all· pesticide 
applications. 

Daily oral warning. 

Handlers: water, soap, and 
towels immediately available. 
Eyeflush dispensers for each 
handler required to wear 
protective eyewear. Hot 
water showers at site where 
PPE is removed. 

Workers: same as Final Rule, 
except ( 1) provided all season 
long, (2) emergency change 
of clothing required, and (3) 
eyeflush dispenser required. 

Early Entry Workers: same as 
workers above, plus (I) 
eyeflush dispensers, if 
required to wear protective 
eyewear, and (2) hot water 
showers at site where PPE 
removed. 

Treated area posting and oral 
warnings for pesticides with 
REis > than 48 hours. 

Oral warning or treated area 
posting for all other 
applications. 

Pesticide-specific 
infonnation available upon 
request. 

Handlers and Early Entry 
Workers: same as Final 
Rule. 

Workers: no wash facility 
required. 



Table III-9. Continued. 

Training Certification and Training for Training about pesticide safety Certification and training for Training about pesticide 
handlers of restricted use and correct handling practices all hand1ers of Toxicity safety and correct handling 
pesticides. for all handlers. Category I pesticides. practices for hand1ers. 

OSHA Hazard Communication Training about pesticide safety Handler-level training for Training about pesticide 
Standard: Training for for all early entry workers. early entry workers. safety for early entry 
workers/handlers on agricultural workers. 
establishments with 11 or more Training about pesticide safety Training about pesticide 
employees. for all workers. safety for workers. No training for workers. 

Safety Poster. Safety Poster in language(s) No safety poster. 
spoken by workers on 

Affects: All hired workers/ establishment. 
handlers. 

Emergency Assistance Nothing Employers provide emergency Same as Final Rule. Nothing. 
transportation to workers and 
handlers. Pesticide labels, pesticide fact 

sheets, or Material Safety 
Employers provide pesticide- Data Sheets for each 
specific information to pesticide are made available 
workers, hand1ers, and medical to all workers and handlers. 
personnel in an emergency. 

Affects: All hired workers/ 
handlers. 

Cholinesterase Monitoring Nothing Nothing Cholinesterase monitoring for Nothing. 
all commercial handlers. 

Affects: All commercial 
handlers. 



IV. COMPLIANCE COSTS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS 

A. Total and Incremental Costs by Cost Factor 

The regulation and optional approaches would impose a variety of direct and indirect costs on 

employers of agricultural workers and employers of agricultural pesticide handlers. Direct 

costs would include personal protective equipment, decontamination items, pesticide safety 

posters, and treated~area notification signs, while indirect costs would include worker, handler, 

and supervisor/employer wages during notification, training, emergency assistance, rule 

familiarization, PPE maintenance, and decontamination-related tasks. Additionally, direct 

costs will be incurred by registrants for labeling changes. 

To the extent possible, the Agency has used a variety of published data from various sources 

such as the U.S. Department of Agriculti.Ire, U.S. Department of Commerce, and the U.S. 

Department of Labor. When ne~essary, published data are supplemented with proprietary 

data and estimates by knowledgeable persons both in EPA and in the agricultural sector. 

When compiled, these values were used to approximate the various cost factors of the 

regulation and of the major alternative approaches to the different user sectors. 

Total first year user compliance costs of the regulation, along with total first year high and 

low option costs, are summarized in Table IV -1. The revised final rule has a total first year 

cost to users of approximately $190 million, while the high and low option costs are 

estimated at $365 million and $55 million, respectively. Total compliance costs assume that 

no portion of the regulatjon are currently being incurred, either from State or federal 

regulations, or through voluntary compliance. 

Some portions of these total costs are already being incurred by growers or commercial 

applicator firms as a result of (1) existing regulations promulgated at the state and federal 

levels, (2) existing labeling requirements, and (3) voluntary compliance. 
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Table N -1. Summary of total first year user compliance costs for the 
revised fmal rule, high option, and low option 

-------------------(Million $)------------------

Establishments: 

Restricted-En try Interval 39.4 117.5 18.6 

Personal Protective Equipment 78.8 100.4 2.2 

Notification 16.8 24.0 8.2 

Training 11.1 18.7 5.0 

Decontamination 30.2 71..0 13.5 

·Emergency Assistance 0.04 0.08 0.0 

Rule Familiarization 6.0 6.0 6.0 

SUBTOTAL 182.3 337.7 53.5 

Commercial Handler Firms: 

Cholinesterase Monitoring 1/ 0.0 9.5 0.0 

Other Requirements ']j ___il 17.7 ___lJ_ 

SUBTOTAL ....ll 11J:. ...1.& 
GRAND TOTAL 190.1 364.9 55.3 

1J Cholinesterase monitoring is only required for commercial handlers, under the high option. 
']j Other requirements for commercial handlers include the cost of PPE, training, emergency 

assistance, decontamination, and rule familiarization. 

Source: Appendix A for current revised final rule costs and Appendix C for high and low option 
compliance costs. 
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The original Worker Protection Standard for agricultural hand-labor cr.ops and the Product 

Registration (PR) Notice (83-2), through which the provisions of the Standard were 

incorporated onto pesticide product labeling, established the current requirement for pesticides 

used on labor-intensive crops, that warnings must be given to workers who are expected to be 

in a treated area or in an· area about to be treated. Therefore, the costs for oral notification 

requirements associated with fruit/vegetable/nut, cotton, and tobacco crops are already being 

incurred. 

OSHA has promulgated a national Field Sanitation Standard (FSS), requiring water, soap, and 

towels for many agricultural workers, which will be sufficient for EPA's WPS 

decontamination requirements for those workers. OSHA's Hazard Communication Standard 

(HCS) is also expected to mitigate the cost impact of training requirements established by this 

rule. 

Arizona, California, Texas, Oregon, Washington, and other states have existing regulations 

designed to protect agricultural workers from occupational pesticide exposures. These include 

requirements that pertain to oral warnings and treated-area posting, decontamination facilities, · 

training, restrictions on entry, and emergency response. 

EPA has issued Registration Standards for approximately 80 percent of the pesticide active 

ingredients used in the production of agricultural plants. In addition, EPA has issued 

amended labeling requirements for several such active ingredients. These labeling 

requirements and Registration Standards have resulted in some of the WPS requirements, in 

particular personal protective equipment requirements, being already inc.orporated into the 

pesticide labeling. 

Finally, EPA believes that many employers of agricultural workers and pesticide handlers are 

already voluntarily complying with several of the WPS requirements. In particular, EPA 

believes that many such employers are providing their employees with water for routine and 

emergency washing and that most are providing them with transportation and pesticide

specific information in poisoning emergencies. 
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Table IV -2 summarizes incremental first and out year user compliance costs of the regulation 

by cost factor. Incremental first year costs of the regulation are e.stimated at approximately 

$94 million, while incremental out year costs are estimated to be about $49 million. 

B. Economic Impacts by Agricultural Sector 

The Worker Protection Standard would impact the production of all significant agricultural 

commodities to some extent Pesticides are a common input in the production of many 

agricultural commodities. The. relative significance of the costs of the regulation can be 

expected to vary according to two factors; ( 1) the intensity and toxicity of pesticide use, and 

(2) the amount of hand labor required in the production of the commodity. 

Table IV-3 and Figure IV-1 show the estimated first year incremental WPS compliance costs 

by agricultural sector for each of the major cost factors. Incremental first year costs range 

from a low of $0.3 million for f?restry, to a high of nearly $35 million for vegetable/fruit/nut 

establishments. Total incremental first year costs of the regulation for all agricultural-plant 

establishments is estimated at approximately $82.3 million. 

Estimated incremental out-year compliance costs are given in Table IV -4 and in Figure IV -2. 

Out year incremental costs to comply with the WPS to owners of agricultural establishments 

are approximately $49.4 million. Several factors associated with first year costs have more 

than one year's usefulness, so costs are reduced or even eliminated in out years. For 

example, in out years only 20 percent of the treated area posting signs will likely need 

replacement. Other examples of reduced out-yearcosts include certain personal protective 

equipment, safety posters, and water containers for decontamination. Some first year 

compliance cost items are totally eliminated in out years--for example, the cost to registrants 

of changing pesticide labeling are all incurred in the first year. After the changes are made 

the first year, the labeling will not change in out years due to the WPS regulation. 

Table IV -5 shows various key statistics about the agricultural-plant sectors that will be 

affected by the WPS. There are 688,000 agricultural establishments with 170.6 million acres 
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Table IV -2. Summary of incremental first and out year user compliance costs 
..... ·····,•,•,· .• ·.•,•,•,·,·.·.•.·.·.- ... ·.·.·,···· .·.··.·-·.·.·.·.:.:-:-:-:.:-:-:.:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:.:.:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:._.:.:.:.:.:..-:.y.·.:.:-.-:.:-:.:.•.·,•.·.····=·=···=·=·· ·.- ... ·.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.·-=···=·=·=·=· •.·.····=···=····· .·.·.·.·,·.:.·. ·.·.· .. ·.·.·.·.•.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .... . Ji 

--------------(Million $)-------------

Establishments: 

Restricted-Entry Interval 21.1 21.1 

Personal Protective Equipment 17.9 9.5 

Notification 15.7 5.0 

Training 6.9 2.3 

Decontamination 12.4 8.9 

Emergency Assistance 0.01 0.01 

Rule Familiarization 6.0 .L.Q_ 

SUBTOTAL 80.0 47.8 

Commercial Handler Firms: 

Training 0.06 0.05 

Decontamination 0.4 0.4 

Personal Protective Equipment 1.6 1.1 

Emergency Assistance .0002 .0002 

Rule Familiarization 0.2 0.01 

SUBTOTAL 2.3 1.6 

Registrants: 

Labeling Changes 12.0 _Q 

GRAND TOTAL 94.3 49.4 

Source: Appendix A and B. 
Note: Totals may not add due to rounding. 
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liance costs by cost factor and agricultural sector 
...................... 

Not Signif. 2,624,899 3,785,480 8,498,202 3,280,806 3,385 3,034,675 21,227,447 

Not Signif. 436,530 587,797 814,424 672,216 668 . 254,450 2,766,085 

Not Signif. 773,172 1,267,690 2,535,653 1,287,644. 811 759,500 6,624,470 

NotSignif.1/ 968,581 1,247,629 1,702,249 3,755,689 1,492 737,975 8,413,615 

20,711,251 1,653,331 4,347,143 3,244,038 3,898,355 2,559 949,263 34,805,940 

434,837 426,424 1,058,963 1,059,045 2,680,026 598 350,875 6,010,768 

None 61,275 421,210 1,575,908 None 247 85,000 2,143,640 

Forestry Not Signif. 58,870 88,534 80,102 102,204 70 16,000 345,780 
Agri-Piant 
Establishments 
SUBTOTAL 82,337,745 

< !Labeling Changes 12,000,000 I 

"' TOTAL 21,146,088 7,003,082 12,804,446 19,509,621 15,676,940 9,830 6,187,738 $94,337,745 

Source: Appendix A and B. 

1/ May be costs associated with seed rom, but otherwise not significant. 
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Figure IV-1. Incremental first year WPS compliance costs and percent of total 
incremental costs by agricultural sector 

Other Field ($8,413,615) 

Veg/Fruit ($34,805,940 

Feed & Grain ($21 ,227,44 

Tobacco ($6,624,470) 
Cotton ($2, 766,085) 

Nursery/Greenhouse ($6,01 0,768) 

Total Incremental First Year WPS Compliance Costs= $82.3 Million* 
*Includes a $345,780 compliance oost to forestry; excludes one-time oost of label changes to registrants. 



Table IV-4. Out year incremental WPS cost factor and agricultural sector 

Not Signif. 866,030 2,267,375 4,444,864 1,007,127 3,385 505,779 9,094,560 

Not Signif. 152,893 397,155 441,217 236,381 668 42,408 1,270,722 

Not Signif. 239,276 734,481 1,382,541 310,637 811 126,583 2,794,329 

Not Signif.1/ 340,191 829,460 929,080 843,921 1,492 122,996 3,067,140 

20,711,251 581,620 3,714,044 1,732,142 1,254,487 2,559 158,211 28,154,314 

434,837 144,773 864,245 564,632 . 1,273,876 598 58,479 3,341,440 

None 55,148 366,406 1,081,608 None 247 14,167 1,517,576 

Not Signif. 18,515 50,220 42,818 31,363 70 3,000 145,986 

~ !Labeling Changes 0 
I 

00 TOTAL 21,146,088 2,398,446 9,223,386 10,618,902 4,957,792 9,830 1,031,623 $49,386,067 

Sourca: Appendix A and B. 

1/ May be costs associated with seed com, but otherwise not signifiCant. 
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Figure IV -2. Incremental out year WPS compliance costs and percent of total 
incremental costs by agricultural sector 

Other Reid ($3,067, 1 

Veg/Fruit ($28, 154,31 

'----'.--Coinmerdal Handlers ($1 ,517 ,576) 

Feed & Grain ($9,094,560) 

Cotton ($1 ,270, 722) 
Nursery/G.H. ($3,341 ,440) 

Total Incremental Out Year WPS Compliance Costs = $49.4 Million* , 
*Includes a $145,986 compliance cost to forestry. 
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Table IV-5. Number of establishments, acres planted; market value, compliance costs, and compliance costs 
as a percentage of market value by agricultural crop sector 

---(number)--- ---(million)--- ---(billion S)--- ---(million S)--- --(million S)-- --($/estab. )-- --($/estab. )--

Feed and Grain 338,00) 128 22.4 21.2 . 9.1 70 30 

Co non 22,00) 13.7 4.2. 2.8 1.3 135 63 

Tobacco 76,00) 4.2 1.5 6.6 2.8 116 49 

Other Field 123,00) 16 5.7 8.4 3.1 118 43 

Vegetable/Fruits/Nuts 92,00) 7.9 11.3 34.8 28.2 440 357 

Nursery/Greenhouse 37,00) 0.8 5.7 6.0 3.3 190 105 

Forestry 0.3 0.1 . 

Commercial handler fmns 8,500 - _u. 1.5 247 176 -
TOTAL 696,500 170.6 $50.8 $82.3 $49.4 

1f Table 111-3, column (1); Table III-1, column (2). Commercial handler finns Table III-5, column (1). 

---(%)---

0.09 

O.D7 

0.44 

0.15 

0.31 

0.11 

0.16 

y U.S. Department of Commerce. 1987 Census of Agriculture. The Census reports the total market value of crops which includes crops treated with pesticides 
as well as crops not treated with pesticides. 

2/ Table IV-3. 
1J Table IV -4. 
2f Calculated; first year incremental cost/the number of establishments with and without hired labor that use pesticides (Table III-3, column (7) "All"). 
§I Calculated; out yearincremental cost/~e number of establishments with and without hired labor that use pesticides (Table lll-3, column (7) "All"). 
1J Calculated; first year incremental cost d~vided by malket value of crop which includes crops treated with pesticides as well as crops not treated with 

pesticides. 



of planted crops, in addition to 8,500 commercial handler firms that could potentially be 
' 

affected by the regulation. The total market value of production of the six crop sectors was 

approximately $50 billion in 1987 (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1989). 

While the total first year incremental cost of the WPS to agricultural-plant establishments and 

commercial-handler firms is estimated at $82.3 million, this total represents a small fraction 

of one percent of the market value of production of the six agricultural sectors (Table IV-5). 

The vegetable/fruit/nut sector incurs the single largest compliance cost from the regulation of 

$34.8 million for the fust year and $28.2 million in out years. However, with an annual 

market value of vegetable/fruit/nut crops at slightly over $11 billion, WPS compliance costs 

account for less than one-third of one percent of the sector's annual market value. In fact, 

compliance costs represent far less than one percent of the total market value for each one of 

he six individual crop sectors. On average, it will cost individual operators of agricultural 

establishments from $70 on feed and grain farms to $440 on vegetable/fruit/nut farms to 

comply with the WPS regulations in the first year. Out year incremental compliance costs are 

reduced by at least half as much as first year costs on feed and grain, cotton, tobacco, and 

other field crop farms. Nursery/greenhouse establishments' compliance costs are reduced by 

almost one-half in out years and vegetable/fruits/nuts by nearly twenty perc.ent Overall first 

year incremental costs of compliance with the WPS are expected to total less than two-tenth's 

of one percent of the total value of the crops affected. 

The somewhat wide variability in the cost per establishment across the commodity groups 

analyzed, results from the variation in pesticide use practices, including the different types of 

pesticides used, as well as the variation in intensity of hand labor practices. Pesticide usage 

in feed/grain and other field crops tends, for the most part, to be herbicide application with 

relatively less insecticide usage. Herbicides tend to have lower acute toxicity levels, and 

hence, trigger less costly requirements under the WPS. Another factor is that following 

herbicide application and planting, there is little need for entry into the fields of feed/grain or 

other field crops to perform hand labor tasks. However, tobacco, vegetable/fruit/n~t, and 

nursery/greenhouse crops often require insecticide treatments throughout the growing season 

and these types of pesticides tend to have higher acute toxicity values, and therefore, trigger 
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more requirements in the WPS. These crops also tend to require significant hand labor 

during the entire cultivation cycle. Therefore, the higher potential for occupational pesticide 
' 

exposure of workers in these labor intensive crops, triggers requirements under the WPS . 
regulations that are more costly than for the non-labor intensive field crops. 

C. Economic Impacts: Annualized Costs by Agricultural Sector 

As previously mentioned, the costs of complying with the WPS will decrease after the first 

year due to the fact that some costs are not incurred every year. While it is likely that 

compliance costs will be reduced even further in successive out years (due to changes in 

pesticide use, development of non-chemical methods of pest control, development of pest

resistant crop varieties, etc.), they cannot be accurately estimated without further study. 

Therefore, compliance costs are assumed to be the same in years two through ten. 

Another way to view compliance cost streams is to calculate their equivalent, constant-level 
. . 

cost per year. The equivalent value is referred to as the annual revenue stream requirement 

(ARR) because the present value of such an annual revenue stream equals the present value 

of the cost stream. In order to calculate an ARR for a cost stream the following three steps 

are taken. 

STEP 1: Prepare Cash Flow Estimates and Assumptions. 

First and out year incremental compliance costs of the WPS by industry were 

estimated earlier in this chapter. These are the initial year and annual cash flow 

estimates, respectively. Cash flow estimates are in constant 1991 dollars and are 

computed as before tax values per standard regulatory impact analysis 

guidelines. Calculating present values requires that all future period streams be 
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discounted1 at a specified rate of return, with appropriate consideration for inflation. 

STEP 2: Calculate Present Values for Each Year and the Total Present Value of the 
Cost Stream 

The present value of the cost stream by industry is multiplied by the discount factor 

to convert the future sum to a present value. The discount factor (DF) for k percent 

interesf and n periods is calculated with the formula: 

DFk.n = 1 

(1 +k)11 

Annual NPV s are summed by industry to obtain a total present value (TPV) of the 

overall cash flow. 

STEP 3: Compute the Capitaf Recovery Factor and Estimate Annual Revenue 
Requirement 

The annual revenue requirement (ARR) is obtained by converting the total NPV into 

an equivalent, constant-level cash flow, i.e. the average annual revenue required to 

provide an equivalent total present value. A capital recovery factor (CRF) is used to 

convert the NPV into an annual stream that is equivalent given the underlying 

economic assumptions .. The relationship is: 

1Discounting is a technical procedure by which costs of a regulation which occur over a 
specified time period are set equal to current costs. Projects that have different time horizons 
will have different net present values (NPV); using different discount rates also leads to 
different NPV s. 

:vrhe social rate of discount rate is the rate at which society is willing to trade current 
consumption for future consumption. The appropriate discount rate to use is the post-tax risk
free long-run consumer rate of time preference since society is understood to be trading 
present for future consumption on behalf of consumers by engaging in a public project. 
Empirical observations suggest that, all other things being equal, consumers prefer 
consumption in the present to that in the future, so that the discount rate obtained from the 
rate that existing consumers trade across time should also be positive. 
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where: 

ARR = CRF X TPV 

ARR = annual revenue requirement 

CRF = capital recovery factor, and, 

TPV = total present value. 

The equation to calculate the CRF is: 

where: 

CRF = 
(1 +1)11(0 

(1 +1)11 -1 

i = the real rate of return on invested capital, excluding inflation. 

n = the effective operating life of the asset. 

Cash flow, net present value, total present value, annual revenue requirement, and annual 

revenue requirement per establishment for WPS compliance by industry are given in Tables 

IV-6 through IV-9. Worker Protection Standard total ARRs for all affected agricultural 

industries and registrants is estimated to range between $53.9 - $56.0 million, depending upon 

the discount rate. This compares to first year cash flows (costs) of $94.3 million and out year 

costs of $49.4 million. A comparison of Tables IV-6 to IV-9 show that the ARRs are 

insensitive to the choice of discount rates used in this sensitivity analysis. 

ARRs are quite variable by industry. The vegetable/fruit/nut sector is estimated to incur the 

largest ARR, ranging between $28.8- $29.1 million per year, while the forestry sector is 

estimated at less than $200,000. Per establishment ARRs are based on the total number of 

establishments in the particular industry that use pesticides. ARRs rang~ from $369 (10% 

discount rate) on vegetable/fruit/nut establishments to about $34 (not discounted) on feed and 

grain farms. 
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Table IV-6. Annualized WPS incremental compliance costs by industry, constant 1991 dollars, discounted at 10% for 10 years 

Feed& Grain Cotton Tobacco Other Reid Vag/Fruit/Nuts Nursery/Greenhouse Commercial Handers Fares!!:!: L.abeli~ Changes Total 
Net Net Net Net Net Net Net Net Net Nat 

Ca<ih Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Ca<ih Present · Ca<ih Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present 
Year Flow Value Rem Value Rem Value Rem Value Flow Value Flow Value Flow Value Rem Value Flow Value Flow Value 1 

~--------- ------------ ---------- ------------ - ---------- ------------ ----------- ----------- ------------- ------------ ----------- ($1 ,000)-- ----------- ------------------------------ ------------ ---------- ----------- ----------- ------------! 

1 21,227 19,295 2,766 2,514 6,624 6,021 8,414 7,648 34,806 

2 9,095 7,512 1,271 1,050 2,794 2,308 3,067 2,533 28,154 

3 9,095 6,830 1,271 955 2,794 2,098 3,067 2,303 28,154 

4 9,095 6,212 1,271 868 2,794 1,908 3,067 2,095 28,154 

5 9,095 5,648 1,271 789 2,794 1,735 3,067 1,905 28,154 

6 9,095 5,130 1,271 717 2,794 1,576 3,067 1,730 28,154 

7 9,095 4,666 1,271 652 2,794 1,433 3,067 1,573 28,154 

8 9,095 4,247 1,271 594 2,794 1,305 3,067 1,432 28,154 

9 9,095 . 3,856 1,271 539 2,794 1,185 3,067 1,300 28,154 

10 9,095 3 511 1,271 491 2,794 1078 3,067 1184 28,154 

Total NPV 66,908 9,168 20,648 23,704 

Annual Revenue 
Requirement 1/ 10,889 1,492 3,360 3,858 

Total Revenue 
Requirement Per 
Establishment ($) 36.20 72.15 58.95 54.08 

1/ Annual Revenue Requirement= Capital AEiCovery Factor (CRF}X Total Net Present Value (NPV). 

CRF = (1 + i)"n (i) I (1 + i)"n - 1 

Where: i =the real rate of return on invested capital, exclucing inflation (10%) 
n =the affective operating life of the asset (10 years) 

31,639 6,011 5,464 2,144 1,949 346 315 12,000 10,908 94,338 85,753 

23,255 3,341 2,760 1,518 1,254 146 121 0 0 49,386 40,793 

21,144 3,341 2,509 1,518 1,140 146 110 0 0 49,386 37,089 

19,229 3,341 2,282 1,518 1,037 146 100 0 0 49,386 33,731 

17,484 3,341 2,075 1,518 943 146 91 0 0 49,386 30,669 . 
15,879 3,341 1,884 1,518 856 146 82 0 0 49,386 27,854 

14,443 3,341 1,714 1,518 779 146 75 0 0 49,386 25,335 

13,148 3,341 1,560 1,518 709 146 68 0 0 49,386 23,063 

11,937 3,341 1,417 1,518 644 146 ·62 0 0 49,386 20,940 

10867 3,341 1 290' 1,518 586 146 56 0 0 49,386 19 063 

179,025 22,954 9,896 1,079 10,908 344,289 

29,135 3,736 1,610 176 . 1,775 56,031 

368.57 118.59 189.47 --NA-- ----Not Applicable----------
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Table IV-7. Annualized WPS incremental compliance costs by industry, constant 1991 dollars, discounted at 6% for 10 years 

Food& Grain Cotton Tobacco Other Field V2afruii/Nuts Nurs!!!YfGreenhouse Commercial Hanclers Fores!!Y Labeli!J9 Chan~s Total 
Net Net Net Net Net Net Net Net Net Net 

Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present 
Year Flow Value Flow Value Flow Value Flow Valus Flow Value Flow Value Flow Value Flow Value Flow Value Flow Value 

-----~--- -------·····- ··-------- ---------- ----------- ------------ - -····---·- ------------ ------------- ------------- ---------· ($1 ,(XlO)-- ----------- -------------------.--------- ------------ • ---------- ------------ _ ---------- ------------

1 21,227 20,017 2,766 2,608 6,624 6,246 8,414 7,934 34,806 32,822 6,011 5,668 2,144 2,022 346 326 12,000 11,316 94,338 88,961 

2 9,095 8,095 1,271 1,131 2,794 2,487 3,067 2,730 28,154 25,057 3,341 2,973 1,518 1,351 146 130 0 0 49,386 43,954 

3 9,095 7,640 1,271 1,068 2,794 2,347 3,067 2,576 28,154 23,649 3,341 2,806 1,518 1,275 146 123 0 0 49,386 41,484 
-

4 9,095 7,203 1,271 1,007 2,794 2,213 3,067 2,429 28,154 22,298 3,341 2,646 1,518 1,202 146 116 0 0 49,386 39,114 .. 

5 9,095 6,794 1,271 949 2,794 2,087 3,067 2,291 28,154 21,031 3,341 2,496 1,518 1,134 146 109 0 0 49,386 36,891 

6 9,095 6,412 1,271 896 2,794 1,970 3,067 2,162 28,154 19,849 3,341 2,355 1,518 1,070 146 103 0 0 49,386 34,817 

7 9,095 6,048 1,271 845 2,794 1,858 3,067 2,040 28,154 18,722 3,341 2,222 1,518 1,009 146 97 0 0 49,386 32,842 

8 9,095 5,703 1,271 797 2,794 1,752 3,067 1,923 28,154 17,653 3,341 2,095 1,518 952 146 92 0 0 49,386 30,965 

9 9,095 5,384 1,271 752 2,794 1,654 3,067 1,816 28,154 16,667 3,341 1,978 1,518 899 146 86 0 0 49,386 29,237 . 

10 9,095 

Total NPV 

Annual Revenue 
Requirement 1/ 

Total Revenue 
Requirement Per 
Establishment ($) 

.. ·~ 

5075 1,271 709 2,794 1 559 3,067 1 711 28,154 

78,371 10,763 24,173 27,612 

10,648 1,462 3,284 3,752 

35.40 70.71 57.62 52.59 

-Req - .•. ·- ~ '"- ~ ,,..,. .. 11.1 ... n .. ,,_ •.. _ ta.tn\1\ 

CRF = (1 + i)"n (i)l (1 + i)"n- 1 

Where: i =the real. rate of return on invested capital, excluding inflation (6%) 
n =the effactive operating life of the asset (10 years) 

I 

15 710 3,341 1864 1,518 847 146 81 0 0 49,386 27 557 

213,458 27,104 11,761 1,263 11,316 405,821 

29,002 3,683 1,598 172 1,537 55,138 

366.88 116.91 188.00 --NA-- ----Not Applicable------
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Table IV-8. Annualized WPS incremental compliance costs by industry, constant 1991 dollars, discounted at 3% for 10 years 

Feed& Grain Cotton Tobacco OtherF19Id V~!Fruit!Nu1s Nursety/Greenhouse Commercial Hanclsrs . Forss!!Y Labsli!]J Chan~ Total 
Net Net Net Net Net Net Net Net Net Net 

Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present Cash Present 
Year Flow Value Flow Value Flow Value Row Value Row Value Row Value Flow Value Row Value Flow Value Flow Value 

----------- ------------- ---------- ---------- ·- ---------- ---------- ----------- ------------ - ($1 ,000)- ------------ ----------- --------------- ----------- -------------------- ---------- ------------ - ---------- ------------ ----------- -----------

1 21,227 20,611 2,766 2,686 6,624 6,432 8,414 8,170 34,806 

2 9,095 8,577 1,271 1,199 2,794 2,635 3,067 2,892 28,154 

3 9,095 8,322 1,271 1,163 2,794 2,557 3,067 2,806 28,154 

4 9,095 8,076 1,271 1,129 2,794 2,481 3,067 2,723 28,154 

5 9,095 7,849 1,271 1,097 2,794 2,411 3,067 2,647 28,154 

6 9,095 7,613 1,271 1,064 2,794 2,339 3,067 2,567 28,154 

7 9,095 7,394 1,271 1,033 2,794 2,272 3,067 2,493 28,154 

8 9,095 7,176 1,271 1,003 2,794 2,204 3,067 2,420 28,154 

9 9,095 6,967 1,271 974 2,794 2,140 3,067 2,349 28,154 

10 9,095 6767 1,271 946 2,794 2,079 3,067 2,282 28,154 

Total NPV· 89,351 12,292 27,549 31,350 

Annual Revenue 
Requi'ement 1/ 10,475 1,441 3,230 3,675 

Total Revenue 
Requirement Per 
Establishment ($) 34.82 69.68 56.66 51.52 

------~-. 

1/ AnnUSl RiWsnue Requirement= C8pital Recovery Facior (CliFfX Total Net Present Value (NPV). 

CRF = (1 + i)"n (i) I (1 + i)"n- 1 

Where: i =the real rata of return on invested capital, excluding inftaiion (3%) 
n =the effective operating life of the asset (10 years) 

33,797 6,011 5,837 2,144 2,082 346 336 12,000 11 ,652 94,338 91 ,602 

26,549 3,341 3,151 1,518 1,431 146 138 0 0 49,386 46,571 
: 

25,761 3,341 3,057 1,518 1,389 146 134 0 0 49,386 45,188 

25,001 . 3,341 2,967 1,518 1,348 146 130 0 0 - 49,386 43,855 

24,297 3,341 2,883 1,518 1,310 146 126 0 0 49,386 42,620 

23,565 3,341 2,796 1,518. 1,271 146 122 0 0 49,386 41,336 

22,889 3,341 2,716 1,518 1,234 146 119 0 0 49,386 40,151 

22,214 3,341 2,636 1,518 1,198 146 115 0 0 49,386 38,966 

21,566 3,341 2,559 1,518 1,163 146 112 0 0 49,386 37,830 

20,947 3,341 2,486: 1,518 1129 146 109 0 0 49,386 36 7 43 

246,585 31,088 13,555 1,439 11,652 464,862 

28,907 3,644 1,589 169 1,366. 54,496 

365.68 115.70 186.95 --NA-- - - - - - - Not Applicable - - - - - - - - - -
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Table IV-9. Annualized WPS incremental compliance costs by industry, constant 1991 dollars, discounted at 0% for 10 years 

Feed & Grain Cotton Tobacco Other Field Veg/Fruit!Nuts Nursery/Greenhouse Commercial Handlers Forestry Labeling Changes Total 

Cash Cash Cash Cash . Cash Cash Cash Cash Cash Cash 
Year Row Flow Fbw Row Flow Fbw Flow Flow Fbw Fbw 

--- ---------- ------------ ---------- ($1,000)- -------------------- ----------------- ------------ ---- ----------------------- -"- -------

1 21,227 2,766 6,624 8,414 34,806 6,011 2,144 346 12,000 94,338 

2 9,095 1,271 2,794 3,067 28,154 3,341 1,518 146 0 49,386 

3 9,095 1,271 2,794 3,067 28,154 3,341 1,518 146 0 49,386 

4 9,095 1,271 2,794 3,067 28,154 3,341 1,518 146 0 49,386 

5 9,095 1,271 2,794 3,067 28,154 3,341 1,518 146 0 49,386 

6 9,095 1,271 2,794 3,067 28,154 3,341 1,518 146 0 49,386 

7 9,095 1,271 2,794 3,067 28,154 3,341 1,518 146 0 49,386 

8 9,095 1,271 2,794 3,067 28,154 3,341 1,518 146 0 49,386: 

9 9,095 1,271 2,794 3,067 28,154 3,341 1,518 146 0 49,386 

10 91095 11271 2?94 3p67 281154 3341 1 518 146 0 49386 
Annual Revenue 
Requirement 1/ 10,308 1,421 3,177 3,602 28,819 3,608 1,581 166 1,200 53,881 

Total Revenue 
Requirement Per 
Establishment ($) 34,27 68.69 55.74 50.49 364.57 114.54 185.95 - -NA-- - - - Not Applicable - - -

" . . . . . _1,. ... I"\.·- - -L s.•-··· ....1;. .,_. _ _, ~ •• -t n 



D. Economic Impacts on Agricultural Workers 

With only narrow exceptions, the revised Worker Protection Standard (WPS) prohibits entry 

to treated areas during a restricted-entry interval to perform routine hand labor tasks, such as 

harvesting, pruning, or tying. Should this prohibition result in workers not being employed 

during the restricted-entry interval, the resulting wage loss would be a cost attributable to the 

WPS. EPA believes that workers would be unemployed during the restricted-entry interval 

only in rare circumstances. First, only a few crop-task combinations require the application 

of a pesticide at a frequency that would cause the restricted-entry interval to interfere with 

necessary and time-sensitive hand labor tasks. In most circumstances in those few crop-task 

combinations, the grower can avoid either crop loss or loss of worker employment with 

careful scheduling of workers and pesticide applications. Even in those situations where the 

application frequency and the time-sensitivity of the hand labor task directly conflict, EPA 

believes that agricultural employers' least cost method of responding would have little impact 

on the demand for workers. 

EPA has identified four possible ways that a grower may respond when the frequency of 

pesticide application conflicts with a time-sensitive hand labor task: 

1. The grower does not apply any pesticide and accepts the resultant loss in crop yield or 

quality due to the pest infestation. The workers would be employed to perform the 

necessary hand labor task as scheduled. Indeed, in some pest control situations such 

as weed control, the use of labor might increase to provide a non-chemical alternative 

to the use of pesticides. 

2. The grower applies a pesticide with a shorter restricted-entry interval and accepts the 

resultant loss in crop yield or quality due to incomplete control of the pest infestation. 

The workers would 'be employed to perform the necessary hand labor task as 

scheduled. 
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3. The grower iipplies the pesticide, reschedules the hand labor task, and accepts the loss 

in crop yield or quality due to poorly timed hand labor activities. The workers would 

be employed for the sarr1e number of days overall, but the timing of their employment 

would be altered. 

4. The grower applies the pesticide, cancels the employment of workers to perform the 

necessary hand labor task, and accepts the loss in crop yield or quality due to poorly 

timed hand labor activities. One or more days of hand labor activity, such as 

harvesting, are skipped entirely. In locations and times where the demand for 

agricultural laborers temporarily exceeds the supply, workers would usually be able to 

find alternative employment on nearby agricultural establishments with no loss in 

wage. In locations and times where the supply of agricultural labor temporarily 

exceeds the demand, workers might be unable to find alternative employment on 

nearby agricultural.establishments and would incur a wage loss. 

Only scenario #4 might result in a loss of income to the workers, and that loss would occur 

only in locations and times with a surplus of labor. EPA believes that scenario #4 may be 

the least likely scenario, because growers would most often opt to harvest a crop with poorer 

yield or quality than to forgo the harvest entirely. 

In those situations where the WPS would result in a wage loss to workers, the RIA has 

already assumed the costs of such a loss. The lost wage would be a transfer of costs from 

the grower who suffered the crop loss, but did not have to pay the workers' wage, to the 

workers who suffer a wage loss. 

The RIA assumed a cost impact from the WPS-imposed restricted-entry intervals due to a loss 

in crop yield or quality. That loss in crop yield or quality was assessed on a per acre crop 

production value basis, i.e., the gross revenue from marketing the crop. In the first three 

scenarios, the loss is incurred entirely by the grower. In the last instance, the total loss is the 

same, but is shared by the grower and the workers. The grower receives less income from 

marketing the crop, but has less expenditure to be debited from that income due to reduced 
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labor costs. The worker incurs a cost due to reduced wages. In any case, the total costs are 

reflected in the RIA. 

E. Economic Impacts on Registrants 

The final regulations would be applicable to most pesticide products registered for use on 

agricultural plants including forestry and ornamental crops. A review of EPA records has 

found that currently there are about 18,000 registered pesticide products. Of this total, 

approximately 8,000 products are estimated to contain agricultural sites on their labeling. The 

registrants of these products would be required to amend their product labeling to reflect 

requirements associated with the Worker Protection Standard. 

Available information indicates that such changes to labeling would require total expenditures 

(labor, materials, support needs, overhead, etc.) of between $1,000 and $2,000 per product. 

Thus, the total cost to registrants of agricultural-plant pesticide products is estimated to range 

from $8.0 to $16.0 million with a midpoint (or expected cost) of $12.0 million. This would 

be a one-time expense necessary to meet regulation requirements and would not be borne 

subsequent to the first year under the final Rule. 

Other impacts on registrants are less certain, and hence, cannot be addressed in any detail by 

this analysis. There has been speculation that the requirements associated with restricted

entry intervals and personal protective equipment could produce shifts·in user preference 

toward products that are less toxic. A shift to less toxic pesticides could also reduce the 

number of pesticide-related poisonings, thus potentially increasing the general health of those 

persons exposed. Assuming that users shift to less toxic products, income transfers among 

registrants would likely occur, however, there is insufficient basis on which to make credible 

quantitative estimates of these impacts. 
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F. Economic Impacts on States, Tribes, and Territories 

The Worker Protection Standard and oth.er pesticide regulations, are, in general, enforced by 

states3
, both independently and within a framework of cooperative agreements with EPA. 

Therefore, the revised WPS could be expected to add to the regulatory burden currently being 

incurred by states. State inspectors will have to be trained about the requirements of the 

revised WPS and to develop compliance monitoring strategies specific to the revised Rule. 

There is not, however, expected to be an increased financial burden to states due to 

promulgation of the WPS. Since fiscal year 1990, EPA has been providing states, tribes, and 

territories with funding specifically set aside for WPS compliance. In fiscal year 1990, $1 

million out of a total pesticide compliance budget of $12.8 million was set aside for WPS 

compliance. In fiscal years 1991 and 1992, the amount set aside for WPS enforcement was 

increased to $1.5 million. Funding for WPS compliance is expected to increase for fiscal 

year 1993 to $2.6 million. In fi_scal year 1994, WPS compliance funding is expected to be at 

the fiscal year 1993 level or higher and, in addition, will be allocated to states based on 

relative need for WPS funding. 

To date, states have used the WPS monies to devise compliance monitoring strategies, hire 

WPS-specific personnel, and develop agreements with other state agencies that clarify and 

assign responsibilities for implementing and enforcing the WPS. 

3The term "state", as used here, includes tribes and territories. 
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V: BENEFITS ASSESSMENT 

The revised Worker Protection Standard (WPS) will produce a wide range of benefits for 

various sectors associated with the sale, oversight, or use of agricultural-plant pesticides. 

Agricultural workers and pesticide handlers will derive the most substantial benefits. By 

lowering their occupational exposures to such pesticides, the WPS will enable them to have 

improved health and a better quality of life. Pesticide users--both growers and commercial 

pesticide handlers--will benefit directly from the WPS through the increased standardization 

of both pesticide-use directions and pesticide-related requirements. The indirect benefits to 

pesticide users through compliance with this rule will stem from having a more informed and 

healthier workforce, which should lead to improved productivity, lower liability risks, reduced 

legal costs, and lower insurance rates. Registrants will benefit directly through 

standardization and reduction of labeling language and indirectly through having more 

informed pesticide users, resulting in lower liability risks, reduced legal costs, and lower 

insurance rates. States, tribes, and territories will benefit from increased standardization of 

pesticide-use directions and pesticide-related requirements that will be more easily conveyed, 

interpreted, and enforced. Many states, tribes, and territories may also benefit by not having 

to enact their own worker protection regulations. 

This section will discuss the potential benefits of the WPS to the following four entities: 

• agricultural workers and pesticide handlers, 

* users of agricultural-plant pesticides, 

• registrants of agricultural-plant pesticides, and 

• states, tribes, and territories. 

In many cases, data are sparse for topics such as worker exposure, resultant health effects 

(both acute and delayed), and potential amelioration attributable to this rule. However, the 

weight of evidence, combined with facts about agricultural workers' activities and risks, · 

indicate substantial benefits from this rule. 
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A. Benefits to Agricultural Workers and Pesticide Handlers 

The use of agricultural-plant pesticides in the United States potentially exposes about 4 

million members of the agricultural workforce, including hired workers, unpaid workers 

(presumably family members), and agricultural establishment owner/operators, to risks of 

adverse health effects. Pesticide handlers are persons who mix, load, apply, or otherwise 

come into direct contact with pesticides through related pesticide-use activities. The. number 

of pesticide handlers nationwide is estimated at 1.66 million. Approximately 1 million are 

owner/operators of agricultural establishments, approximately 620,000 are hired to work on 

agricultural establishments., and approximately 40,000 work for commercial pesticide handling 

establishments. Agricultural workers do not handle pesticides directly, but they may be 

exposed to agricultural-plant pesticides either indirectly (through contact with residues on 

treated plants, soil, or water) or directly (through accidental contact, mainly with drift or 

misdirected application). The number of agricultural workers nationwide is estimated at 2.25 

million. Approximately 1.4 million are unpaid (family-member) workers, and approximately 

850,000 are hired workers. 

By initiating several interrelated exposure-reduction measures, the revised final rule is 

expected to substantially mitigate for these workers and handlers the adverse health effects 

(acute, allergic, and delayed) from occupational exposures to such pesticides. These measures 

include requirements intended to: 

Ensure that employees are informect about the hazards of pesticides--The WPS 
includes such provisions as pestiCide safety training for workers and handlers, 
use of a pesticide safety poster, access to labeling information, and access to 
information about what pesticides have been used on the establishment. 

Eliminate or reduce exposure to pesticides--For example, the WPS imposes 
restrictions during applications and restricted-entry intervals and requires use of 
personal protective equipment, decontamination facilities for routine washing, 
and notification to workers of treated areas so they can avoid inadvertent 
exposures. 
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Mitigate the effects from exposures that occur--the WPS requires such things as 
decontamination facilities for emergency washing, and prompt emergency 
assistance if pesticide poisoning is suspected. 

One benefit of the rule to pesticide handlers is the exceptions to personal protective 

equipment requirements if engineering controls are used. For example, when enclosed cabs 

are used during pesticide application, pesticide handlers have the attractive option of forgoing 

the sometimes hot and cumbersome personal protective equipment. Pesticide handlers will be 

both more protected and more comfortable when engineering controls are adopted. 

It is undisputed that workers and handlers in the agricultural workforce are occupationally 

exposed to pesticides and pesticide residues· and that such exposures can pose significant 

short-term and long-term health risks. The difficulty is in quantifying a specific level of risk 

and projecting the risk reduction that will result from this rule. There is, however, strong 

general evidence that such risks are pervasive and that they can be substantially reduced 

through simple exposure-mitigation measures. 

Adverse health effects to agricultural workers from occupational exposures to agricultural

plant pesticides include: 

• acute effects, 

• allergic or sensitization effects, and 

• delayed effects. 

1. Acute (and Allergic) Effects 

a. Hospitalized acute poisoning incidents 

A recently released study (Keefe et al., 1990) estimated the nationwide incidence .rates for 

hospitalized acute pesticide poisoning cases among persons admitted to general-care hospitals 

during the years 1977 to 1982 and estimated such rates for selected occupations, including 

farmer, agricultural worker, and commercial applicator. The study estimated that an average 
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_of 168 farmers, 130 agricultural workers, and 180 commercial applicators were hospitalized 

annually due to occupational pesticide poisonings. Virtually all of the hospitalized cases in 

the categories "farmer" and "agricultural worker" should be persons within the scope of this 

final rule. The only exception would be persons who are poisoned through exposure to 

pesticides used on livestock, and these are known to be relatively rare. The average annual 

estimated hospitalized occupational. pesticide poisonings for the categories "fanner" and 

"agricultural worker" is 298. 

168 (farmer) + 130 (agricultural worker) = 298 

In addition, some fraction of the hospitalized cases in the category "commercial applicator" 

would be persons within the scope of this fmal rule because they would be applying 

agricultural-plant pesticides, but the Agency is unable to ascertain from the data what that 

fraction is. If all of these cases were persons within the scope of this final rule, then an 

upper-bound estimate can be derived. As many as 478 annual hospitalized acute pesticide 

poisoning cases could be attributed to occupational exposures to agricultural-plant pesticides. 

168 (farmer) + 130 (ag worker) + 180 (commercial appl.) = 478 

Therefore, for the purposes of this ·analysis, EPA proposes to use a range of 300 to 450 for 

this value. 

b. Nonhospitalized physician-diagnosed acute poisoning incidents 

The population at risk of pesticide poisoning and subject to this final rule is the entire 

population of agricultural workers and pesticide handlers--paid and unpaid--who perform tasks 

related to the production of agricultural plants on establishments where pesticides are used in 

such production. EPA estimates there are 3.9 million agricultural workers and pesticide 

handlers nationwide who perform duties related to the production of agricultural plants on 

these establishments. These workers and handlers are the primary beneficiaries of this rule, 
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which is intended principally to mitigate occupational exposure to agricultural-plant 

pesticides. 

(1) Use of California data to estimate national physician-diagnosed incidents. The 

California Reporting System. The California reporting system receives the majority of the 

reports of illness and injury potentially related to pesticide exposure through two main 

methods (Calif. EPA, 1991). Physicians in California are required by law to report any 

illness or injury suspected of being related to pesticide exposures. In addition, State 

government or insurance programs supervised by the State compensates physicians for the 

examination of any person who is injured or becomes ill as a result of circumstances within 

the workplace. Other more minor mechanisms for reporting pesticide-related cases include 

complaints reported to local or State government agencies and reports received from poison 

control centers. Once a report is received by the California Environmental Protection Agency 

(CEPA), it is sent to the local County Agricultural Commissioner (CAC) for follow-up 

investigation. 

Information received from the CAC investigation, the physician's report(s), toxicological data, 

and any other pertinent background information is used by CEP A in the evaluation of each 

incident reported. The incidents are first evaluated as to the completeness of the information 

submitted. If sufficient information is· for a determination of exposure/illness relationship, no 

conclusion is made about the case and it is listed as "unclassifiable." For those incident 

reports determined to be "complete" or "adequate," the cases are further classified as to the 

likelihood of a relationship between the reported pesticide exposure and the illness/injury 

occurrence. Each case is classified as: 

• Definite, 

~ Probable--there is close correspondence between the pattern of exposure and 
the illness/injury experienced, 

• Possible--there is some correspondence between the pesticide exposure 
described and the illness/injury experienced, 
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• Unlikely--the signs and symptoms reported are not typical of the exposure 
suspected, but the possibility that the victim is suffering the effects of pesticide 
exposure cannot be discounted, 

• Asymptomatic--the subject was exposed to pesticides, but suffered no 
illness/injury in consequence, 

• Indirect--the illness/injury appears to have been caused not be pesticide 
exposure, but by measures prescribed for avoiding pesticide exposure. 

Both California and EPA generally use the first three classifications (definite, probable, and 

possible) in assigning a number for illnesses and injuries associated with pesticide use. 

Extrapolating from California data. Since California maintains the most reliable reporting 

system for physician-diagnosed poisoning incidents that are related to occupational exposures 

to agricultural-plant pesticide$, EPA used California data to derive a reasonable estimate of 

the national rate. of such incidents. When extrapolating California data to the rest of the 

Nation, EPA looked for evidence that might indicate how best to extrapolate the data--directly 

or with an adjustment based on the expected degree to which California data might over- or 

underestimate national cases. EPA considered several factors, including handler exposures, 

worker exposures, and the existence of the comprehensive California worker protection 

standard. 

Pesticide Handlers. The Agency has no reason to believe that the conditions and activities 

affecting agricultural pesticide handler exposures to pesticides vary across the country. 

Pesticide handler poisoning incidents do not appear to be related to climatic conditions, such 

as aridity. Therefore, pesticide handler exposures in California would not be expected to 

differ from those in the rest of the United States. 

Agricultural Workers. The Agency believes that consideration should be given to the fact 

that pesticides generally degrade much more slowly in arid regions. This persistence might 

cause a greater opportunity for exposures to pesticides among agricultural workers in 

California (and other states with arid agricultural regions) than would be expected in most of 
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the Nation. Therefore, on this basis alone, agricultural-worker exposures in California could 

be expected to differ from those in the United States as a whole. 

California Worker Protection Standard. Californi(l has implemented the most 

comprehensive agricultural worker protection regulations in the Nation. The protections for 

workers and handlers include: (1) reentry intervals of as long as 90 days with no early entry 

to perform hand labor tasks, (2) decontamination sites, (3) mandatory field posting under 

certain conditions, (4) mandatory oral warnings for all treated areas, (5) training for and 

monitoring of pesticide handlers, (6) cholinesterase monitoring for handlers of 

organophosphates and N-methyl carbamates, (7J increased level of personal protective 

equipment and closed-system mixing/loading for handling highly toxic pesticides, and (8) 

emergency assistance. As a result, California may have already experienced reduction in 

poisoning incidents. Therefore, on this basis alone, California may be expected to experience 

poisoning rates below those experienced nationwide. 

Integrating the Factors. Because the arid California climate might lead to an over-estimate 

of agricultural worker poisoning incidents and the comprehensive California worker protection 

standard might lead to an under-estimate of pesticide handler and agricultural worker 

poisoning incidents, EPA sought a means of determining how these possibly conflicting 

influences might be integrated. 

To extrapolate the California incident rate to a national incident rate, EPA has considered 

several different methods of extrapolation. These include extrapolation based on: 

• the percent of the total agricultural-plant workforce that is employed in 
California, 

• the percent of the hired agricultural-plant workforce that is employed in 
California, 

• the percent of the hired agricultural-plant workforce's workdays that are 
worked in California, 

• the percent of national agricultural~plant pesticide expenditure that is expended 
in California, 
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, 
• the percent of total pounds of insecticide applied to agricultural plants 

nationally that is applied in California, 

• the percent of national hospitalized acute pesticide poisoning cases due to 
occupational exposures by fanners and agricultural workers that occur in 
California. 

There are plausible reasons why each of these extrapolations might be appropriate. In fact, 

the Agency is aware of one study that shows a correlation between the pounds of certain 

pesticides (mostly insecticides) applied and acute pesticide poisoning hospitalizations, and a 

weaker correlation between the size of the workforce and the nqmber of hospitalizations. 

However, some of the other extrapolation m~thods have not been studied, so the Agency is 

unable to ascertain with confidence which might provide the most appropriate method. 

Indeed, all of the various extrapolation methods involve the use of incomplete or inconclusive 

data. 

(2) Extrapolation method for this analysis. For the purposes of this analysis, the Agency has 

chosen to use a relatively simple, but, in the Agency's view, plausible, basis for extrapolation

-the ratio of estimated hospitalized acute poisoning incidents due to occupational pesticide 

exposures to farmers and agricultural workers occurring in California to the estimated national 

rate of such i:pcidents. EPA acknowledges that it has no hard data to support the assumption 

that one can extrapolate directly from hospitalized acute poisoning incidents to physician

diagnosed acute poisoning incidents. That is, EPA is unaware of data demonstrating that the 

ratio of such hospitalized cases to total physician-diagnosed cases in California is the same as 

that nationwide. However, hospitalized poisoning cases are a suoset of physician-diagnosed 

cases and the Agency has no reason to believe the ratio of hospitalized pesticide poisoning 

cases to physician-diagnosed cases would be different for California than for the remainder of 

the Nation. 

Hospitalization data. EPA used data from the Third National Study of Hospitalized 

Pesticide Poisonings in the United States, 1977-1982 (Keefe et al., 1990) to make the 

extrapolation. The study estimates an average of 298 hospitalized acute pesticide poisoning 
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cases annually due to occupational poisonings to farmers and agricultural workers. The study 

estimates that EPA Region IX, which includes California, Arizona, Nevada, and Hawaii, has 

an annual average of 22.3 such cases. The Agency is unable to ascertain from this third 

study what percent of EPA Region IX cases are from California. However, such data are 

available from the flrst two studies of hospitalized pesticide poisonings in the United States, 

which covered the period of 1971-1976 (Griffith et al., 1976; Savage et al., 1980). These 

data estimate that California represents approximately 78 percent of Region IX's hospitalized 

poisoning incidents to farmers and agricultural workers. Assuming that the ratio remained the 

same for the years 1977-1982, the Agency is able to estimate that an average of 17 A cases 

occur annually in California. This computes to 5.8 percent of the estimated national 

hospitalized acute pesticide poisoning cases due occupational exposures to farmers and 

agricultural workers. 

78% X 22.3 + 298 = 5.8% 

California physician-diagnosed cases. The Agency is aware of the difficulties inherent in 

using data from the California pesticide poisoning reporting system. The data were not 

collected or categorized with the WPS in mind, so they do not directly capture the poisonings 

that would occur only to those persons within the scope of this final rule. However, EPA has 

identified two subsets of California data that do allow the Agency to estimate the number of 

poisonings occurring annually in California to the WPS-covered workforce. One subset of 

data published annually by California is designated as the number of ~'agricultural pesticide 

poisonings" for a given year, including occupational and nonoccupational poisoning incidents. 

The average number of agricultural physician-diagnosed poisoning cases (after removing 

poisonings resulting from .exposures to commodities in packing houses) from these data is 821 

cases per year for the years 1982-1989 (CDFA, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987; Edmiston, 

1988; Mehler, 1990, 1991, 1992). 

The other subset of data were recently obtained from the California Environmental Protection 

Agency and were based on a computer search designed to obtain "agricultural occupational 
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pesticide poisonings." The average number of agricultural occupational physician-diagnosed 

poisoning cases from these data is 698 cases per year for the years 1982-1990 (Mehler, 1992). 

Both data subsets probably include some poisoning cases that occur to persons who are 

outside the scope of the WPS and probably exclude some poisoning cases that occur to 

persons who are within the scope of the WPS. The Agency does not know the extent of this 

over- or under-reporting. Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, EPA will use these two 

data subsets to express a range of possible numbers of physician-diagnosed poisoning cases 

occurring annually in California to persons included in the scope of the WPS. The range is 

698 to 821. 

California reporting system 85% · 95% reliable. California has the most reliable 

physician-diagnosed pesticide reporting system in the country. However, no reporting system 

can achieve 1 GO-percent reporting precision. Some cases that a physician diagnoses as being 

related to pesticide exposure will· not be reported to the system. Indeed, a 1989 paper by 

California Department of Food and Agriculture cited a study that found the California 

reporting system to be 90-percent reliable in recording cases where physicians diagnosed an 

illness or injury as being possibly pesticide related (Maddy et al., 1990). Therefore, the 

Agency has assumed that the California system records approximately 85 to 95 percent of 

physician-diagnosed pesticide poisoning incidents, with 90 percent used for the calculations. 

(3) Estimate of national physician-diagnosed incidents. The Agency has estimated the 

national physician-diagnosed pesticide poisoning incidents by adjusting the California rate 

(698-821) for the 90-percent reliability and extrapolating to achieve a national estimate by 

using the percent of national agricultural occupational hospitalized poisoning cases occurring 

in California (5.8%). 

698 7 0.9 7 0.058 = 13,372 

821 7 0.9 7 0.058 = 15,728 
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EPA adjusts this estimate to remove the annual hospitalized agricultural occupational pesticide 

poisonings already accounted for in section (a) above to estimate annual physiciq.n~diagnosed 

(not hospitalized) pesticide poisonings occurring to agricultural workers and pesticide handlers 

covered by the scope of the WPS. 

13,372- 298 = 13,074 

15,728 - 298 = 15,430 

This yields a range of 13,000 to 15,000 for this estimate of the most likely value. 

Finally, due to the uncertainties at several stages of this estimating technique, EPA concludes 

that the actual value may fall somewhere within a wider range. For the purposes of this 

analysis, it may, therefore, be reasonable to estimate a rough range of possible values of from 

10,000 to 20,000 annual physician-diagnosed (not hospitalized) pesticide poisonings for the 

WPS-covered workforce. 

c. Concerns about pesticide-incident reporting systems 

Only one state, California, has a mandatory and reasonably reliable pesticide-poisoning 

reporting requirement. Other states, including Arizona, Florida, and Texas, require similar 

reporting, but widespread noncompliance renders these systems of little value. Even the 

California reporting system is not without concerns. A 1991 report by the California 

Environmental Protection Agency states: "Thecompleteness of the reporting system is an 

ongoing concern." (Calif. EPA, 1991) 

EPA has identified at least four steps that are necessary before a pesticide-related illness can 

be recorded by any counting system: (1) workers must p·erceive that they have treatable 

·symptoms; (2) workers must seek medical attention; (3) the physician must diagnose the 

symptoms as being pesticide related; and (4) the incident must be reported to the correct 

recordkeeping system and be recorded as being pesticide-related. 
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( 1) Workers must perceive that they have treatable symptoms. Symptoms of acute pesticide 

poisoning illnesses and injuries are, unfortunately, usually not uniquely indicative of pesticide 

effects. Denmi.tologic and ophthalmologic effects, such as skin rashes and eye irritation, also 

have many other causes. Systemic poisoning by some of the more common pesticides results 

in flu-like or cold-like symptoms, such as headache, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, and a 

general feeling of malaise. Allergic effects may be either upper-respiratory problems that 

mimic hayfever symptoms, or dermatologic effects similar to those caused by exposure to 

poison ivy. Therefore, many workers may not perceive that their symptoms are related to 

pesticide exposures and may not realize that the illness or injury can be ameliorated 

medically. 

(2) Workers must seek medical attention. Except in life-threatening emergencies, many 

pesticide-related acute health effects will &radually disappear without medical intervention. 

For example, the cholinesterase enzyme, which, when inhibited, causes some of the more 

common acute systemic poisoning symptoms, will gradually (depending on the family of 

pesticide, severity, and repetition of exposure) regenerate without treatment. Allergic, 

dermatologic, and ophthalmologic effects will gradually disappear when exposure to the 

causal pesticide diminishes. Therefore, many agricultural workers with treatable symptoms 

may not seek physician care. 

Furthermore, agricultural workers' access to medical care is poor. A GAO report states: 

Hired farmworkers have limited access to Medicaid assistance. Many 
are ineligible for the program. Iri addition, state enrollment procedures 
and other administrative requirements pose a barrier to eligible 
farmworkers. This is because some of these farmworkers leave the state 
before thejr Medicaid applications are processed. Furthermore, those 
migrant farmworkers approved for Medicaid are often unable to fmd a 
health provider who will treat a patient with an out-of-state Medicaid 
card. Most migrant farmworkers do not receive medical services 
provided by the Migrant Health Program's rural health clinics. The 
Department of Health and Human Services estimates that because of 
budget constraints, the program serves less than 15 percent of the 
nation's migra11t farm workers. 
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Poor and uninsured fai:-mworkers have reduced access to physician care 
and hospital services. About half of these workers and their families 
are estimated to ha,re incomes below the poverty level, with the median 
family income between $7,500 and $10,000 a year. Also, about four 
out of five farmworkers do not have employer-provided health insurance 
(U.S. GAO, 1992). 

According to the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, 39 percent of 

people whose family head was in agriculture had no health insurance at all, more than twice 

the average rate (Numbers News, 1992). 

Many agricultural workers average 6-day work weeks during their peak work season. 

Without sick 1eave or similar benefits and often already below the poverty level, they may be 

reluctant to miss a day's work (and, thus, a day's wage) to seek medical care. A 1988 

Evergreen Legal Services survey of Washington State farm workers found that only 8 to 15 

percent of farmworkers who perceive they may have symptoms related to pesticide exposures 

seek medical treatment (Mentzer and Villalba, 1988). Furthermore, farmworkers in the 

survey were unaware that their medical bills would be covered by workers compensation and 

feared employer disapproval if it were discovered that they reported that their illness was 

caused by an unsafe practice on the farm. Another 1988 survey of farmworkers in British 

Columbia, California, Louisiana, and Ohio found that most farmworkers do not seek a doctor 

for pesticide-related illness (Moses, 1988). Many workers did not know whether they were 

covered by workers compensation. Even when they did know, they often did not report for 

fear of retaliation by the employer and loss of their jobs. 

(3) The physician must diagnose the symptoms as being pesticide related. Physicians and 

other healthcare providers often have difficulty in ascertaining the cause of agricultural 

workers' illnesses and injuries, since the symptoms mimic those of other illnesses and 

injuries. A Californi-a report that summarizes the pesticide-related poisonings reported in 

1986 states: 

We recognize that there may be a number of pesticide exposure incidents 

which result in vague signs and symptoms and the physician may not diagnose 
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the condition as a pesticide-related illness of injury. In recent years, 

particularly in rural areas, physicians and health officials have received training 

in the recognition and management of illness and injuries related to pesticide 

exposure. However, physicians cannot possibly be aware of all the pesticides 

and pesticide products available in the marketplace today. More than 13,000 

pesticide products are registered for use in California which contain more than 

800 active ingredients and more than 1,000 inert ingredients. These products 

are formulated in many different ways ... Thus, the combinations of active 

ingredients and inert ingredients to which a person may be expos~d number in 

the thousands ... In addition, the person seeking medical care may not identify 

the chemical which resulted in the illness or injury as a pesticide (Calif. Dept. 

of Food and Ag., 1987b). 

A second concern regarding correct medical diagnosis is that medical personnel rarely receive 

training in the recognition and management of pesticide poisonings during their formal 

schooling. The California report above mentions that some physicians in recent years have 

been receiving such training while practicing medicine in rural areas. Such training has, until 

recently, been relatively rare. A report that will soon be published by the Pesticide Farm 

Safety Center (PFSC) Advisory Panel states that there is a great need for more training of 

healthcare professionals on the recognition and management of pesticide illnesses. The report 

explains: "The lack of information about pesticide-related health problems is symptomatic of 

a lack of training in medical and public health schools in the broad field of occupational and 

environmental medicine, and more instruction in this discipline should be included in the 

medicine curriculum." (Univ. of Calif., 1992) 

Another concern regarding physician diagnosis of poisonings as being pesticide-related is the 

lack of or expense of. laboratory tests to confirm diagnosis. The PFSC Advisory Panel report 

observed that physicians who treat farmworkers often are unable to test for the cause of th~ 

illness or injury, and, therefore, treat symptoms only. 
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A 1990 report by the Arizona Office of the Auditor General (OAG) regarding an audit of the 

Arizona Department of Health Services activities related to agricultural pesticides stated: 

Even for those who do seek medical care, physicians and clinic staff told us 

that illnesses related to pesticides may not be diagnosed as such. Our review 

of medical articles and studies perlormed in other states confirmed this. 

Except in severe cases, the symptoms of pesticide-related illnesses are similar 

to those of a number of common complaints such as flu, gastroenteritis, and 

allergies. Dermatitis, the most common pesticide-related ailment, has many 

causes. Tests to confirm diagnosis are often expensive and uncertain, and for 

some types of pesticides, no lab test exists. Diagnosis may be even more 

difficult for healthcare professionals who don't often encounter these cases. 

Doctors, who work regularly with fieldworkers, said milder cases of pesticide

related illness may be misdiagnosed if a healthcare professional is not alert to 

the possibility, and does not ask enough questions to obtain a thorough 

occupational history from the patient (Arizona, 1990). 

(4) The incident must be reported to the correct recordkeeping system and be recorded as 

being pesticide-related. It is well documented that occupational diseases in general are more 

likely to be under-reported than occupational injuries. A 1991 study of farmworker health and 

safety in the State of Washington says: "Frequently, occupational diseases simply do not 

appear in workers' compensation records, even when clear-cut. This is due to reporting 

disincentives and inherent difficulties in health care providers recognizing conditions as work

related." (Washington, 1991) In addition, a 1988 survey of farm workers in British Columbia, 

California, Louisiana, and Ohio found that most workers do not receive workers compensation 

benefits even if the illness is diagnosed as work-related (Moses, 1988). And another 1988 

survey of Washington State farm workers who indicated past health problems associated with 

pesticide exposure found that only 4 percent filed for workers compensation (Gerstle, 1989). 

Sometimes pesticide-related poisoning incidents are not reported, because diagnosis and 

treatment occurs in a state or country where reporting is not required, even though the 
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exposure occurred iwa state where reporting such incidents is mandatory. For example; the 

report by the Arizona OAG found: "When farmworkers do seek medical care, some visit 

doctors in Mexico because costs 'are lower and language and cultural barriers are removed." 

(Arizona, 1990) Such incidents are unlikely to be recorded in any U.S. reporting system. 

Sometimes the incident is reported to the correct record-keeping system, but it is not recorded 

as being pesticide-related. For example, 318 incidents involving vineyard worker dermatitis 

were classified by California Department of Food and Agriculture as "Insufficient" in 1986. 

The report states: "In previous years investigations of vineyard dermatitis cases included an 

application history from the last field worked prior to visiting a physician. This method 

assumes no latency period between exposure and onset of symptoms and/or the worker 

immediately visited a physician at.the onset of symptoms .. : It was determined that most 

vineyard workers do not visit a physician for at least three and often as long as 10 days after 

the onset of their rash. They often cannot remember the exact field location associated with 

the rash. Thus identification of fields and causative agent(s) involved in dermatitis outbreaks 

could not be determined" (Calif. Dept: of Food and Ag., 1987b). Subsequent information, 

however, indicates that the dermatitis was probably pesticide related. The California 

investigators found that increasing the reentry-interval length for two key vineyard pesticides, 

sulfur and propargite, has greatly decreased the incidence of dermatitis in vineyard workers 

(Edmiston, 1992). Theseresearchers also indicated that fieldworkers' delay in seeking 

treatment and the resultant difficulty in determining the field location associated with the 

onset of poisoning symptoms is one of the principal reasons why fieldworkers poisoning 

incidents are often classified as "Possible" rather than "Definite" or "Probable." 

Finally, there may be disincentives for medical personnel to report suspected pesticide 

poisoning incidents to a state reporting system. The Arizona OAG report found: "[S]ome 

physicians and healthcare officials suggest that cases may not be reported because healthcare 

professionals fear becoming involved in a lawsuit or occupational injury claim in which they 

might have to defend an uncertain diagnosis in court. Our review of literature on the subject 

corroborated this statement" (Arizona, 1990). 
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d. Nonphysician-diagnosed acute poisoning incidents 

EPA. believes that many incidents' of acute and allergic pesticide effects on agricultural 

workers and pesticide handlers are not diagnosed as ~uch by a physician. Such incidents may 

vary in severity from s.kin irri.tations and headaches to life-threatening cases. The distribution 

of such effects is unknown, although, on average, such incidents would be expected to be less 

severe than those for which medical care is obtained. 

The Agency has identified three principal reasons for such nondiagnosis: 

1. Workers/handlers fail to perceive they have treatable symptoms, 

2. Workers/handlers fail to seek medical attention, 

3. Medical personnel fail to diagnose the symptoms as being both pesticide
related and occupationally related. 

There is considerable uncertainty about the number of such incidents. The available studies 

which address this issue often suffer from a number of limitations, including reliance on 

recall of workers .that may be affected by the questions asked, samples that are small or that 

may not be representative, etc. Nonetheless, the Agency believes that, with all their 

weaknesses with respect to this objective, existing studies, taken together, are remarkably 

consistent with a conclusion that undiagnosed cases of pesticide poisoning incidents among 

the agricultural work force subject to th~ WPS are likely to be significantly more numerous 

than those that are diagnosed. 

Workers/handlers must perceive they have treatable symptoms. The Agency is not aware 

of studies that estimate how many agricultural workers or pesticide handlers perceive that the 

symptoms they are experiencing may be related to pesticide exposure. In order for 

workers/handlers to have such a perception they would need to be both aware they were 

being exposed to pesticides and aware of the typical signs and symptoms of pesticide 

poisoning. The Agency believes that many workers and handlers do not know the typical 

signs and symptoms of pesticide poisoning and that many workers do not know if and when 

they are exposed to pesticide residues. 
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Workers/handlers must seek medical treatment. The Agency is aware of a few studies 

that offer an indication of how often agricultural workers and pesticide handlers seek medical 

attention when they perceive they have a pesticide-related illness or injury. 

One survey of 460 farmworkers in Washington state found that among those workers exposed 

to spray or drift who reported bad effects (99 workers), only 8% (8) sought medical treatment 

(Mentzer and Villalba, 1988). Among affected workers who had been exposed by entering 

fields within 2 days of treatment (91 workers), only 10% (9) sought treatment. Among 

affected handlers who had been exposed through mixing and applying pesticides (40 workers), 

only 15% (6) sought treatment. The design of this study limited its usefulness for the 

purposes of this analysis. It was a survey that relied on the memory of the cohorts and the 

perceived bad effects were not necessarily due to pesticide exposure. Furthermore, this study 

would not capture those workers who were unaware they were exposed to pesticides or 

unaware that the signs and symptoms of illness or injury might be due to pesticide exposures. 

A survey of 1,811 Florida citrus field workers identified 29 field workers who reported 

poisoning. symptoms due to pesticides (Griffith et al., 1985). However, only 31% (9 out of 

29) of the total cases reported seeking medical attention. All nine of the physician-attended 

cases were mixer/loader/applicators. (There was a total of i 1 mixer/loader/applicators.) Of 

these nine, 22% (2 out of 9) reported that the poisoning incident required hospitalization. No 

non-mixer/loader/applicators reported seeking medical treatment.. ·A range of symptoms were 

reported. Approximately 36% ( 4 out of 11) of the mixer/loader/applicators and 11% (2 out of 

18) of the field workers reported symptoms of systemic poisoning, whereas the remaining 

64% and 89% respectively reported symptoms of skin and/or eye effects (irritation, burning, 

swelling, etc.). Again, the design of this study limited its usefulness for the purposes of this 

analysis. It was a survey that relied on the memory of the cohorts and the possible incidents 

were not necessarily due to pesticide exposure. For example, 7 of the field worker incidents 

were limited to skin irritant effects and the survey's authors indicated that such an effect was 

equally likely to be caused by citrus dermatitis. Furthermore, this study would not capture 

those workers who were unaware they were exposed to pesticides or unaware that the signs 

and symptoms of illness or injury might be due to pesticide exposures. 
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A study in Nebraska measured plasma cholinesterase levels of 91 farmers and 7 commercial 

applicators known to use organophosphate or carbamate pesticides (Spigiel et al., 1981), 

Thirty percent of the subjects were found to have a reduction of cholinesterase from their 

baseline levels of 20% or more--strong evidence of exposure. Most relevant to this analysis, 

22% of the subjects reported having symptoms which are common in mild organophosphate 

poisoning, including weakness, headache, excessive sweating, nausea or vomiting, excessive 

salivation, or diarrhea. None of these workers sought medical attention for their symptoms. 

Again, the design of this study limited its usefulness for the purposes of this analysis. It is 

not clear from the recruiting procedure how representative the 98 subjects were of farmers or 

applicators in Nebraska or nationwide, or of the entire agricultural work force at risk from 

pesticides. In addition, it is unclear whether the frequency or severity of the reported 

symptoms were different from those expected through ordinary experience. Furthermore, this 

study would not capture those workers who were unaware they were exposed to pesticides or 

unaware that the signs and symptoms of illness or injury might be due to pesticide exposures. 

Medical personnel must diagnose incident as being both pesticide-related and 

occupationally related. When medical treatment is sought, the treating medical personnel 

may not specifically diagnose the illness or injury as being caused by an occupational 

exposure to pesticides. Many signs and symptoms of such poisoning may be treated 

symptomatically or an occupational connection may not be drawn. The Agency is aware of 

only one study that provides any indication of how often a physician treating pesticide 

poisoning illness arid injuries to agricultural workers and pesticide handlers actually diagnoses 

the condition as such. The San Francisco Bay Area Regional Poison Control Center surveyed 

all occupational illnesses reported to them in a 6 month period in 1986 (Blanc et al., 1989). 

There were 41 apparent occupational poisonings due to pesticides. However, only 7 of these 

or 17% were reported to the California Department of Food and Agriculture. California 

requires physicians to report all occupational pesticide poisoning incidents. This study is also 

imperfect. It is not clear how representative the poison control center was of poison control 

centers in California or nationwide. It is also unclear as to what percent of the physician

treated occupational pesticide poisoning incidents in this study were reported to the California 

Department of Food and Agriculture. Furthermore, this study would not capture many 
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persons who do not perceive their symptoms are related to pesticide exposure or do not seek 

professional advice concerning their symptoms. 

Conclusion. The limited and imperfect available data are consistent with the Agency's 

expectation, based on the stoicism of the agricultural work force and the fact that medical 

care is comparatively difficult to obtain for many members of this population at risk, that 

only a small fraction of the symptoms of pesticide poisoning are likely to lead to medical 

attention and possible diagnosis. 

2. Delayed effects 

In addition to acute and allergic adverse health effects, pesticides are known to cause delayed 

adverse health effects. Some of the delayed effects caused by pesticides include: 

Chronic effects, including tumors, cancer, and genetic changes. 

Developmental and reproductive effects, including birth defects, miscarriages, 
stillbirths, infertility, sterility, and impotence. 

Systemic effects, including toxic effects on the heart and circulatory system, 
brain and nerve system, skin, lungs and respiratory system, liver, and kidneys. 

Unlike acute and allergic effects, where the. symptoms usually appear soon after the causal 

exposure, evidence of delayed adverse effects from pesticide exposures almost always 

emerges long after the causal exposure(s). This, coupled with the fact that symptoms of 

pesticide-caused delayed adverse effects are not unique, results in a predictable lack of hard 

data as to the extent and magnitude of pesticide-caused delayed adverse effects. 

Delayed effects are almost never recorded by pesticide incident reporting systems. A 1991 

Washington State Depa.rtrTient of Labor and Industries report states: "[W]orker's 

compensation claims data do not usually count work-related chronic disease, including 

cancer." Maddy and Edmiston report: "Chronic illnesses or conditions with a long latency 
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period are rarely reported to the CDFA [California Department of Food and Agriculture] 

through reporting mechanisms currently established." 

At this time, EPA has elected not to attempt to quantify risks, from all agricultural-plant 

pesticides, for most types of delayed adverse health effects. There are, however, four types of 

delayed effects for which the Agency has some data: 

• carcinogenic effects, 

• serious developmental defects, 

• stillbirths, and 

• neurotoxic effects. 

These available data still fall far short of enabling EPA to quantify risks with the desired 

level of precision. The Agency uses these data in this regulatory impact analysis to provide a 

representation of the plausible incidence of delayed adverse effects in the agricultural 

population to which this final rule applies. However, the Agency remains convinced that 

these and other types of delayed adverse effects are occurring and can be, to a great extent, 

ameliorated with the protections provided in this final rule. 

a. Carcinogenic (cancer) effects 

EPA has received and reviewed the required studies for predicting oncogenic effects for 

numerous pesticide active ingredients. About 90 of these active ingredients (about one-third 

of the pesticides evaluated so far) have been shown to be, at some level, oncogenic in the 

study animals (Engler, 1992). As more oncogenic effects studies are received and evaluated 

by the Agency during the reregistration process, it is expected that additional pesticide active 

ingredients will exhibit oncogenic effects. 

In addition, the Council of Scientific Affairs of the American Medical Association reviewed 

53 pesticides and categorized 2 as definite, 13 as probable, and 16 as possible carcinogens 
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(Am. Mecl. Assn., 1988). The registration for many of these pesticides has been canceled or 

narrowed in use. 

Based on these two estimates of the fraction of pesticides that may be carcinogenic, the 

Agency expects that among the over 400 pesticide active ingredients used in the production of 

agricultural plants, approximately 120 pesticides may exhibit positive oncogenic effects. 

For more than a decade, EPA has quantified pesticide handlers' risk of cancer resulting from 

exposures to individual pesticide's active ingredient(s ), typically in the context of regulating 

that active ingredient's use on a single crop. (It is clear, however, that most pesticide 

handlers are exposed to multiple pesticides used on multiple crops.) The magnitude of risk 

estimated in each such case depends upon the oncogenic potential of the pesticide and use

specific exposure factors. A range of risks has been calculated for the lifetime probability 

that excess cancers will develop in pesticide handlers exposed to specific carcinogenic 

pesticides, with 104 as a typical risk for high exposure application activities (EPA, 1983; 

EPA, 1983; EPA, 1987). 

Fieldworkers engaged in a range of harvesting activities have been documented to experience 

hourly dermal exposures to pesticides at about the same magnitude as pesticide handlers 

(Zweig et al., 1983; Nigg et al., 1984). However, since fieldworkers are typically not as 

geographically stable a workforce as are pesticide handlers, it is extremely difficult to 

estimate the hours worked on various activities over the course of a lifetime. This is required 

to quantify cancer risks. However, fieldworkers nearly always work in multiple crops treated 

with multiple pesticides, several of which may be carcinogenic. The Agency did quantify 

cancer risks for fieldworkers on one occasion for a single active ingredient, with the resulting 

cancer risks in the same range as that for pesticide handlers (EPA, 1985). The Agency 

therefore concludes that a 104 value for individual lifetime cancer risks is appropriate to use 

for all agricultural workers and pesticide handlers covered by the revised final rule and may 

be an underestimate. 
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EPA has not attempted to quantify cancer risks from pesticide handlers' or agricultural 

workers' exposures to multiple pesticide active ingredients, either through simultaneous 

exposures to two or more combined active ingredients, or through exposures to multiple 

pesticides over a lifetime. The Agency has also not attempted to assess the additive, 

synergistic, or antagonistic effects that may result from such multiple exposures. Any such 

data are, by their nature, extremely difficult to obtain and verify. 

Estimating the number of cancer cases caused by occupational exposures to all agricultural

plant pesticides is therefore unprecedented. However, if EPA, for example, applies an 

estimate of lifetime risk of 10-4 to all workers and handlers covered by this rule, then six 

cancer cases (3.9 mil. X 10-4 -:- 70) can be expected annually as the result of occupational 

exposures to agricultural-plant pesticides. 

The Agency notes, however, that this estimate may be on the low side. A case study of one 

type of cancer, non-Hodgkins lymphoma (NHL), is illustrative. A report by the National 

Cancer Institute describes a case-controlled study of white men who develop NHL as adults 

in Kansas (Hoar, 1986). This study indicates a statistically significant increase in risk of 

NHL for white men who lived or worked on farmland as adults. The study further estimates 

that 11 percent of the NHL cases in the Nebraska population may be explained by exposures 

to herbicides. The national incidence of deaths due to NHL in the agricultur~ population is 

estimated to be 1,637 deaths annually (Blair, 1992). Estimating from the Nebraska population 

to adults who lived or worked on a farm, then 220 annual NHL cancer deaths could be 

attributed to occupational exposures to agricultural-plant phenoxy herbicides. In addition, a 

. recently released article in Cancer Research shows evidence linking insecticide exposure to 

NHL in the agricultural population (Cantor et al., 1992). The Agency has just received all of 

the data from these studies and is convening a panel to review the data and advise the 

Agency on the weigqt of evidence as to the likelihood there exists an unacceptable risk of 

cancer due to agricultural exposures to phenoxy herbicides, specifically 2,4-D. 
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b. Developmental and reproductive effects 

In the United States, it is estima~ed that about 35 percent of conceptions do not result in live 

births (Wilcox et al., 1985). The number of such occurrences due to occupational exposures 

to pesticides is unknown, but there are indications that such exposures could be responsible 

for a substantial number. There are several types of developmental and reproductive· effects 

that are thought to occur as the result of exposure to pesticides. These include: infant 

mortality, developmental defects, stillbirths, and spontaneous abortions. Of these EPA has the 

most data about pesticide-related stillbirths and serious developmental defects. 

Serious developmental defects 

Exposing laboratory animals to certain pesticides is known to cause developmental defects in 

the progeny produced by those animals. On the basis of developmental toxicity studies 

already received and reviewed, EPA has detennined that more than 100 pesticide active 

ingredients cause developmental toxicity in laboratory animals at some level of exposure. 

This represents approximately one-third of the active ingredients evaluated so far. As more 

developmental toxicity studies are received and evaluated by the Agency during the 

reregistration process, it is expected that additional pesticide active ingredients will exhibit a 

developmental toxicity effect. 

Based on this estimate of the fraction of pesticides that may cause developmental defects, the 

Agency expects that among the over 400 pesticide active ingredients used in the production of 

agricultural plants, approximately 120 pesticides will exhibit developmental toxicity effects. 

Furthermore, the California Environmental Protection Agency has placed 11 pesticides on its 

list of developmental toxins to be regulated under Proposition 65 (Calif. EPA, 1992). 

Developmental toxicity differs from carcinogenic toxicity in that developmental defects may 

result from a single exposure, whereas it is thought that carcinogenic effects are increasingly 

likely to occur as exposure accumulates over a lifetime. As a result, the risks of adverse · 

developmental effects are calculated on the basis of a single exposure-day, rather than on the 
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basis of amortized lifetime exposure, as cancer risks are calculated. Developmental toxicity is 

calculated for the aggregate male and female population at risk, because it can originate from 

either sex. 

An attempt has been made to quantify the risks of severe developmental defects resulting 

from pesticide handlers' and agricultural workers' exposures to individual pesticide active 

ingredients. The magnitude of risk in each case depends on the level of developmental

toxicant hazard and use-specific exposure factors. 

No attempt has been made to quantify the risks of severe developmental defects resulting 

from pesticide handlers'· or agricultural workers' exposures to multiple pesticide active 

ingredients, either from simultaneous exposures to two or more combined active ingredients, 

or from exposures to multiple pesticides over a lifetime. Furthermore, no attempt has been 

made to assess the additive, synergistic, or antagonistic effects that may result from such 

multiple exposures. Any such data are, by their nature, extremely difficult to obtain and 

verify. 

Estimating the number of serious developmental defects caused by exposures to agricultural

plant pesticides is extremely difficult. However, the total number of serious developmental 

defects that might be expected to occur among the population of agricultural workers and 

pesticide handlers who are occupationally exposed to these pesticides can be approximated. 

The annual national rate for developmental defects in the United States thought to be serious 

by EPA is approximately 3 percent at birth and, with increasing age and the detection of 

certain functional changes, increases to 6 percent or 7 percent (Shepard, 1986). EPA is aware 

of two different reports that estimate what fraction of those serious developmental defects are 

from unknown causes. One study estimates that 70 percent of the severe developmental 

defects are from unknown causes, while the other study estimates 43 percent (Wilson, 1977) 

(Nelson and Holmes, 1989). If those estimates are averaged (56.5 percent) and applied to the 

national (6 percent) rate, it yields an estimate of an annual rate of 3.4 percent of live births 

that exhibit serious developmental defects from unknown causes. The total number of live 
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births (3.8 million live births annually in the United States)(Ventura et al., 1988) and the 

percent (3.4) of those births that exhibit serious developmental defects from unknown causes 

may be apportioned to the popuiation to which this rule applies (4 million agricultural 

workers and pesticide handlers). From this calculation, approximately 2,000 live births with 

serious developmental defects of unknown cause would be predicted to occur annually to this 

population. 

If, for exam.ple, it is assumed that only 1 percent of those cases of serious developmental 

defects that result from unknown causes is attributed to occupational exposures to 

agricultural-plant pesticides in the population to which the protections of this rule apply, then 

20 births with serious developmental defects attributable to such a cause would occur 

annually. 

EPA believes this estimate of 20 may be conservative, however. A case study by McDonald 

et al. is illustrative. Workers with agricultural and horticultural occupations may be at higher 

risk than those in the general population. A study published in the British Journal of 

Industrial Medicine in 1988 found that the rate of congenital defects in births to workers in 

agricultural and horticultural occupations was 2.6 times that of the general population 

(McDonald et al., 1988). In addition, individual case studies of women poisoned by 

pesticides during their first trimester of pregnancy indicate that serious birth defects can result 

from such poisoning (Romero et al., 1989). As is characteristic of epidemiological studies, 

the McDonald et al. study is not without flaws. It did not consider alcohol, or the occupation 

of the fathers as possible factors. However, it did consider educational level, ethnicity, and 

smoking and found that even after adjustment for these factors, their findings of significant 

risks associated with pesticides persisted. They concluded: "We do not think it likely that the 

risks in specific occupational groups presented [in this study] would be importantly changed if 

allowances were formally made for non-occupational confounding variables." 

If the Agency used the rate of congenital defects estimated by the study reported in the 

British Journal of Industrial Medicine to estimate for this population the total number of 

serious developmental defects that result from unknown causes, the total number would be 
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5,200 rather than the 2,000 estimate. If only 1 percent of these incidents were attributed to 

exposures to agricultural-plant pe~ticides, the estimated number would be 52 rather than 20. 

Moreover, the fact that the rate for agricultural occupations exceeds that of the general 

population suggests that the attribution of only 1 percent to pesticides could be far too low. 

Illustrative Case History: The agricultural-plant pesticide dinoseb was widely used for a 

number of years on several agricultural crops, including crops where hand labor activities are 

common. In 1986, EPA determined that dinoseb was potentially a serious developmental 

toxicant. Based on the EPA analyses for dinoseb, the Agency estimated that over 100 serious 

developmental defects could result annually among occupationally exposed women if dinoseb 

use continued. Dinoseb registration was suspended on an emergency basis and subsequently 

canceled. However, once the Agency receives and reviews data on developmental toxicity for 

the remaining two-thirds of the pesticides to be evaluated for developmental effects during 

reregistration, other existing pesticides at similar risk levels may be identified. 

Stillbirths 

A case-control analysis based on 9,941 live births and 6,386 stillbirths found that maternal 

exposure to pesticides at work and in and around residences was associated with an increased 

risk of stillbirth at a rate approximately one and one-half times the control population (Savitz 

. et al., 1989). This rate was significant for exposure to pesticides on the job, in the home, or 

in the area of the residence. In addition, paternal exposures to pesticides in these. locations 

was also associated with increas·ed risk of stillbirths at a rate above the control population. A 

generic problem with all epidemiology studies that rely to some degree on the cohorts' 

memory is the potential errors in subject's recall and the potential bias that may be introduced 

in surveys by how the questions may have been structured. This epidemiological study 

depended on the subjects' memory as to their exposure to pesticides in the 12 months before 

the birth. The correlation between exposure to pesticides and stillbirths in this study is not 

necessarily a direct correlation with agricultural pesticide exposures; it may include 

exposures to non-agricultural pesticides also. 
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The annual stillbirth rate for the United States is 7.5 stillbirths per 1,000 life births per year 

(Nat. Center for Health Stat., 1988). The total number of live births per year in the United 

States is approximately 3.8 million (Ventura et al., 1988). if only those cases of stillbirths 

that may be expected to exceed the base rate for the general population based on the odds 

ratio of 1.5 are considered, the excess stillbirths among the agricultural workforce would be 

222 per year. 

[11.25/1000- 7.5/1000] X 3.8 mil. X [3.9 mil 7 250.0 mil]= 222 

Even if, for example, it is assumed that only 25 percent of tho?e excess cases are attributed 

to occupational pesticide exposures, an estimated 56 stillbirths may be attributable to such 

occupational exposures in the population to which the protections of this rule apply. 

25% X 222 =56 

c. Persistent neurotoxic effects 

Increasing evidence indicates that risks of neurotoxic health effects are related to exposures to 

organophosphate pesticides. The World Health Organization suggests that 5 percent' of 

occupational poisonings due to organophosphates result in adverse neurotoxic effects (United 

Nations, 1990). A 1990 report to Congress by the Office of Technology Assessment states: 

The pesticides parathion,· mevinphos (Phosdrin), and malathion are frequently 

reported as causing health problems. Case reports and studies of acute · 

poisonings of agricultural and other workers indicate that 4 to 9 percent of the 

acutely poisoned individuals experienced delayed or persistent neurological and 

psychiatric effects ... [These effects include] irritability, depression, mood 

swings, anxiety, fatigue, lethargy, difficulty concentrating, and .short-term 

memory loss (U.S. Congress, 1990). 
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Two case-controlled studies and several case-series reports indicate that these symptoms may 

persist for months or years after the initial exposure (Savage et al., 1988; Rosenstock et al., 
' 

1991; Echobichon et al., 1990; Karalliedde and Senanayake, 1989; Eskenazi and Maizlish, 

1988). The population studied was persons who had been poisoned by organophosphate 

pesticides. The development of the neurotoxic effects subsequent to the poisoning incident 

suggests that t~is range of percent affected is the excess above the background level. 

Approximately 50 percent of the physician-diagnosed acute pesticide poisoning incidents 

reported by California are systemic illnesses (Mehler, 1991). Of those systemic illnesses, 

approximately 45 percent are caused by exposures to organophosphates. If this 22~5 percent 

rate is applied to the national estimate (10,300 to 20,450) of physician-diagnosed acute 

pesticide poisoning incidents, an estimated 2,300 to 4,600 physician-diagnosed systemic 

organophosphate-caused incidents occur annually. If EPA takes a midpoint of the_ Office of 

Technology Assessment's reported range (4 to 9 percent) of such acute poisoning cases that 

lead to mid- to long-term neurotoxic effects, approximately 150 to 300 cases of mid- to long

term neurotoxic effects may occur annually to agricultural workers and pesticide handlers 

poisoned by agricultural-plant pesticides. 

3. Cost comparison to estimated cases avoided 

· Summary of costs and benefits 

EPA believes that the benefits that will accrue to agricultural workers and handlers from 

implementation of the WPS include the reduction in lost time from the workforce, reduced 

medical expenses, and increased well-being and productivity through being less affected by 

pesticide poisoning. These and any related benefits cannot be adequately quantified with 

available data. The Agency is convinced that the benefits to society from avoided incidents 

of acute, allergic, and delayed adverse effects from occupational exposures to agricultural

plant pesticides exceed the costs attributable to this final rule. 
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EPA estimates that the incremental costs of this final rule will be about $95 million in the 

first year and about $50 million annually thereafter. To facilitate comparison with other 

regulations, EPA has also calculated the costs by annualizing them over ten years at several 

illustrative interest rates. Using 3% and 10%, the annualized costs of this fmal rule would be 

about $54 and $56 million per year respectively. The annual cost of the rule is therefore 

expected to be $50 to $60 million dollars, while the estimated annual benefits of this final 

rule include avoiding 8,000 to 16,000 physician-diagnosed (nonhospitalized) acute and allergic 

pesticide poisoning incidents, avoiding about 300 hospitalized acute and allergic pesticide 

poisoning incidents, and avoiding potentially important numbers of cancer cases, serious 

developmental defects, stillbirths, persistent neurotoxic effects, and nondiagnosed acute and 

allergic poisoning incidents. 

EPA has not attempted in these analyses to develop specific estimates of anticipat~ adverse 

effects for which the aggregate occupational data that the Agency is aware of is more limited, 

although there is some evidence that these effects may occur. Studies have demonstrated that 

many pesticides cause adverse effects in animals, and some pesticides have been observed to 

have adverse effects on humans. Most pesticides have not yet been adequately tested for 

these effects, however. Nor is it yet certain, in most cases, how animal responses to various 

doses of pesticides compare with the response of agricultural workers/ pesticide handlers 

encounterin~ expected occupational exposure levels. However, the level of current knowledge 

is sufficient to cause EPA to conclude that some or all of these effects may be occurring to 

agricultural workers and pesticide handlers as a result of their occupational exposure to 

agricultural pesticides. These adverse effects may include: 

(1) Spontaneous abortions and infant mortality, 

(2) Sterility, infertility, and impotence, 

(3) Delayed-onset systemic effects to the heart and circulatory system, skin, lungs 
and respiratory system, liver, and kidneys. 

However, as discussed in the previous sections, EPA has developed specific estimates for two 

categories of acute adverse effects based on human incidence data, and for four types of 

delayed-onset adverse effects based, of necessity, on more theoretical approaches. 
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80% efficacy of the WPS 

The Agency assumes that compliance with the comprehensive protections provided in this 

final rule will reduce the incidence of each of these adverse effects by approximately 80 

percent. This assumption is based on the following rationale. 

1. Handlers: Studies indicate that under ideal use situations, personal protective 

equipment (PPE) or engineering controls (enclosed cabs/closed systems) can reduce 

exposures by at least 95 percent. However, pesticide-handling conditions are not 

ideal--hoses break, spills occur, PPE is torn, handlers remove their PPE or accidentally 
.; 

contaminate the inside of it, PPE is incorrectly or incompletely decontaminated or 

maintained, etc. Therefore, in spite of the WPS provisions for handler training and 

special instructions, decontamination sites, and routine inspection and maintenance of 

PPE, the Agency projects that the handler protections of the WPS may have an 

efficacy rate of only about 80 percent 

2. Workers Protected During Application and During Restricted-Entry Intervals: The 

WPS excludes workers from areas being treated or remaining under an REI, except 

under special circumstances. Such an exclusion would be close to 100 percent 

efficacious if total compliance were achieved. However, the WPS does allow workers 

in treated areas during REis for short-term activities and for emergency activities. 

Such entries are accompanied by handler-like protections, but would still not be 

expected to achieve 100 percent protection. Furthermore, noncompliance with the 

exclusion of workers during applications and REis may occur--drift from application 

onto nearby workers may occur and notification to workers of treated areas may be 

insufficient, incorrect, or ignored. Therefore, EPA projects that the WPS provisions 

for protecting workers during application and the REI may have an efficacy rate of 

only 80 percent. 

3. Workers Protected After REI: The WPS provides workers with training and 

decontamination facilities if they will be working in treated areas within 30 days of 
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the REI. In addition, workers are notified about any nearby areas where pesticides are 

to be applied or where a restricted-entry interval is in effect. 

The benefits of training as a mechanism for reducing worker illnesses and injuries have been 

documented in manufacturing settings and it is reasonable to expect that such programs would 

also be effective in agricultural settings. A 1985 study by ICF, Inc. to assess the possible 

benefits from increased supervision, notification, and training requirements of the Worker 

Protection Standard states: "the percentage of pesticide poisoning prevented by improved 

information flows to workers might be assumed to range between 25 and 75 percent" (ICF, 

1985). While this study only considered increased handler training, it is reasonable to assume 

that the extension of training to workers in this final rule would result in increased benefits. 

The importance of frequent and thorough washing as a means of reducing dermal exposure to 

pesticides, which constitutes as much as 98 percent of the exposure of field workers to 

pesticide residues, is also well documented. Two experts, Dr. Jesse S. Ortiz of the School of 

Public Health at the University of Massachusetts and Dr. Eugene J. Gangarosa of the Public 

Health Program at Emory University School of Medicine, have estimated that if adequate 

handwashing facilities were available, pesticide-related illness could be reduced by 65 percent 

and pesticide-related skin rashes could be red1.1ced 35 to 97 percent (U.S. DOL, 1987). 

The WPS protections for these workers are not independent of one another. Training should 

reinforce workers' recognition of the need to heed warnings about areas that are unsafe to 

enter, as well as their attention to such warnings. Training should reinforce workers' use of 

decontamination facilities by informing them of the importance of washing thoroughly and 

often, even when the presence of residues cannot be readily detected. The Agency believes 

that these combined protections would achieve an 80 percent efficacy in reducing pesticide

related illnesses and injuries for this segment of the worker population. 
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Cases avoided 

For the purposes of this analysis, EPA estimates that, in the WPS-covered workforce, the 

following pesticide poisoning cases attributed to occupational exposures to agricultural-plant 

pesticides could be largely avoided through compliance with the WPS: 

• a range of 300 to 450 for the annual hospitalized acute pesticide poisoning 
cases and a range of 10,000 to 20,000 annual physician-diagnosed (not 
hospitalized) acute pesticide poisoning cases that could be attributed to 
occupational exposures to agricultural-plant pesticides, using the most complete 
and reliable pesticide poisoning data available. An 80% reduction in these 
cases would avoid 240 to 360 hospitalized acute cases and 8,000 to 16,000 
acute physician-diagnosed cases annually. 

• a significant number of annual acute pesticide poisoning incidents for which 
medical treatment is not sought or for which medical treatment is symptomatic 
(no causal diagnosis is attempted) or for which no occupational connection is · 
made. Since the Agency has not attempted to estimate the rate of such 
poisoning incidents in this analysis, no specific estimate of cases avoided 
through WPS compliance is included, although the Agency believes the number 
is very likely to be large. 

Given the expected effectiveness of the rule, EPA believes that the delayed-onset adverse 

effects that would be avoided through compliance with the rule will include potentially 

important numbers of cancer cases, serious developmental defects, stillbirths, and persistent 

neurotoxic effects. Discussions of these estimates appear· earlier in this section. In addition, 

as discussed earlier, other potential adverse effects may be avoided through compliance· with 

this final rule. 

The Agency recognizes the inherent difficulty in assigning costs of the rule among six 

disparate adverse effects and among the many adverse effects for which no specific estimates 

were attempted. One possible method would arbitrarily distribute the costs of the rule equally 

among the six specifically estimated adverse effects and compute a cost per case avoided for 

each such effect. Such an allocation of costs would be arbitrary. In addition, the approach 

disregards the anticipated health effects for which quantitative estimates have not been made. 
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Another method would compare all of the costs of the rule to one adverse effect in an attempt 

to provide some basis for evaluating the rule's cost-effectiveness. Using this method, the 
' 

Agency might base the calculation on the category of health effect for which the best data are 

thought to be available--annual physician-diagnosed (including hospitalized) acute pesticide 

poisoning cases that could be attributed to occupational exposures to agricultural-plant 

pesticides (1 0,300 - 20,450). With an 80 percent reduction of such cases through compliance 

with the final rule, the estimate of the number of such cases that would be avoided by 

implementation of this final rule would be 8,240 - 16,360. This range of estimates would 

then be compared to the costs of the final rule. This result is, however, highly incomplete 

since it fails to incorporate all six types of adverse effects for which EP J\ attempted 

quantification, as well as the numerous effects for which no specific estimates were made. 

Note that these analyses are an attempt to quantify overall risks, across all pesticides to which 

the population is typically exposed, for several different adverse effects. They do not attempt 

to take into account the possibility of currently unrecognized highly significant risks that may 

be associated with individual pesticides. When any such highly significant risks are 

discovered, they will be dealt with by the Agency on a case-by-case basis. 

4. Support.for regulation 

EPA issued an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in 1984 that announced its decision 

to revise part 170 and solicited public comment. Most comments favored revising part 170, 

but they expressed wide differences in opinion about the revisions needed. In 1988, EPA 

issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) and held more than 15 public meetings to 

'explain the proposed rules and to answer questions. In response to the NPRM, the Agency 

received 380 comments totaling more than 3,000 pages. Of the comments, the overwhelming 

majority supported issuance of a new rule, including many federal and state agencies, 

universities, agricultural worker organizations and advocates, growers and grower/commodity 

organizations, and pesticide registrants. As would be expected in a rule of this scope and 
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complexity, there were a number of comments and suggestions specific to the various 

provisions. 

In addition to the comments received during the rulemaking process, EPA has received 

support for this rule from a number of other sources, including EPA's own Science Advisory 

Board, a U.S. General Accounting Office report to Congress, and the Council of Scientific 

Affairs of the American Medical Association. 

In 1990, EPA's Science Advisory Board identified agricultural worker exposures to chemicals . 

as a relatively high human health risk due to the large 11umber of workers directly exposed to 

a range of highly toxic chemicals (U.S. EPA, 1990). They stated: "[A]gricultural workers are 

exposed to many toxic substances in the workplace. Such exposures can cause cancer and a 

wide range of non-cancer health effects." 

A 1992 United States General Accounting Office (GAO) study concluded that farmworkers 

and their children are routinely expos~d to pesticides and that the health and well-being of 

farmworkers are inadequately protected by federal laws and regulations (U.S. GAO, 1992). 

The report states: "Federal laws and regulations give hired farmworkers exposed to pesticides 

inadequate protection, which increases the risk of pesticide poisonings." GAO's 

recommendations to reduce farmworkers' health risks included the following (all of which are 

addressed in this final rule): 

( 1) Access to labeling information, and specific information about pesticides to 
which the workers may be exposed. 

(2) Oral and written warnings or notification of pesticide use. 

(3) Greater restrictions on entering pesticide-treated areas, including a minimum 
reentry period of 12 hours and increased level of personal protective 
equipment. 

( 4) Widespread availability of sanitation facilities, including hand washing facilities. 
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GAO concludes: "EPA's modified [worker protection] standards, some of which will be. 

effective in 1992, should increase protection to these farrnworkers" (U.S. GAO, 1992). 

In 1988 the Council of Scientific Affairs of the American Medical Association (AMA) 

recommended that the AMA: "Urge the EPA and other responsible state and federal 

regulatory agencies to continue their efforts at safeguarding human and environmental health, 

especially the health of agricultural workers who may be exposed to pesticides" (AMA, 

1988). 

Another indicator of the need for such regulation, and of its apparent benefits, is that key 

states have developed similar worker protection regulations. The major agricultural states of 

California, Texas, Arizona, and Ohio have already promulgated regulations that contain 

provisions similar to those in this final rule. Several other states, including New Jersey .and 

Washington, are developing such regulations. 

B. Benefits to Users 

Agricultural-plant pesticide users are the owner/operators and supervisors of agricultural 

establishments and commercial pesticide handling establishments that use pesticides in the 

production of agricultural plants on farms, forests, nurseries, and greenhouses. These users 

will benefit in many ways from the revision of the WPS. 

The primary goal of the revised final rule is to mitigate occupational exposures of 

fieldworkers and pesticide handlers to agricultural-plant pesticide products and their residues. 

The mitigation of such exposures should provide specific benefits to agricultural-plant 

pesticide users by: 

(1) reducing time lost from the workforce by agricultural workers and handlers, 
including users themselves, 

(2) reducing medical expenses and insurance premiums for themselves and as 
employers of hired workers and handlers, 

(3) decreasing liability concerns, expenses, and insurance, and 
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(4) increased overall productivity from having a workforce less at risk of adverse 
health effects (acute, allergic, and delayed) from occupational exposures to 
agricultural-plant pesticides. 

Sufficient data are not available to allow the quantification of the value of these benefits. 

The Agency, however, believes these benefits are substantial. 

Pesticide users will also benefit from having a single standardized set of duties rather than 

myriad label-specified duties that may vary considerably from product to product. Over the 

past several years, many of the requirements similar to those contained in this revised rule 

have been placed on a number of individual specific products' labels by the Agency. These 

include: prohibiting early entry, specifying increased personal protective equipment and 

exceptions to personal protective requirements, and establishing 24-, 48-hour, and longer 

reentry intervals accompanied with various restrictions and exceptions. This final rule will 

allow users to become informed, in general, about only one set of duties and requirements 

pertaining to worker safety, rather than having to interpret and comply with duties that vary 

from product to product. 

The revised final rule benefits pesticide users by: ( 1) allowing them options as to the means 

of fulfilling. some of the requirements, and (2) creating exceptions to some of the 

requirements when employees would not be likely to benefit from the protection. In fact, the 

complexity of the WPS is, in large part, due to the number of exceptions and options that the 

Agency has built in for many of the key provisions. The exceptions and options allow 

employers to choose, for their individual situation, the least burdensome means of meeting a 

requirement. 

Finally, pesticide users will benefit from having a trained and informed workforce. Studies 

indicate a high correlation between safety training and increased cooperation by employees in 

safety programs designed for their benefit. Such a workforce is more likely to follow safety 

precautions to protect themselves and others, thus reducing the likelihood that pesticide users 

will experience enforcement actions, liability suits, and pesticide-related emergencies. 
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C. Benefits to Registrants 

The revised final rule will require registrants of agricultural-plant pesticide products to alter 

their product labeling to add a standardized WPS reference statement and to include product

specific requirements pertaining to personal protective equipment, restricted-entry intervals, 

and notification to workers. Registrants will benefit from many aspects of the implementation 

of the WPS, especially from the standardization of labeling statements. 

Regi~trants are incorporating the entire WPS into each pesticide product's labeling by adding 

a three-sentence reference statement to the product labeling, rather than by adding the entire 

text of the rule into supplemental labeling which would then accompany each product at sale. 

This reference-statement innovation will benefit registrants by greatly\ reducing labeling length 

and complexity and, thus, reducing printing and distribution costs for labeling. 

Registrants will also benefit from. the standardization of labeling statements and terminology 

pertaining to personal protective equipment, restricted-entry intervals, and notification to 

workers. Their users will be better able to interpret the standardized labeling statements and 

requirements and thus, presumably, will be able to use the pesticide with increased safety to 

themselves, others, and the environment. Such increased safety in the use of their pesticides 

would benefit registrants through decreased liability, decreased insurance rates, and improved 

public image. 

Furthermore, EPA has been establishing interim requirements regarding entry and personal 

protective equipment on a product-by-product basis for more than a decade. Since that time 

some registrants may have been at a competitive disadvantage if, for example, a registration 

standard establishing a reentry interval were issued for their product before one was issued for 

their competitors' products. This rule will eliminate that competitive disadvantage by 

establishing the same requirements and use limitations for products with similar toxicity~ 

formulation, and use patterns. 
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By standardizing the· exceptions concerning personal proteCtive equipment, restricted-entry 

intervals, and notification to workers, the WPS makes these statements universally applicable. 

Registrants benefit by being able to remove verbiage regarding such exceptions from their 

pesticide product labeling, thereby reducing labeling complexity, lowering printing costs, and 

freeing label space for other crucial use directions. 

Registrants may benefit from the promulgation of this final rule, because its issuance is likely 

to reduce pressure for states to adopt state-specific worker protection regulations. Registrants 

will save considerable costs if fewer state-specific regulations are enacted, through avoidance 

of having to supply supplemental use directions on a state-specific basis. 
. . 

Finally, registrants will benefit from having users who: (1) are better trained and informed, 

(2) are equipped with appropriate personal protective equipment, and (3) have access to wash 

water for routine and emergency decontamination. Such users are likely to handle pesticides 

more safely and experience adverse health effects far less often. Such an outcome will 

benefit registrants through decreased liability, decreased insurance rates, and improved public 

Image. 

D. Benefits to States, Tribes, and Territories 

The revision of the Worker Protection Standard is expected to obviate the need for 

agricultural worker protection regulations in many states.* Many states would no longer need 

to consider legislation or regulation in this area. EPA is aware of states that are delaying 
r· 

promulgation of their own worker protection regulations in anticipation of the issuance of this 
' 

final rule. While there is no reliable way to know how often this will occur, there is ample 

evidence that states have been moving toward more stringent regulations with respect to 

pesticides and worker protection. Arizona, California, Texas, and Ohio are examples of states 

with significant regulations designed to reduce agricultural worker and pesticide handler 

exposures to pesticides. Washington and New Jersey, among others, are known to be 

• Term "states," as used here, includes tribes and territories. 
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developing such regulations at this time, and it is likely that pressure exists in many other 

states to follow suit. 

In general, states enforce federal pesticide regulations, including the original WPS. One of 

the primary rationales for revising the original WPS was the difficulty state and federal 

officials had in enforcing its requirements, mainly because it failed to make clear who was 

responsible for providing the required protections to agricultural workers. The revised final 

rule is designed to clarify and make more enforceable the WPS provisions, thus simplifying 

the efforts of compliance monitoring officials and, in· some respects, easing their burden. 

States will benefit from increased standardization of pesticide use directions and related 

requirements. The standardization of labeling statements regarding personal protective 

equipment, restricted-entry intervals, and notification will allow state training and compliance 

monitoring personnel to more easily interpret and enforce those requirements. Instead of 

requiring states to train users about or enforce requirements that vary greatly from product to 

product, the WPS will establish standardized terminology and statements that, in general, are 

applicable to all agricultural-plant pesticides. In addition, the WPS sections on personal 

protective equipment, restricted-entry intervals, and notification standardize and clarify the 

exceptions to these requirements for all affected products. The need for special enforcement 

policystatements and label-specific language on these exceptions will be eliminated. 

EPA has set aside special monies for states to fund WPS-related special projects. In fiscal 

years 1990 through 1992, $500,000 was available annually to states desiring to develop WPS 

initiatives. The states have benefitted from this WPS Special Project funding by being able to 

.develop WPS-specific projects and to explore innovative means of implementing and 

enforcing the WPS. Beginning in fiscal year 1990, EPA has also provided states with WPS

specific compliance monies. The states have benefitted from t~ose monies by using them to 

strengthen the worker-protection compliance, information, and education components of their 

programs. 
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VI. IMPACTS ON SMALL ENTITIES 

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) (P.L. 96-354) requires governmental regulators to make 

a consCious effort to lighten the regulatory burden of their actions on the "small entities" 

within regulated communities. Regulatory options must be considered in an attempt to avoid 

"a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities." 

The following analysis responds to the RFA requirements, presents the rationale for the 

Agency's regulatory actions, and assesses the relative economic impacts on small entities 

within the proposed regulatory community. It provides a preliminary assessment on whether 

the proposed action causes "a significant economic, impact on a substantial number of small 

entities." While this is a subjective criteria, the following analysis indicates that the rule has 

avoided or mitigated, to the extent feasible, potential disproportionate burdens on small 

entities and is structured to provide a nearly equitable burden on both small and large entities. 

This revised Worker Protection Standard (WPS) impacts those agricultural establishments -

farms, forests, nurseries, and greenhouses - that use pesticides and are primarily involved in 

the production of agricultural plants. EPA estimates that there are approximately 570,000 

such establishments nationwide. Nearly all these establishments would be classified as small 

businesses based on conventional size-classifications for U.S. businesses. Because of their 

unique characteristics, however, agricultural businesses are often classified using other criteria 

than those· used for conventional businesses. For this analysis, two forms of classifying small 

versus large farms were used to consider if "significant economic impacts" occurred "on a 

substantial number of small entities. They were: 

(1) Impacts on family-operated establishments, in comparison with impacts on 
. hired-labor agricultural establishments, and 

(2) Impacts on hired-labor agricultural establishments that have 1 hired employee, 
in comparison with establishments that have 10 hired employees. 
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Overall, EPA has attempted in several ways to relieve the regulatory burden of this final rule 

on small entities. Family-operated agricultural establishments will be exempt from many of 

the provisions in the rule. In addition, the rule allows employers considerable flexibility in 

the ways that they may fulfill the requirements. In some circumstances, it allows them to 

bypass requirements altogether when no employees would be likely to benefit from the 

protection. The extent of the economic burden or relief to small entities from these actions is 

detailed below. 

A. Impacts on Family-Operated Establishments 

The revised rule exempts owners of agricultural establishments and members of their 

immediate family from the provisions pertaining to safety training and information, 

decontamination facilities, notification of pesticide treatments, and emergency assistance. 

EPA presumes that owners and family members will provide themselves and each other with 

these protections, but has chosen not to regulate such behavior. This decision represents a 

significant exemption for small entities, since about 45 percent (250,000 of 570,000) of the 

agricultural establishments within the scope of the WPS do not hire labor and are, therefore, 

exempt from all but a few of the final rule's requirements. These establishments use only 

unpaid employees who, presumably, are the owners and their family members. 

In terms of acres per establishment, family-operated agricultural establishments (those witho.ut 

paid employees) have an economic base that is one-third to one-sixth the size of agricultural 

establishments that employ paid workers. The size varies according to the primary crop 

produced'(Table Til-l). For example, family-operated feed and grain farms average 213 acres 

per farm, while those with hired employees average 607 acres per farm. For cotton farms, 

the ratio is 133 acres to 806 acres respectively, and for fruit/vegetable/nut farms the ratio is 

16 acres to 121 acres respectively for those without and with hired employees. 

Recognizing the need to minimize burdens on small family-operated establishments, EPA has 

reduced the requirements - and therefore the costs- for this sector, which represents 

approximately 45 percent of the regulated establishments. This analysis reveals that family-
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operated agricultural establishments will bear .a low cost-burden as compared to agricultural 

establishments with hired labor. 'file annual incremental out year costs averaged across all 

family-operated establishments are about $15 per establishment, whereas the annual costs 

averaged across all hired-labor agricultural establishments are about $140 per establishment. 

Family-operated feed and grain farms, which make up the largest crop segment, \Vill incur 

yearly incremental out year costs averaging nearly $10 per farm. Feed and grain farms with 

hired employees will incur annual incremental out year costs averaging almost $55 per farm 

(Table Vl-1). 

B. Impacts on Hired-Labor Establishments According to Number of Hired Employees 

This Regulatory Impact Analysis also has considered the impacts of this final rule on hired

labor agricultural establishments that have one hired employee, in comparison with 

establishments that have ten hired employees (Note: the mean number of hired employees on 

establishments with hired labor is 4.8). None of the provisions of the regulation provide a 

direct efficiency of size to establishments with many employees. Most of the provisions are 

totally or mostly variable (per worker) costs. However, the cost of familiarization with the 

rule is considered a per-establishment cost. Also, two provisions that contain some fixed (per 

establishment) cost elements are training and notification. Even these provisions are not 

directly efficiency-of-size cost factors, due to: (1) the diverse and sporadic nature of 

pesticide-use and labor-use practices, and (2) the exceptions and options in the rule that allow 

employers to select the most cost-effective option for their particular c;ircumstance. The 

variability in the cost-factors due to these exceptions and options is difficult to quantify. 

Therefore, this estimate of the impact on one-worker agricultural establishments versus the 

impact on ten-worker agricultural establishments is a "worst-case" analysis that assumes that 

all costs of training and notification are fixed rather than variable. This results in an over

estimate of the impact of this rule to one-worker agricultural establishments and an 

underestimation of the impact to ten-worker establishments. However, results indicate that 

the burden is not unreasonably higher for such small establishments. 
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Table VI-I. Worker Protection Standard costs for small (without hired employees) versus large (with hired employees) 
crop production establishments, 1991 dollars. 

--------------------($1,000)-------------------- --(1,000 Farms)- ----(Acres)---- -------------------($IF arm):-------------------

Feed & Grain 4,321 - 1,841 16,906 7,254 

Cotton 149 68 2,617 1,203 

Tobacco 231 106 6,395 2,689 

Other Field 738 303 7,677 2,763 

Veg/Fruit/Nut 1,906 1,544 32,899 26,610 

Nursery/ 
Greenhouse 407 208 5,604 3,133 

Commercial 
Application 0 __ o 2,143 ___1lli 

TOTAL $7,751 $4,070 $74,241 $45,169 

1J Appendix Table RF-1. 
2J Those agricultural-plant establishments that use pesticides (Table Ill-3). 
2J Table III-1. 
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133 213 607 25.72 10.96 127.11 54.54 

16 133 806 29.80 13.60 163.56 75.19 

51 19 69 28.88 13.25 125.39 52.73 

34 47 264 19.95 8.19 225.79 81.26 

58 16 121 90.76 73.52 567.22 458.79 

19 6 35 31.31 16.00 294.95 164.89 

_2. n.a. n.a. n.a. ~ 238.11 168.56 

320 136 362 $30.76 $16.15 $232.00 $141.15 

~ Some farms in some states may be in compliance with some requirements of the Worker Protection Standard due to existing state regulations. No attempt was made to net out these farms as it 
should be proportional across all farms. This would underestimate state actual averages for all farms but the extent is unknown. 



The revised rule allows employers options in the means of fulfilling some of the requirements 

and also creates exceptions to some of the requirements when employees would not be likely 

to benefit from the protection. In fact, the complexity of the WPS is due in large part to the 

number of exceptions and options that the Agency has built in for many of the key 

prOVISIOnS. 

The rule provides options to employers by allowing them to choose the least burde.nsome 

means of meeting a requirement for their situation. For example, the rule requires that 

employers notify hired workers of treat\XI areas on farms, forests, and nurseries, but allows 

employers to choose (except with the most highly toxic pesticides) whether to notify orally or 

by posting signs at entrances to treated areas. On many small establishments with only a few 

workers, an oral warning probably would take less than a minute per pesticide application, as 

opposed to posting warning signs at entrances to the treated fields. On small establishments 

where a large variety of crops are grown in a small area, such as herb farms or potted-plant 

nurseries, posting a warning sign .next to treated plants probably would take less than a 

minute per pesticide application, as opposed to orally warning employees about all the 

different applications taking place. 

The rule also provides exceptions to several key provisions. For example, employers need 

not notify workers if (1) the workers will not be in or within 1/4 mile of the treated area 

during the pesticide application or the restricted-entry interval, or (2) the workers applied or 

supervised the application for which the notification is being given and therefore know the 

information that an oral notification would convey. On farms with a small number of 

employees working only in one area, employers would not have to warn those employees -

either orally or by posting signs - if the application or area under a restricted-entry interval 

was located in another part of the farm. If a farm had only one or two employees, and those 

employees performed the pesticide applications, the employer would have no notification 

duties. 

The rule also provides exceptions to the decontamination and training provisions for 

employees working in areas where pesticides have not been recently applied. Training and 
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decontamination facilities are required only within 30 days of a pesticide application or a 

restricted-entry interval. For example, a feed and grain farm that applies a pesticide only at 

planting and hires no workers until harvest wouJd not have to provide those workers with any 

protections under this rule. 

All the workers who are on an establishment when training is held can be trained at one time, 

so that the labor cost for the trainer could be incurred only once. On establishments with 

many employees, however, worker turnover is common. USDA has advised EPA that 1,000-

percent turnover within labor-intensive agricultural work groups is not unusual. Workers not 

trained during the initial training would have to be trained on another occasion, if they have 

not been trained before their employment on that establishment. 

Notification costs also could be strictly per-establishment costs but, in reality, probably will 

not be. As noted earlier, only those workers who will be within 1/4 mile of a treated area 

need be notified about an pesticide application. Establishments with only one hired worker 

may have no notification costs, while establishments with more than one crew of workers 

may have to notify each crew separately, depending on which treated areas each will be 

within 1/4 mile of. 

The decontamination provision might be expected to contain fixed (per establishment) costs 

for purchase of the water container and the labor required to rinse and fill the container, but 

such is not the case. The size of the container needed and the amount of time needed to rinse 

and fill it are directly related to the number of workers for whom the decontamination facility 

is being provided. For example, establishments with only one worker would need to obtain 

and fill only a one-gallon container (such as a plastic milk jug). Establishments with 10 

workers would need to obtain and fill either 10 one-gallon containers or one or more larger 

containers. Therefore, in the main, this analysis figures the decontamination provision as a 

variable (per worker) cost. 

As stated earlier, quantifying these options and exceptions to determine a direct efficiency-of

size impact is difficult. Therefore, EPA completed a sensitivity analysis and considered 
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effects on costs if direct efficiencies of size related to the training and notification 

requirements of the WPS and the cost of familiarization with the rule were realized, and how 

costs for establishments would vary depending on the number of hired employees (one, ten, 

or average number). This would be a worst-case analysis in terms of relative per-employee 

costs for small establishments. To analyze the per-employee cost for agricultural 

establishments with between 1 and 10 hired employees, EPA separated the cost elements of 

the WPS into those which are mainly fixed (per-establishment) - training, notification, and 

rule familiarization - and those which are mainly variable (per-employee) costs. Table VI-2, 

which was derived from Appendix Table RF-1, summarizes the results. The assessment of 

relative burden is shown with two sample cases: feed and grain farms, which represent the 

crop sector with the most entities affected, and vegetable/fruit/nut farms, which represent the 

crop sector with the highest cost impacts, both total and per establishment. 

Even with impacts for one-worker establishments being exaggerated, the results indicate the 

burden is not unreasonably higher for establishments with only 1 hired employee than for 

those with 10 hired employees (Table VI-2 and Figure VI-1). The average incremental out 

year cost for a feed and grain farm with one hired employee is about $25 per year (or $25 per 

employee). For a feed and grain farm with 10 hired employees, it is about $115 per year (or 

$10 per employee). For vegetable/fruit/nut establishments with 1 hired employee, the average 

incremental out year cost is almost $95 per establishment (or $95 per employee). The cost is 

nearly $650 (or $65 per employee) for a vegetable/fruit/nut establishment with 10 hired 

employees. 

C. Impacts on Other Small Entities 

This regulation should not cause any significant burden on any forms of small entities other 

than farms, nursery/greenhouses, and commercial handlers. 

No provisions of this rule will require implementation support or compliance from typical 

small cities, counties, towns, villages, school districts, not-for-profit enterprises, or other 

similar public or private institutions. 
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Table VI-2. Incremental costs of compliance per year, for representative establishments with different levels of hired employees 

------------------------------------($~sta1Jlistunrrent)---------------------------------------------

VarialJle Worker Protection Requirements 38.12 9.85 98.50 424.80 61.57 615.65 
(restricted entry, decontamination, personal 
protective equipment, emergency response) 

:$ 
II 

Fixed or Potentially Fixed Worker Protection 16.41 16.41 16.41 33.96 33.96 33.96 
I Requirements (training, notification, rule 00 

familiarization) 

TOTAL-- Per Farm $54.53 $26.26 $114.91 $458.76 $95.93 $649.61 
Per Hired Employee $14.09 $26.26 $11.49 $66.49 $95.93 $64.96 

Source: Calculated from out year incremental costs 1Jy cost factor from Appendix TalJle RF-1 and numlJer of regulated farms from TalJle VI -1. 
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Figure Vl-1. Incremental costs of compliance for different establishment 
sizes and number of employees 
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VII. LIMITS OF THE ANALYSIS 

A. Need for Additional Data 

Several data deficiencies were identified during the completion of the WPS regulatory impact 

analysis,. both in terms of the cost to and benefit of the regulation. Throughout the WPS 

compliance analysis, EPA relies on USDA data approximating 1.6 million hired farmworkers 

in the U.S. work on agricultural-plant establishments (Oliveira and Cox, 1989). Other 

estimates of the number of hired farm workers vary widely, and the estimates of both the costs 

and benefits rely on this number. The revised RIA also relies on USDA estimates of the 

number of hired (paid) and nonhired (unpaid) agricultural farmworkers by crop sector. 

However, no data were available on how many of the hired or unpaid farmworkers were 

pesticide handlers. 

A significant portion of the calculations and assumptions relied on pesticide usage data by 

agricultural crop sector and restricted-entry interval to help determine cost estimates. The 

pesticide usage data utilized in this study was from a single proprietary source for the year 

1989. 

Another limitation of the analysis was the lack of data available on the quantitative impacts of 

restricted-entry intervals on the yields and quality of fruit and veg~table crops. Only one 

study could be found that addressed this concern to any degree (DPRA, 1985). The DPRA 

study found that several hand-labor-intensive crops would be primarily affected around 

harvest time if restricted-entry intervals were 24- or 48-hours after a pesticide application. 

However, the study did not estimate REI impacts ori a quantitative basis. In the revised WPS 

RIA, average per acre cost impacts were estimated to those crops identified in the earlier 

DPRA study to incur none - minor, minor - potentially significant, and potentially significant 

impacts from 48-hour REI's. EPA has created two additional impact categories--significant 

and major--to describe the impacts that are probable to the cut flower and cut fern industries 

in 'the event that an early-entry exception is not granted. 
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The lack of data on the distribution of agricultural-plant establishments by the number of 

hired employees was an additional limitation of the revised RIA. This information would 

allow more precise estimation of impacts of the regulation on small entities and the relative 

efficiency of the regulation. Due to the lack of agricultural establishment distribution data by 

hired employee numbers, the revised RIA considers three sizes of establishments: 

establishments with no hired employees, establishments with one ·hired employee, and those 

with 10 hired employees. 

The benefit analysis of the revised WPS RIA also had data limitations on occupationally 

caused pesticide poisonings. Pesticide exposures can result in acute adverse effects and 

delayed adverse effects. 

Acute effects: Reliable estimates of the numbers of acute pesticide poisonings among 

agricultural workers are difficult to obtain for several reasons including: 

• the nature of agricultural labor, as well as economic and social factors, hamper 
data collection; 

• the geographic and seasonal heterogeneity of the population under scrutiny 
makes estimates of the number of workers at risk elusive; 

• agricultural workers adversely affected by pesticides often do not seek medical 
attention; and 

• pesticide poisoning incidents often are treated symptomatically without being 
diagnosed as pesticide-related and may not be reported as such. 

Delayed effects: Unlike acute and allergic effects, where the symptoms usually appear soon 

after the causal exposure, evidence of delayed adverse effects from pesticide exposures almost 

always emerges long after the causal exposure(s). This, coupled with the fact that symptoms 

of pesticide-caused delayed adverse effects are not unique, results in a predictable lack of 

hard data as to the extent and magnitude of pesticide-caused delayed adverse effects. 

The available data fall far short of enabling EPA to quantify risks with a desired level of 

precision. The Agency uses the available data in this regulatory impact analysis to provide a 
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representation of the plausible ~cidence of delayed adverse effects in the agricultural 

population to which this fmal rule applies. 

B. Potentially Overestimated Compliance Costs 

The EPA, in consultation with knowledgeable persons from the agricultural community, found 

it necessary at times, to supplement published data with proprietary data and estimates. 

Often, a range of estimates was acquired over several sources. In many instances, estimates 

at the higher end of the range were used in the analysis that eventually caused higher 

compliance costs than might be warranted. In addition, certain "what if' scenarios could 

affect the cost of compliance to the regulated community, however, quantifying these 

situations was not feasible. For example, the WPS generally has more restrictive, and thus, 

more costly provisions for pesticides with higher acute toxicities. Agricultural operators may 

choose less toxic or even non-chemical pesticide control methods to help reduce compliance 

costs associated with the regulation. The following section describes some of the major 

potential overestimates of the WPS by cost factor, for the forestry sector, and for the cost of 

labeling changes to registrants. 

1. Restricted-Entry Interval (REI) 

The WPS sets a 72-hour REI into fields after application of organophosphate (OPs) or N

methyl carbamate pesticides in arid areas. Due to limited state acreage data on vegetable and 

fruit crops, EPA estimated the percent of fruit and vegetable acreage that is treated with OPs 

or carbamates in arid areas to be five percent of the total U.S. acreage of the seven vegetable 

and six fruit crops identified as being affected by REis. This is likely an overestimate of the 

number of acres affected by the 72-hour REI. While arid areas (defmed as areas that receive 

less than 25 inches of precipitation per year) are predominately restricted to certain portions 

of the country (California, Arizona, Texas, Colorado, etc.), many of the affected crops are 

also grown nationwide and are not located in arid areas. 
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Probably the most significant overestimate of expenses due to REis of the WPS are out year 

total and out year incremental c;osts. EPA believes that some vegetable· and fruit 

operator/owners will switch from the more toxic pesticides to the less toxic pesticides or to 

non-chemical pest control methods, to lessen the impacts of the longer REis for the more 

toxic pesticides, especially with time-sensitive crops. Not only will this decrease yield/quality 

losses associated with time-sensitive harvesting concerns, but it will have the additional 

benefits of lessening the exposure to handlers and workers of highly toxic pesticides, along 

with reducing several other cost factors associated with the WPS (PPE, notification, and 

emergency assistance). 

2. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

PPE costs vary directly with the toxicity of the pesticide being applied--toxicity I and II 

· pesticides have greater PPE needs, and hence higher costs, than toxicity ill-IV pesticides. It 

is likely that there are some corrimercial handlers that never handle toxicity I-II pesticides in a 

.given year whether due to crop-specific pesticide requirements, reduced pest infestations, 

personal preference, or liability concerns. However, detennining the actual percentage of 

commercial pesticide handlers that never handle toxicity I-II pesticides in a given year is 

difficult. Therefore, the revised RIA estimates the cost of PPE assuming that 100 percent of 

all commercial handlers handle toxicity I-II pesticides at some time during the year. 

3. Notification 

Oral notification cost calculations are based on several factors including the number and 

toxicity of pesticide treatments, the probability that workers are within 1/4 mile of treated . . 

fields, the wage rate of workers and supervisors, and the amount of time it takes to orally 

notify workers of pesticide treatments. Wage rates and notification time comprise the greatest 

percentage of oral notification costs-.-both workers and supervisors are paid for their time 

during notification. The costs estimated for oral notification assume that it takes five minutes 

to orally notify workers of any pesticide treatments. This is probably an overestimate of the 

time needed, as in all likelihood it would take less than one minute for a supervisor to tell 
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workers to "Stay out of the bean~ today and tomorrow because we're going to apply a 

pesticide today". 

4. Training 

The revised Rule exempts certified pesticide handlers from the training requirements of the 

WPS. However, published data on the number of certified agricultural-plant pesticide 

handlers is not useful for this analysis in its current aggregated form. Therefore, estimated 

compliance costs for training is based on the assumption that none of the hired handlers are 

certified. This is very likely an underestimate of the number of certified hired handlers, . 

which in turn, overestimates the cost of the training component of the WPS. 

The training provision of the WPS requires that hired agricultural workers and pesticide 

handlers receive pesticide safety training. Due to lack of detailed data on agricultural hiring 

practices, the training cost computation assumes that agricultural employees are hired 

singularly and will receiving training on a one-on-one basis with the trainer. This is likely an 

underestimate of the number of employees that are hired at once, especially on 

vegetable/fruit/nut establishments, where crews of workers are often hired at one time. 

Several employees can be trained at one time with one trainer, substantially reducing the costs 

of training. 

5. Decontamination 

There are several costs associated with decontamiriation requirements. Containers that hold 

wash water and the labor necessary to rinse and refill them, account for approximately 75 

percent of total decontamination costs. The revised RIA assumes that all hired handlers and 

hired workers and all commercial handlers use a container to hold the decontamination water. 

EPA believes this is an overestimate of the number of containers necessary because it is 

likely that most greenhouses and nurseries and mix/load sites, and some farm and forestry 

application sites already have running water immediately available. 
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6. Emergency Assistance 

While the cost of emergency assistance is relatively small when compared to other cost 

factors of the WPS, EPA believes that the numbers may be reduced even further in out years. 

As stated in the earlier section on overestimates of the costs of REI's, it is likely that some 

agricultural operator/owners may switch to less toxic or non-chemical pest control methods 

after the implementation of the WPS. With a decrease in the use of the more to:xic pesticides 

on agricultural establishments, a decrease in the number of occupationally related poisonings 

among pesticide handlers and workers can be expected. Likewise, with a decrease in the 

number of poisonings, comes a decrease in costs associated with the emergency assistance 

provision of the WPS. Furthermore, some poisonings, especially skin rashes and ulcerations, 

may not require emergency transportation, i.e., the victim may provide for their own 

transportation. 

7. Forestry 

Due to the relatively insignificant impacts of the WPS on the forestry sector (about $145,000 

incremental out year costs), the costs of the six compliance factors were averaged across the 

six types of agricultural establishments (feed and grain, cotton, tobacco, other field crops, 

vegetable/fruit/nut, and nursery/greenhouse) to determine compliance expenses to forestry. 

Pesticide usage (both amount and toxicity), days that pesticides are handled, days working in 

the field within the 30-day period following a pesticides's REI, and the probability that 

workers are within 1/4 mile of fields during a pesticide application and a REI are likely to be 

more similar to "other field crops" than to the average agricultural establishments. For this 

reason, EPA believes that the compliance costs ofthe WPS are overestimated to the forestry 

sector . 

. 8. Pesticide Labeling Changes 

The one-time cost of changing all pesticide product labels which are registered for agricultural 

uses has been estimated. The Agency is aware that many labels require amendments during 
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the course of a year for other reasons. Registrants which are revising labels for other reasons 

would incur less cost to include revisions necessary for WPS compliance. However, the 

Agency had no basis from which to project the portion of applicable product labels which 

would require amendment during the course of a typical year. Therefore, no costs were 

subtracted from estimated total costs and, as such, incremental costs of label changes are 

overestimated. 

In summary, when data "gaps" presented estimation problems that necessitated the use of 

rational assumptions, EPA attempted to err on the high side, or to overestimate compliance 

costs associated with the rule rather than to underestimate costs. 
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Feed&Grail NOT SIGNIFICANT 

Colbl NOT SIGNIFICANT 

Tobaa:o NOT SIGNIFICANT 

Olher F181d 8/ NOT SIGNIFICANT 

Vegetable & Fruit 91 38,759,-410 38,759,-410 20,711,251 20,711,251 . 79,050 262.00 

& GreenOOuse 604,12-4 -491,266 -434,837 434,837 31,450 13.83 

Total 

year 001118 are -.naraa kl oe tne same, thOUgh out·year cost areiiii<Q~y to oe overeSIJmarea. 1 IS e)(JM!doo that some 
agrk:ullural operaas wil awik::h to leu toxic or non-d1erni:al oortrol melhods in ott years 1o reduce restrded entry, which will 
in ttm, reduce yi~Niqualq loaaea associated with time sensitive, hard-labor nensive aq>a. 

SOJACES: 
(1 ),(2); DPRA, Inc. Analyail ~ PfopoMd Reentry lntefval Regulations Under FIFRA. 1985.: tor feed & grain, coUon, tobacco, ard other field sectors. 

Apperdx tllbiM REI-2 and AEI-7 fol vegetable & fruil aec:tor; AEI-11 tor nursery/greenhouse sactor. . 
(3),(-4); DPRA, Inc. Ana1ysi1 ~ Proposed Reentry lntefval AegufaOOns Under FIFRA. 1985.: for feed & grain, eouon, tobaa::o, ard other field sactors. 

Apperdxtlblec AEI--4 and RE~forvegeeable & fruilaecD; REI-11 tor nursefYJgre&nhous& sactor. 
(5); Tllble 111-2. aJbnn (1H-4). 
(6); Calculaed, (3)1(5). 
(7); Cab.Uited, (-4)1(5). 
81 There may be IORl8 oosta anocialed Mil the aeGd wm induaby, however, data on acreage and value COlAd not be found. 
81 ru yur 0011a .,.likely~ as some~ may awjch kl less toxl: pesti:idas or to non-dloilmical:pest c:ortrol methods causing 

....., ~· Howwer, ent deducta• from firat y8BI oosts due to the use~ less toxic pesticdes or norH::hemical methods ol pestaie oontrol 
. could net be qunlied. 

262.00 

13.83 



1.0% 3,212 15.26 

eaa- a5% 6% 60,526 0.5% . 1.0% 2,73-( 12.99 
, 

SnipS.. a5% 6% 34,564 0.5% 1.0% 1,578 7.50 

T Cli'NIIIka a5% 5% 128,(12g 0.5% 1.0% 7,428 35.28 

Cucunblrs a5% 5% 110,547 1.50% 3.0% 1,714 24.43 

MlllaM a5% 6% 242,813 1.50% 3.0% 1,353 19.28 

ScJ.-h a5% 5% 20,021 3.50% 7.0% 2,902 96.50 
T olal First & Out Year Costs of REI 

-.. no 
SOI.JA:ES: 
(1); DPRA,Inc. Anatylia of Proposed AMr*)' lnMval Rsgulalionii.Jndllr RFRA. 1Q85. 
(2); Eslin.- baNd on 8a8tniMnllllta ofT oxicily 1-peelcidea as ~by: 
-.u.s. [)epatmll~t of~-AQrict*n1 Chlimica Usage 1ggo v~ Slxnmary. 1991 (.1Jn&). 
-Oagon s.... ~ EDifWion Serviclt. CDgon Padcida Uae EsWnallld b 1987. 1989 (August). 
-S.... of CMicmila. [)epwrnllnl of Food .nd~ IWiicidlt Uae Report by Commodty. 1988. 

(3); &lrnMid by DPRA, Inc. c.Jibnill piO(b:M tw rnajoril1 of~~ aq~a llal81'8 ~ in arid IIAIIIS. Haolvwer, base acreage is 
_.RIIIId ~ 5% of mCIII U.S.~ (7 aq~a) ..-gail ak:tad lbenlba. h p8I'OIOIIIg8 of alt9ctlld ~is liksly CPJerSiat9d. 

(4); f)edMd 1rDm mill aop ~in Appendx T lbllt REJ.3 tinea i2..5% (111f11-lls h piiiUII1tag8 of kltal aop aa&& 

hit .. n.lld wilh pearitae). 82.5% WM dllriwld by ciwDig c:obm (3) in Tablelll-2 (15% b wg) by 50%. 
~ ..................... cbl'l'-- pePo .... .,.....,...oper.aillna and~ acnNJg8 il proporiona&ly 

one.w • nun • .. runbwof 11rnw not using~ 
(5); Eslinllllld by DPRA, b:. .nd EPA a-.d LtXJO (1 ). CXIOII.ealion will incl.Uy ellpif1S, and gsrMifBII ~-

Rar9J of Awrage 
Ylllld Loss Ylllld Loss 
0.00 ~ 1.00 .5 
1.00 - 2.00 1.50 
2.00 - 5.00 3.50 

Siguilcant 5.00 - 7.00 6.00 
Mljor . 7.00-15.00 11.00 

1.61 172,768 

1.37 868,694 

0.79 .• 286,396 

3.71 4,992,976 -
2.57 2,984,787 

2.03 5,173,310 

10.16 



119,510 204,876 1,71• 

2152.500 355,03e 1,35'3 

138 .• 10 1,028,155 7.•:28 

11,075 35,576 3.212 

37,367 58,975 1,578 

65.~ 178,882 2.73-4 
655,939 

1/.Unleu ~noted, from USDA Vegll!llbkls .rod Speda.ites YM1xxlk, 1001 (o.c). 
3-y- avwag .. 1988-90. 

21 5qJash suus: 
AaM Va#A 
H!YVMtld ($1,000) 

Florida 13,117 37,$7 
Calif 7,979 23.905 
Ariz~ 549 1 ,3-48 
Tota 21,&4-4 62,817 
Noce: Fbrida da1a from 1 QBS.OO, cal~ from~. Arizona data Iran 1986-90. T- dala NA. 
Sa.lrce: Rcr'da & Ariza1a Ag Slats IW1d USDA Vllggi• IW1d Splc:ialiM Y Nrbook 

31 Prootui'lg cu:t.fT'blr1 ally. 8&QO 

1,1 Milan Slatl: 

~ 
Wlle!mltln • 
Carnaloupe-
Total 

Califania 
Atizala 
TexaD 
FklMI 
TOIIII 

CalbT1a 
.AI1za. 
r
TOIII 

2yr INI 

twvllt 104,750 

N:n1 Vaiul ol 
HarvMt«< Prod ($1,000) 

30,550 73,020 
127,200 83,812 
104,750 Ul8.2&4 
252,560 $355,112 

'WiiliiTiiiOri"'§O OilY4li'VHiild a:ne 
1•.eoo 
4,600 

55,000 
53,000 
~ 

OOCa"l~a:ne 

a; 

84,000 
7/500 

NA 
Q1,1!00 

go 

gQ.3X) 

!,700 
1Q,OOO 
117lii0 

& Snip belnl b: fmtl nwQt 

N:nl va. va.pwkn 
Pllmd !S1.~ !!l 

Fbida 27,833 IQ,'Zl4 1,no 
Md1iglrl 2.500 3,330 1,332 
N.c.di'la e,s33 8,105 1»3 
.AI1za. 200 21!18 1,332 
TOIII . 37;m ~5 

Nae: Fbrida rd N.C. dlla frtlm 1Q!&QO, ~ l Mz. r:rit 1181. 
~: Mc:h. l Ariz. Vrlue fV.nl cllfiwd from N aYnQe ..... ol Flcridll N.C.I/Wil t.ra. 
Scuol: Fi:lridl, N.C. 11811(l slllll; '-4ctl. l ML from US0A AQ. CNmai IJulge. 
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AWencix T~ REI-5. VEGETABLE CROPS ··With ~ froni 48 hour REI, 
ronY\\nnn ~l:II"'A from states 'Nith WPS eqJivalent REis already in effect. 

;.;.;.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.;.:.;.;.,.,,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,;.,,,,,,,,,:mm-tl--·············J £:~:·.···················· 

117~ 1gjj,714 1,888 

Meicn~ 20!5,011 2Q6,21!111 1,"-46 

T~(l-h) 117,52S 883,782 7,520 

MictloMe 6.091 19,567 3212 

Sna~>s-...51 37267 511,Tl5 1,577 

37,!103 91,7tlll 2,4311 
T <XIII cl llllecOod at1P1 53Q,248 1.~7.~ 

11 USDA V...,..Cioo and~ YNtbock, 1991 (Oecj, unloa ~ ~ 

CMfomia t... RS. il ohd lot .......al cl the IT'Dit oorrrron Toxic:lty I~ ~ Table RE~. NeoriV 

M1 cllhe ~ ioot.d il App.ndix T'*"' REI-8 1-. FEll • iengll>y u !hoM~ b'f 1he WI'S. 

~.45%cl1he~ ~al8 dthe 7 ..... atiPI lrcm~ Tllble FE>3 t... to... 

..,..,_j 10.....,...,. ~ c:ao11 cllhe ~ irM!v* pooecj by the WPS. 

Arirona liwMMhM AEro;, -iorT .. r and u 01;-oop.'ICiijll-and~ 

~~~~~- juoC • ilnglhy • !hoM pooecj b'f 1he WPS. 1- ......,.d IN! !iO% altho~. 

,...,, rod INIPr:-,~ n Mrcnl io ~ ...... OPaot~ rod~-

..,..,_jto ~ ............ call. 

'ZI Sql-" 9111111: 
"""
~ 

Florida 13,117 
45%Cail 4,311 
!!O'!I.Arir 274 
Tollll ~ 

v ... 
($1.~ 

37,!1r1 
10,757 

873 
:m:=1 

-------
Noee: Floridacillalrcm 1!IIHO, c.~~ ~rem IIWiii,Mzono c~~~at~om 1~. r- """'"NA 
Sc..rae: Fbi:lll• MzoN AG S.. rod USDA v..p. and~ Y-.book. 

31 ~ cu:LIT'b8rl .....,, 81-110 
~ MeionSC.: 

~ 
w-..rcn• 
~-
Teal 

45%Cail 
SCW.MIDAI 
r
Rooida 
Tollll 

45%CIM 
sew......,;. 
r-
Tollll 

2'1'
horwol 11,410 

.-.:r. V,._al 
1-iarw*i P!ad ($1.0001 

25,211 Ill, 701 
111,330 71,513 
81,480 157,047 
205.~· saa.-

"W._.._.~~ 
1,030 
2.300 

55,000 

1 SjfJ 
"'CCIolllbpo-lw .......... 

• 110 
... 48,110 

3,1011 4,3110 
NA 11,000 

so,oao - . 12.SIIO 

~ 51'1111 t...lcr fNift INrillt 

,_ v .. 
Plonlod ($1r;t. 

Florida 27)3l 46 
Mict9n UlO 3,330 
N.Cidra 1,133 1,101 
!mit Arilana 100 17 
Teal 37:»7 $151.771 

v,..'*Aae 

1,, 
1,332 --

Note: Fbidl and N.C. c1o1a 11om 1111WQ, ~ • Nc. ri( 1111l0. 
Note: Mic1L • Arir. v,._ r.;..r. ~ 1!cm N-. VIlle al Flor'IUI• N.C . ..,. t:..a 
Soiree: Fbi:la, N.C. ... 118 .-.;Mich. • Nc. .._ U30A ... o-m I.IMp. 



Appendix Table REI-6. Restricted entry intervals for the most commonly used Toxicity I pesticides in California by selected vegetable and fruit crops. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hours---------------------------.:-------------------------------------------------

Endosulfan 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 

Methomyl -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 48 

Mevinphos 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 96 48 48 

Oxamyl -- -- -· -- - --. -- -- 48 

Captan 

Methyl parathion 14 days 14 days 14 days 14 days 14 days 14 days 14 days 14 days 21 days 14 days 14 days 

Azinphos-methyl 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 7-14 days 24 24 

Methidathion 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 

Methaniidophos 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 -- 48 48 

All Toxicity I 
Pesticides 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 

Source: Barclays California Code of Regulations. 



BlacNJalriM 516%. B% 4,061 0.5% 1.()% 2,495 11.85 

Ch8rri8ll (SWIMit) 116% 5% 44.801 0.5% 1.0% 2.753 13.08 

~ D5% 5% 171,063 0.5% 1.0%• 1,998 9.49 

Pbnl 116% B% 38.573 0.5% 1.0% 2,659 12.63 

~ ~ B% 8,016 0.5% 1.0% 2.586 12.28 

~ 85% 5% 42,682 3.5% 7.C1'1. 12.106 .t03 
T 00111 Fi-st & Out Y981 Cos1s ol REI 

SQl.IR;ES: 
(t): DPRA.Inc. AMysia of Prop:ud ftiMir*Y ~n~~~rv• ~ Undllr AFRA. tass. 
(2); EArn* t.Nd on acN ~of Taxicily I peelicict. alllpCII1IId ~: 
-U.S. o.p.trn11n1 of A!Jia*n. ~ Chllnlal Uuge 1IIQO Vegelllblel Summilfy. 1891 (.ble). 
-Qoegon SliM lJrWwsilly ElcilniOt SeMca. Oregon P8dcid8 u.. ~lor 1SI87. 1989 (August). 
-&IIIII of Clllamia. o.p.m.t of Food .00 ~ JWiicidl u.. Rapcxtby Commoclly. 1 •. 

(3); ~by DPRA,Inc. C&lbnia ~ t.ei'Nijcrity of al8clad tnil agpa fllll 1n1 grown in .00 anas. l-lo.vvvw. base acroage is 
~ -..nifv B% ofaalll U.S. tnil (8aopa) ..-..ge il ~ ~. fla piiiOIIIICIIga of llfaclad 11a1N1Q8 is~~ 

(.t); a.-don'*' aop ~ inAppandlc Tllble REJ-8 am. 82.5% (111pf&18111111e percentagll of'*' aop 8CAII 

.... ___._.. .......... ). 82.5% WM dllriwdby cM:Wig CXlbm (3) in TabiiiiU-2 (15% bln.it) ~50% . 

.-....... Jb 'ilhnallll hllcbllutep8111icict. ........ Clp8fMol • ..t~ IICf88IQ8 il ~ 
ane-W •nub-.. numbwof flnna naiLIIing ~ 

(5~ ~by DPRA,Inc.lrld EPA '-i upon (1). ODniUitllion wit! indiAy uperiS. and~ knD'Iil8dge. 
Rangeof A.... . 
Yllllld Loa Ylllkt L.a. 
0.00- 1.00~-- - 0:6 

Signibut .. 1.00-2.00 
2.00-5.00 
~.00-7.00 
7.00-15.00 

(6); EstrnUd by OPRA (doublu hi inpac:t of (5)). 
(7); Apperdx Tllbia AEI-8. 
(8); CalaM'ed, ((2)X(4)X(5)X(7)}'(4). 
(9); Calc'lla!IMI. J(3)X(4)X(6)X(7)}'(4). 
(10); c-c•-.1. (4}Xl(8)+{9)J. 

1.50 
3.50 
6.00 
11.00 

1.25 53,191 

1.38 6-47,513 

1.00 1,794,366 

1.33 538,-462 

1.29 122,405 

42.37 



Cherries (sweet} 

Peaches 

Plums 

Raspberries 21 
Oregon 
Washington 

TotaJ 

Strawberries 

4,250 
140 

5,400 
4,347 

4,390 

48,433 

184,933 

41,700 

9,747 

46,143 

10,586 
366 

12,365 
12,838 

10,952 

133,348 

369 .. 459 

110,870 

25,203 

558,591 
T otaJ of affected crops :::::::::::::::::~:~::::::~~::1 m:::::~~@::::::~:::~::::::::::::1:=~·~ 

1/ Fruit and Tree Nuts Yearbook, USDA, 1991 (August). 3-yr ave=1988-90. 
21 Raspberries inckJdes both black and red 

Black 
Red 
Total 

Acres Harvested VaJue of Prod. ($1 ,000) 
OR WA OR WA 

·.1 ,433 80 1,811 
3,967 4,267 1 0,555 
5,400 4,347 12,365 

54 
12784 
12,838 

-----------
Note: Data on Wash. black raspberries was only available for 1988 

2,495 

2,753 

1,998 

2,659 

2,586 

12,106 



Appendix Table REI-9. Incremental fist year and inaemental out 
·.-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-::-:-.-:-:-:-::-:·=·-·=·-·=·=·=-: ~---··-····-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-···-· ----·-·.·-·.·-·-·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-~·-·--·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-···-·--·- •. _._._._ ••••... w ....... L ...... J.a 

flli:JitJ.J .. gs'!(, 5% 4,061 

Olenlea(SWMI) 00% 5% 39,629 

~ 00% 5% 143,540 

Pkml 00% 5% 21,215 

fiMtbiuiN 00% 5% &,0111 

s..-... 00% 5% 32,864 

s:JUACES: 
(1); OPRA.. ,_.,. ol PrqJOMd AMr*y ~ fWgi.Worw t.nilr FFRA. 1985. 

(2); Elllr!Bet.-1 on .ae ~---- ol Tc.idty I pesiddla a rep;nd by: 

IJ'll. 

IJ'll. 

IJ'll. 

IJ'll. 

0% 

50% 

-u.s.~ o1 Agr~aAJre. A{JiaAnl Cheniall Usage 1990 v..-Sumtwy. 11111 (.bleJ. 
~ S...lkiverllly EXIIIWkn Service. Or~ Peaidde U.. Ellir!Bed lor 1987. 1911l (Augt.l). 
-Stale ol ~ Oapnnenl ol Food .-d .Agrir::UUe. Pnlidde Use~ by Conmodly. 1988. 

(3); E..m.a.t by DPRA.Inc. 

4,061 

39,629 

143,540 

21,215 

9,016 

16,432 

(4); o.Md Iran 101111 aop .aeage~ln AA*dx TS:N AEI-10 *'- 92.5% (~fie percenii!Qe ollallll aop 1a111 
t1ll •• .-.. ld wilh~l- 92.5%- dlrMd by~ a..n, (3)ln T.U.Ifl.2 (15'll. lor lruil) by 50%. 
~ fle •tal:lhtmenls .-.. dorl'l use s-icidei••IITlllllr openllions .-d ..-....d .aeege II JIIOPUibally 
one-to~~~ a nu:.h • fle rurtJer ol t.ml 1101 UlirV J*licidn. 

(5J;One olfle ku moll CDnTIORy Uled~ on.....,_. (Cipln) ._, reqlir•dMr7DI rNsllr1l gio¥eiiD be worn 
II wattn r....- fle Wd& willin 4 days oi.-.IIR*aion.ln flil c.e •lllklly hll dleniallr....-. glo¥el waUd be 
enD1J1t1 ala tn:nn::.ID PdQrQ. hllll.lpiiVilal .. liklly ID Will unlllfle ~ olfle 4 day REI belore ~ 
~ ~ iniD llelh:Oiblrry .... 
l«/tttliXllmllll"ly UMd peQdde on •Mibllliea (~ llr..t, t. a 3 dlr pre-tavell ilelrwll. Btcaun fillld wm.s neal 
IDre-enler Wd& pinwly ID '--1. .-.d IWWit II bbifdln klr 3 days ... ~ !Dleolfle tolls olfle 48 hour REI 
lor~ ... on .. Mibwrin i&W.ID fle WPS. . 

IIIJ: c.1o 4eted, 14HI4)X(5JJ. 
m:S.AAJ~rd~T.,_AEI-7, ~(5). 
(l!t; E'*'*-1 by OPRA (doiJJie h tmpm ol (7)). 
(SI; AR*dx T .... AEI-10. 
(10); CllclMIId, (2)X(7)X(9). 
(11 ); CalaAIIId, (3)X(B)X(9). 
(t2): em "'"ttd, (llj)q(10)+{11J~ 

0.5% 1.CI'll. 2.495 11.85 125 53,183 

0.5% 1.CI'll. 2,838 13 . .CS 1.42 500,531 

0.5% 1.0% 1,725 8.19 0.86 1,2!llil,749 

0.5% 1.0% 2,659 12.63 1.33 296,128 

0.5% 1.CI'll. 2,586 12.26 129 12.2,394 

3.5% 7.CI'll. 9,575 318.36 33.51 
lna~llllllnl & I1JI ~ rociS ol 1'1:1 



Oregon 
Washington 
Total 

Cherries (sweet) 

Peaches 

Plums 

Raspberries 21 
·Oregon 
Washirgton 

Total 

Strawbenies 

4,250 
140 

5,400 
4,347 

T otaJ o1 affected crops 

4,390 

42,842 

155,178 

22,935 

9,747 

. 35,528 
\:i'::i:i:\.?1«~8 

10,586 
366 

12,365 
12,838 

10,952 2,495 

121,602 2,838 

267,645 1,725 

60,979 2,659 

25,203 2,586 

340,172 9,575 
i:::\):g,:=,:Ji¢$~} 

1/Fruit ard Tree Nuts Yearbod<, USDA, 1991 (August). 3-yr ave-1988-90. 
California has RE!s in effect for several o1 the most common Toxay I pestbjes (Appendix Table REI-6). Nearly 
haW a the pestbdes listed in Appenc::lix Table REI-6 have RE!s as lengthy as those proposed by the WPS. 
Therafore, 45% a the California acreage a four of the six frul crops from Appendix Table REI-8 has been 
removed to det81111ine incremental costs a the restricted-entry intervals posed by the WPS. 

21 Raspberries includes both black and red. 
Acres Harvested Value of Prod. ($1,000! 

OR WA OR WA 
Black 1,433 80 1,811 54 
Red 3,967 4,267 10,555 12784 
Total 5,400 4,347 $12,365 $12,838 

Note: Data on Washington blad< raspberries was only available for 1988. 



.AWerdx Table REI- t 1. Total and incremental first ard out year restri::ted-entry interval (REI) 
costs to geenhouse establishments, per 'NOrker and for the total sector" 
····.·.•.·.-.......... ·.·.·,•,· ... ·•· .·.:._.:.:--•-: .·.:.:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:-:-.-:-:·:·:·:·:·:-.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:-:.;.;.;.;.;.:.:·:-:.:· .• ;-:-:-:-:-:.:·:·.·:-: ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-: •.. ;.·.;.:-:-:-:-:·:·>.·::.·· .. · I 

Personal1/ 
Protective 
Eq.Jipment (PPE) 57.85 22.35· 4.60 4.60 

PPE Cleaning 2J 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Decontamnation 31 8.75 8.75 8.75 8.75 

lnstrudion 4/ 23.43 23.43 23.43 23.43 

Total per Wor1<er $190 $155 $137 $137 

•• - - - •••••• - • - • - - •••••••• - • ($) - ••• - •••••• - - - •••• - ••• - - • - • - • - •• 
Total Cost for 5I 
All Greertlouses 

costs are we to PPE, oecontamnatJOn, ana earty entry ll'lStn.ICtlOns tnat are 
for early eriry workers on those establishments where early entry is allowed (cut flowers an::1 cut fem5): 
EPA believes these costs are greatly overestimated because the majorty of early entry workers 
on cut flower estabishments are owner/operators who are exefl'lX from early-entry PPE clecnng, 
decontamination, and instn.Jc:tion. · 

1/ F'lr'St year PPE costs per worker were based on the fol1owing: 
- One par of cotton coveralls 
-Two pal' of nitrile gloves 
- One pal' of safety glasses 
- Protec:trle headw~ (one hat or hood) 
- One pai' of water proof boots 

Total fist year costs per 'NOrker 

Out year PPE oosts per 'NOI1<er were baSed on the foibwing: 
- AM PPE 1ems wlh the exception of · 

nitrile gloves last ttvee years. 
Total out year costs per WOf1<er $22.35 -

F'II'St and out Yeat inc::remet'Wai costs per 'NOfker were based on the fobWlg: 
- Ear1y enry workers on cut flower or fern establishments are 

assumed to be handlers (stable, tru$ed, perma.nert employees 
or~/opercdOm). · 

- These harders are already trailed and already have a set of PPE dJe t» the WPS. 
- However, it is asst.med that these harders wil need two extra par of gJoves 

for ear1y entry ckJtJes ($4.60 tor 2 pU). 
1ncrenterta1 first and out year costs per worker for PPE $4.60 

Footrotes oortirued ..• 



Footrotes for Appendix Table REI-11 continued ... 

21 Total and irvemental first and out year PPE washing costs per worker 
were based on the following: 

- It takes 12 minutes to wash al P P E ~ems. 
-Person doing the washing is employ9f with a wage rate of $10 per hour. 

(12/60) X $1 0. $2.00 labor cost per washing per wori<er 
-33% of the 50 tOOJI pesticide applications in greenhouse's are of 

pestb:les with 48 hour REI's, ~%are of 24 hour REI's, and 33o/o are of 12 hour REI's. 
-One early entry day per application of a 24 hour R El pesticide will be necsssary. 
-Two early entry day per application of a 4S hour REI pesticide will be .necsssary. 
-The total number of early entry days per early entry worker per year • 

(33% are 48 hr REI X 50 apps. X 2 days)+ (33% are 24 hr REI X 50 apps. X 1 day) • 50 

Total and incremental first and out year costs per work91'. $2.00 X 50 • 

3/ Total and incremental first and out year decontamination costs per worker 
were based on the following: 

- 2 oz. of soap is needed per early entry day. Soap costs $0.96 for 32 oz. 
[(2 oz X 50 early entry days) I 32 oz] X $0.96 • $3.00 

-16 paper towels are neOOed. per early entry day. Paper towels cost $0.69 for 96 towels. 
[{16 towels X 50 early entry days) /96 towels] X $0.69 • $5.75 

Total and incremental first and out year costs per wori<er. $3.00 + 5.75 • 

4/Total and incremental first and out year ·instruc:tbn costs perwori<er 
were basad on the following: 

- It takes 5 minutes for employer to instruct early entry wori<er foe' each early 
entry episode (Le., 1 episode during a 24 hr REI and 2 episodes during a 48 IY REI). 
Early entry wori<ers would receive instnx:tions at the same time. 
[(5 minJ60 min.) X ($7 wori<er wage+ $10 employer wage)]/2 early entry workers • $0.71 

-Thera are 33 early entry episodes per cut-flower or fern estabNshmert. 
16.5 48 hour REI's + 16.5 24 hour REI's • 33 early entry~ 

Total and incremflfltal first and out year costs per wori<ar • $0.71 X 33 • 

Nota: It is assumed that no early entry wori<ars can read w .. !inot.Jgh kl iristn.ic:t 
themselves. l-iowev9f, thosa capable of reading and understanding English would not 
need an instnJctor for the labeling instructions. Therefore, latty entry instruc:OOn 
costs are lkely overestimated. 

5I Calculated, cost per worX8r X 3,179 worker~. 
3,179 early entry cut-fbwer wori<tn was derived by: 

18,613 Nu'sefylgreeohouse establishments that hire labor and use pestt:ides (Tat:M 111·2) 
61%Ara ~es and greenhouse-lb nurseries (U.S. o.pt. of Comrneroe, 

---~~ 1987 Census of HortiaJku,.. Spacialties, 1989) 
11 ,354 Greenhouses 

1 4%of gnMnhooses are primarit cut fbwer estabishments (U.S. Dept of CommCN'Cfl, 
1987 C«<sus of HortiaJku,.. SpeciaJtiea, 1989) 

---....,1,...,,5""'90,... Q.C 1'bwer estabishmeru · 

2 Early entJy wori<tn par establishment (EPA estimate~ 
----:3::-:, 1:-::;79;:- Potential early entry wori<~n on cut flower establishments 

$100.00 -

$8.75 -

$23.43 -



No Early-Entry Exception for Cut Flowers/Ferns 

Information that the Agency received from the cut flower and cut fern industry during the 

comment period for this rulemaking has persuaded EPA that there could be substantial 

economic repercussions in this industry if routine hand labor tasks were prohibited during the 

restricted-entry interval. The Agency has reviewed the information received on the subject 

and is inclined to grant an exception to such a prohibition for this industry, because, in light 

of the economic benefits and new conditions of entry that would be imposed, the Agency 

believes it is likely that early entry .would not pose unreasonable risks to workers in this 

industry. As a result, such an exception is being proposed under the exception process in the 

final rule. Therefore, this RIA contains cost estimates based on the premise that such an 

exception will be granted. The costs attributed to REis for greenhouses and nurseries are the 

costs associated with permitting workers to enter during the REI. Such costs include 

supplying labeling-specific instructions, and decontamination soap, water, and towels, and 

providing, cleaning, and maintaining personal protective equipment The incremental first 

year cost estimate for this is approximately $604,000 and the incremental out year cost 

estimate is approximately $435,000 (Appendix Table REI-11). 

If the Agency receives information during the public-comment period that persuades it that 

granting an early-entry. exception for cut flowers and cut ferns would pose unreasonable risks 

to workers in this industry, greenhouse ·and nursery employers will bear a higher cost-burden 

due to this final rule than is now being assumed. The Agency estimates that the incremental 

first and out year cost to the greenhouse and nursery industry of a prohibition of routine hand 

labor during REis will be $43.7 million (Appendix Table REI-12). Therefore, if EPA is 

persuaded not to grant the early-entry exception for cut flowers and cut ferns, the additional 

continuing annual incremental cost to this industry would be $43.7 million - $0.44 million or 

. $43.3 million. 

Additional Early-Entry Exceptions. In this final rule, the Agency is offering interested 

persons the opportunity to submit requests for exceptions to REis. Any exceptions granted to 

1 



the thirteen crops where the prohibition of routine early entry is reflected as a cost burden in 

this RIA, would substantially reduce such burden. Thus, the granting of any such exceptions 
' 

would result in an overall reduction in costs attributable to the WPS. 

o( 

2 



Cut Roses 187,950 

Other Cut Flowers 2!J3,277 

are no 
to be an overestimate. 

SOURCES: 

11.0% 

6.0% 

20,675 

17,597 

(1); U.S. Department of Commerce. 1991 (August). "Census of HortiClJilural Spedaftles (1989)". 
(2); Estimated by DPRA. Inc. and EPA based upon consultation with inck.Jstry experts and general knowledge. 

Crop lrrpact 
None- Mioor 
Miror - Potentially Significant 
Potentially Significant 
Signific:a.r4 . 
Major 

(3); Calculated; (1) X (2). . 

Rarge in 
Yield Losses 
0.00-1.00 
1.00-2.00 
2.00-5.00 
5.00-7.00 
7.00-15.00 

Estinated 
Yteld Loss 

0.5 
1.50 
3.50 
6.00 
11.00 

41 The AgeOOf is unaware of any State ~sed REJs with prohbited entry for toxicity 
II-IV pesticides. Due to this reason and the fact that the majority of the pesticides 
that are used In cut fbw9r c:ulb.l'e are of toxicity 11-IV, incremental corJ'l')iance costs 
are the same as total COf11)liance costs (i.e. oo reciJction for state ifr4:losed REis or 
other curran COf1l)llance ). 
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35,996,985 17,016,750 ·8,498,202 4,444,864 300,820 

Cation 4,716,802 2,415,899 814,424 441,217 20,680 

Tcbaa:o 8,774,493 4,154,564 2,535,653 1,382,~1 57,000 

Other Field 5,522,438 2,772,573 1,702,249 929,080 71,340 

V ... &F!Ut 17,282,620 7,527,900 3,244,038 1,732,142 79,050 

p' 

Nursery & GleenOOusa 6,451,315 3,545,578 1,059,045 564,632 31,500 

Commercial Harders 6,155,884 3,684,3M 1,575,908 1,081,608 8,500 

TcMI 584.900.536 $41,117,658 $19,429,519 $1 0,576,083 568,890 

hardier PPE cleanilg, costs were apportioned by m~ng tdal deaning costs by the percentage 
of tWed hanclera in each aop seca (Table 111-2). A sinia' proceedtMe was used for awortklning Wlct8mertal 
PPE ooata: kJtal inc:rernerUIPPE costs were multiplied by the percentage of hired and family member handlers in. 
each aop group (Tables 111-2 and 111-5). 

SCl.IRCES: 
(1 }; ~Tables PPE-2. PPE-6, PPE-9, and PPE-10. 
(2); ~Tables PPE-5, PPE-6, PPE-1 0, and PPE-13. 
(3); ~Tables PPE-7 and PPE-14~ 
(4);~Table& PPE-BaroPPE-15. 
(5); Tal»lll-2, column (1} "Total Number of Estabhhmere" minus oolumn {4) "Establishments that Don't Use Pesticides". 

(6); Cak:Wted, (3Y(5). 
(7); Cak:Wted. (4V(5}. 

28.25 14.78 

39.38 21.34 

44.49 24.26 

23.86 13.02 

41.04 21.91 

33.62 17.92 

185.40 12725 
$34.15 $18.59 



57,463 330,275 631,831 542,800 1,400,081 459,514 

88,7-48 1,020,464 976,096 838,555 4,325,880 109,888 

~.633 684,227 490,859 .c21,692 2,900,528 356,968 

261,805 1,337,974 2,879,554 2,473,798 5,671,848 2,094,221 

NoM: AI costs an 11 lW 1 dJian. 
We 8SSllll8 flat al hnld .xi tamily rnsmbw hardBrs nix, Dad, and apply pes.adas. Therefore, we must outfit hired and family ITI9ITlber hanci9rs 
witllle PPE ~tor SUPPORT, beca.ae flay haw fl8 ~t proiBdive ~ (Appencix Table PPE-3). 

1/ Wilh lle lllll:l8pCion of l1lllpiraklry proiBdion, al io:MiJal oosts - cab 4aCRd by: 
Per hlwKiar cost of PPE i1i1rn (Appentix Table PPE-4) X lle J'JJn'iler ol hi'8d and tant,o rner-OOer hanclers by aop ca19g0ry (T abies 111-2 and 111--4) 
X lle f""'08IIIage of hired hard9l's flat wil hanc:le Tox I or Tox H peslicides 11 ant one year (peroenlages t7t aop group lolow): 

- In rtf one yur, 30% ot hired hardBrs on l9ed & !1Billanns wil hanc:le Tox I or Tox II pesticides (EPA estinals). 
-In rtf oneyu«, SO% of hired hardBrs on c::oemlanns wil hanciB Tox I orTox II pesticides (EPAeslmaiB). 
-In rtf one~. 40%ol hiredhlndllnon bbaoco larms wil hanlla Tox I ur Tox II peskidas (EPA IISiimale). 
- In rtf one YfMM, 30% ot hired ta.ndars on oller Wd lanns wil hanlla Tax I or Tox U peslcides (EPA estinata). 
- In rtf one YfMM, SIO% ot tnd lwlcl8rs on 'f8l)'lnJitloot fanns will hanciB Tox I or T ox II peslddes (EPA estimale). 
-In rtf one~. 50% of hired handlers on I'U!MIIY/gr88nhouse estabishmllnts wil hanc:le Tox I orTox II peslcides (EPA estinals). 

21 ~ 1118111qlin1d br most pllllicide IIRJkabw, hlretn. it is IIS8UITI8d 1\81 al hi'ed and tamily rnsmbw handers wil naed <JcNets. 
31 The coati ollllOIIibi 1(1 twdln whle applying ~ wilh -48 how REis is cala llatad by: 

Days p.-)WW tiM one hirad lwdw ~ pasDias by aop !P'OIJP (Tabla Ill~.~ 6) X per081llag9 ot al aae Waments are ol 
p8A ia wilh -48 hr REisby aop group (Tabla 111-8) X 3 moulDing paOOds pwtr&ament (one fNfilfY 2 hou's) X 9Up8IVisors labor cost 
((1 mnat m maM anact wif'll'llll dldiO rnil'lt*ls) X $7AT wage mill) X fl8 nunb&r of hi'ed hanclln (Table 111-2). 

473,873 85,229 3,981,067 

732,072 6,717 8,698,420 

368,144 ':!IJ,Tl9 5,297,848 

2,159,665 41,064 16,919,929 



Appendix Table PPE-3. Personal Protective Equipment Required for Hired and Family Member Handlers, by Type of Pesticide Handling Activity 
and Pesticide Toxicity Category 

Chembtl Rasistoo Type o1 f'llsictill1/ 
H8rdi1g Coverals Gloves 

Chemical Re&islanl 
Footware Eye Pro1ec8oo Respi"aklry Proteclon Aj:fon Pro1ec1iva He>Uwear 

IAcMy Tox 1-11' Tox III-IV Tox 1-111' Tox IV Tox I-ll' Tox III-IV Tox HI+ Tox III-IV Tox 1-!1@. Tox III-IV Tox I-IlM Tox III-IV Tox 1-11" Tox III-IV 

GFOJNl APPLlCA TKJN Yea No Yes No Yes No Y86 ttl Yes No 

SUPPORT 
(~ & ~) Ya No Ya No Yes No Yes t«J Yes No 

* For oonnal toxicity or skin initation potential. 
+ For eye Irritation potential. 
@ For inhalation toxicity.· . 
11 For dermal toxicity or siOO intalion potential while perfonning mixJ1oad or equ"ment deaning tasks. 
•• For dermal toxicity or skin Irritation potential with ove_mead exposure. · 

No No 

Yes No 

1/ We assume that none of the hired & family member handlers apply pesticides by aerial methods. If any do apply aerially, 
onty chemical-resistant gloves would be required. 

Yes No 

t«J No 



Appendix Table PPE-4. Personal protactive equipment costs 
for hired ard family member hardlers 

Waterproof 41 
Boots 

Eye Protecfun 5I 

Respiratory Protection 6/ 

ivnemJCaJ 7/ 

Resistant Apron 

Protective Headwaar 81 

Total Cost 

SOURCES: 

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;-;:;: :-.-.:;:;:: 

30.00 

4.60 

11.00 

9.45 

19.50 

8.00. 

8.25 

$90.80 

1/ Prices are from CUIT$nt {1991), personal ard environmental safety S~.Wiy catalogs. 
2/Based on one pair of cotton coveralls per handler {$30 per pair). 
3/ Based on two pair of nitrile gloves per handler ($2.30 per pair). 
4/Based on one pair ci waterproof boots per handler ($11 per pair). 
5I Based on the assumption that on~third of the handlers wear goggles ($4.50), one-third wear a face shield 

($19.85), and on&-third wear safety glasses ($4). (4.50 + 19.85 + 4)13. $9.45. 
6/ Based on the following: 
- Hired and family member hardklrs handle pestici:les an average ci 13 days per year (Table 111-6). 
-On average, 15% {EPA estimate) ci the13 clays hardling will require respiratory protection: 13 X 15%.2 days. 
- Half the handlers use a non-disposable respirator that costs $22. Cattridges cost $6 each ard must be 

replaced 2 times per year: $22 + ($6 X 2) • $34.00. · 
- Half the hardlers use a dispo6able dust/mist cup-style respirator that costs $2.50 each and must 

also be replaced 2 times per year: $2.50 X 2 • $5.00. 
Av&ri!IJ8 cost per hired and family member handler for respiratory protectkln: 

($34+ $5) /2.$19.50 
71 Basad on one heavy-duty neoprene apron per hardier {$8). 
8/Based on the asst.rTlpOOn that hal ci the handlers wear a hat {$15), and hal wear a hood ($1.50). 

• Protective headwear coat • ($15 + $1.50)12 • $8.25. 



Feed&Grain 0.57 0.34 0.91 6 5.4o 265,410 

cam 0.93 0.19 1.12 21 23.48 31,340 

Tobacco 0.45 0.30 0.75 1 0.75 101,000 

OherAekt 0.89 0.21 1.10 3 3.29 68,170 

V~nit/Nut 0.81 0.24 1.05 3 3.15 115,025 

Ntnery/G.H. 1.26 0.06 1.32 29 38.23 37,225 

Total first and out vear PPE cleanina costs 

SCXJACES: 
(1); Basedonthefolowing: 

It tiNs 12 nirutes \l wash al PPE (al PPE recpred for Tox 1-11 pesticides) and the en1>10yer is responsible for the cleaning 
at $7 an hotr. 12 niiV60 nin X $7 • $1.40 

calculated, $1.40 X the o/o of acre treatmet'U of pesticides that are Tox 1-11 by crop group (Table 111-a). 

(2); 8ase(l on 1he folowing: 
11 takas SITirl.Jtes to wash a par of gloves (the arty PPE required for Tox III-IV pesticides) and 1he ~yer is responsible for the cleaning 
at $7 an hour: 5 rrirV60 nin X $7 • $0.58 . 

calculated, $0.58 X the% of acre treatmerts of pesticides that are Tox III-IV by crop group (Table 111-8). 

{3); Calculated, (1) + (2). 
(4); Table 111-6. 
(5); cabllated, (3) X (4). 
(6); Table 111-2. 
(7); Calculated, (5) X {6). 

Total first year 
PPE ard Clearing 
Costs 

1,449,696 

735,735 

76,073 

224,589 

362,691 

1,423,174 

$79,228,953 



Coltln 

Tobacco 

QhlrFiekj 

Hurlery!G.H. 

Toe.B 

are 

19,154 

29,583 

1<4,878 

87,268 

1858 

$2,506,12Q 

330,275 210,610 180,933 

1,020,464 325,365 279,518 

684,227 163,620 140,564 

1,337,Q74 959,851 824,599 

1.37538 174381 149009 

$7,397,541 $2,691,603 $2,312,332 

1/ OUt )'811" costs are based upon Appindx Table PPE-2 and t. bbWig 8SSlll'lpbls: 
-Non-dspoaabla resprau bodlls last ildllliniealy 
-Gicws 818 ~anooaly 
-A&spifaD" camdges and dJsthnist respirators are _rgplaced aftar each day of use. 
-AI olh8r PPE iiBms 818 raplao9d fiNf1l'/ iYee y&8rs 

610,292 153,171 

1,885,640 236,629 

1,264,333 118,996 

2,472,344 698,074 

~495 253645 

$13-,669,369 ~.084.352 

21 T alai out yam- oos1s an~ estirnaiBd tl be the same as first year costs. Howwer, rue b the possibility of agricullJral operators 
swit:hing bless t>xic pesticides and fltB tl8 dBa8asad lllil8d lor 11l011itlrilg, out year esWnales are ilsly 0'1919SWnamd 

Total w year cl9lrilg costs IIIli hi same as tllal irst year cos1s 

157,958 17,770 

244,024 57,267 

122,715 38,652 

719,888 65,219 

2 

$2,149,488 $350,502 

Total out~ PPE Costs 
(PPE + CieaOOg) 

1,680,164 

4,078,491 

2,547,004 

7,165,218 

$4,271,958 

S37A33,274 



~· .... ~ .. .-. .. v•.- .... ~·-···-· .. , .. _.,_ ·-· . . _____ .,,.. ___ ·-·""] rnei"T"berhandl 
r -.a.- 1!-...a. ··--- Hb~ M- !:4 I. :a: 7A l'if25 ME I 

Total first year cleaning costs 3/.= 
- Percentage of cleaning costs 

currently incurred 4/ 

Incremental first year cleaning costs 

Total incremental first year PPE and 

cleaning costs (in 1991 dollars) 

SOURCES: 

1/ Appendix Table PPE-2. 

80% 

4,271,958 

33% 

21 About 80 percent o1 the. volume o1 all pesticides used have been 

reviewed under EPA's Registration Standards program. Chemicals 

reviewed to date have had specific req..~iremerts for PPE estabftshed. 

31 Apperoix Table PPE-5. 

41 EPA estinates that hi"ed handlers are currertly cleaning their PPE 
items at least every ttird handling day (33% o1 the time). · 

$14,991,399 

$2,862,212 

$17,853,611 

Appendix Table PPE-8. Incremental out year total PPE costs for hired and farrjly member han:le 
TotaloutyearPPEcosts 1/ • 33,161,316 
- Percentage at PPE costs 

already required on labels 21 80% 
Incremental out year PPE coSts $6,632,263 

Total out year cleaning costs 3/• 
- Percentage o1 cleaning costs 

currently incurred 41 . . 
Incremental out year cleaning costs 

1/ Appendix Table PPE-6. 

4,271,958 

33% 

21 About 80 percent o1 the volume o1 all pesticides used have been 
reviewed under EPA's Regisbation Staroards program. Chemicals 
reviewed to date have had specific req..~iremerts for PPE estabished. 

31 Appendix Table PPE-5. 
41 EPA estimates that hired harders are currertty cleaning ther PPE 

items at least every ttlrd handling day (33% of the time). 

$2,862,212 

,494-;-475 



GROUNDAPPUCATDN '21 

AERIAL APPUCA TION 31 

SUPPORT (tvbing & 
Loading) 

Su!Jtctlls 

Cost of mc.rinirY;I ~ 5I 

TOTAL COSTS 

700,COJ 

1,140,COJ 

$1,920,000 

SOURCES: Awencix Tatle PPE-12 ard Table 111-5. 

Note: All COS1S are n 1001 dollars. 

59,.800 2S6,COJ 

27,600 

87,400 418,COJ 

$174,800 $7Q.4,COJ 

120,250 419,250 107,250 1,n2,5YJ 

27,600 

175,750 612,750 152,oqo_ 2.585,900 

$296,COJ $1,002,000 $152,000 $107,250 

$620,730 

$5,000,780 

1/lt is assLm8d that al canmarcial ~t:n and~ parsomel hande Toxicity I pesliddes at sana time ciJring the ylltlt. This is pn::batiy an ovwKtimate. 
21 Applica):n in erdosed ~do roc have kl wear PPE. but they must have all n8C811sary PPE availal:te in the &VWlt 

that they musti98Ye the cab. Thenlla'e, all grou-d ~ (n txxh ~en ard erdosed cabl) rrull have al ~ PPE (Apperdlx Tat;je PPE-1 1 ). 
l' It is asSLmed that all aerial appicar:n have enclosed co:J<pits. AppiCalcn n endosed ax:l<piti Oliy ne«l dwnbi 

resistant rpn. (ard my have kl weet them ....t1enleavi1g a plane conlllmnated 'l'l'i1h pes1icides). 
1,1 AI irdvijuaj costs are caiaJlaled by: 

Cost ot PPE item (Awerdx TatH PPE-12) X The rurb.- ot CXl!T'fT18f'Cia ha1ders in aa:l1 cate<py (T<ilielll-5} 
Example: Cove!ab lor groun:l ~en. $60 X 13,000 • $780,COJ 

5/lndtxles 1he CDSI ot rrt:ricrt1g hao:llws whie they appy peslici:les with 48 hr REis, cak:ulaled 11111dlows: 
Average of 33 days pow ~ 1hat one o:rnmercil!j h!lncief l!ppiae pesti::idae (Talje 111-6, b:llr'Oie 4) X 7 5% ol ~ days are ~ 
pesticides wirl-48 tT REis (EPA eslinale) X 3 rroriDYlg perixls pw day (a'le evary 2 t-op) X supeMsa'alllbcr coat 
((1 rrin.na kl maita c:oo1ae1 wit! hlrdev'OO mnutae) X $13 wage rate) X 38,000 ~ ha"odlen (T aile 111-5) • $620,730. 

CXl61 
per tr8a!men! day 

X NlXIlPer ol raatment days per Yt!llll 31 
• Per harder wasting cost pw yeet 
X NlXIlber o1 go.rd & 5l.wcrt 1,1 

0.98 1/ 
33 

$32.32 
32,000 

0.58 21 
33 

lt9.14 
6,000 

TOial wastirJJ COSIIor gnx.n:1 & ~ st,034:2&4 m4J40 

Grard t(li f'nt & out y~~t~t alii ol WIIIIHng PPE ( t 991 doll8n) 

I . . . 
48.5% of al pencide appic:aOOns are ol T ox I-ll (Table 11141) ll'lCf the wnployw II 
r85!D'1sitH lor t1e d~ at a W8Q1 na ol $7 an tor. 

1 2rTDBO rm x f7. •~ .-40 
11 takae 5 mhJies l:l _,a pair of gklwl (tie att PPE ~ Ia Tox III-IV pettk:iclel), 
51.5% of al pesli::ide appic:aiaas .. oiToxidly III-IV and tie wnployw ia rMPCf1sitH lor the d..ning 
at a wage lal8 ol $7 an hair. •. 

5 rmoeo nW1 X $7 • SOB! 
Cab.lated: ((12 nin'eO mn) X $7 hr.) X 48.5% + 1(5 mh«l rrin) X $7 hr.) X 51.5% • $0.98. 

21 Aerial ~ aiy need gklYa See FoorocM 1/ k:r tie calcl.Uiicn ol gbve Mlting COltS. 
l' Tat;jelll-6. 
1,1 Tablelll-5. 

$1 

TOCII F1r1t Yeec PPE 
Colli (PPE + alllrlng) $6,155,88-4 



Appendix Table PPE-11. Personal protective equipment required for commercial handlers, by typr~ cf: ''3:::;-tk:ide handling activity 
and ~sticide toxicity category 

Chamica! Restltant Type of Pesticida 

'~ 
!kfMt_ 

Coverals Glows 
fox 1-11* Tox 111-N Tox 1-llr fox IV 

Chamical Resislant 
Footware 

Toxl-lr Toxiii-IV 
Eye ProiBdion F1asfWa1oiy Protacklrl Apron Protective ~ 

Tox 1-11+ Tox III-IV Tox 1-1_1@_ Tox III-IV Tox 1-111 Tox III-IV Tox 1-11*· Tax III-IV 

~OAPPLICA"OCIN Y88 No Y• No Yflli No Yes No Yes No 

AEFIALAPPUCATioN No No Y• No No No No No No No 

SUPPCAT (~ & Yea No Y8& No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
~) 

• For dermal toxicity or skin irritation potential. 
+ For eye irritation potential. 
@ For inhalation toxicity. 
I# For dermal toxicity or skin irritation potential while performing mix/load or equipment deaning tasks. 
** For dermal toxicity or skin irritation potential with overhead exposure. 

No No Yes No 

No No No No 

Yes No No No 



Resistant Footware 22.00 

Eye Protection 5I 9.25 

Respiratory Protection 6/ 32.25 

71 
Resistant Apron 8.00 

Protective Headwear 8/ 8.25 

Total Cost 

SOURCES: 
1/ Prbls are from current (1991 ), personal and environmental safety supply catabgs. 
21 B~ on two pair of c:ct1on c:ove!'alls pe!' handler ($30 per pair). 
3/ Based on two pair of nitrile gloves pe!' handler ($2.30 per pair). 
4/Based on one pair of heavy rubber boots pe!' handler ($22 per pair). 
5I Based on the assumption that on&-thirtl of the handlers wear goggles ($4.50), on&-third wear a face shield 

($19.85}, and one-thirtl wear safety glasses ($4). (4.50 + 19.85 + 4)13 • $9.25. 
6/ Baslild on the following: . 
- Commwcial handfEM"S handle pesticides 33 days per year (Table 111-6). 
- On average, 15% a the 33 days handling wiU require respiratOf}' protection: 33 X 15% • 5 days. 
- Hatf the handlers use a non-disposable respirator that costs $22. Cartr'Dges cost $6 each and must be 

replacsd 5 times per year: $22 + ($6 X 5) • $52. 
- Hatf the handlers use a disposable dust/mist cup-stype respiratOf that costs $2.50 each and must 

also be replaced 5 times per year: $2.50 X 5 • $12.50. 
Average oost per commercial handler for respiratory protection: 

($52+ $12.50) I 2 • $3225. 
71 Based on one heavy-duty neoprene ~ron per handler ($8). 
8/ Based on the assumption that hal of the handlers wear a hat ($15), and hal wear a hood ($1.50). 

Protective headwear cost • (15 + 1.50)/2 • ~25. 



GROUND APPLICAT100 260,000 59,800 95,333 40,083 

AERIAL APPLICA llON 27,600 

SUPPORT(~~ & 380,000 87,400 139,333 58,583 
Loaclng) 

~ $640,000 $174,800 $234,667 $98,667 

Cost of rrorltorirQ hanclers 

are 
1/ Out year costs MB based upon Appencix Table PPE-9 am the folklwing assu~: 

-Non-dsposable respirator bodes last indefiritely 
-Gloves are replaced arrualy 
-ResPn*>r cartridges an:t cklsVJTist respirators are replaced after each day of use. 
-M OCher PPE items are replaced every three years 

Total out year cleaning costs are the same as total first year costs 

276,250 

403,750 50,667 

$680,000 $50,667 

35,750 767 ;2.17 

27,600 

1,119,733 

$35,750 $1,914,550 

$620,730 

$2,535,280 

$1,149,104 

Total Out Yeqr PPE 
Costs (PPE + ClearirYJ) $3,684,384 



Appendix Table PPE-14. Incremental fi'st year total PPE costs tor cc•- :nercial hamlers 
'Total first year PPE costs 1/ = 5,006,780 · 

- Percentage of PPE costs 
already required on labels 21 80% 

Incremental first year PPE costs , $1 ,001,356 

Total first year cleaning costs 'J/ = 
- Percentage of cleaning costs 

a.mentty inru rred 41 
Incremental first year deaning costs 

Total incremental first year PPE and 

cleaning costs (in 1991 doHars) 

1/ Appendix Table PPE-9. 

1,149,104 

50% 

21 About 80 percent of the volume of all pesticides uSed have been 

reviewed under EPA's Registration Standards progam. Chemicals 
reviewed to date have had specific requiremerts for PPE established. 

3/ Appendix Table PPE-1 0. 
41 EPA estimates that conmercial handlers are rurrently cleaning their 

PPE ~ems at least awry other handf~ day .(50% of the time). 

$574,552 

.. $1 ,575,908 

Appendix Table PPE-15.1ncremental out year total PPE costs for conmercial handlers 
'Total out year PPE costs 1/ .. 2,535,280 

- Percentage of PPE costs 
already required on labels 21 80% 

Incremental out year PPE costs $507,056 

Total out year cleaning costs 31· 

- Percentage of cleaning costs 

currently incurmct 41 
Incremental out year cleaning costs 

Total incremental cU year PPE and 
cleaning costs (in 1991 dolars) 

1/ Appendix Table PPE-13. 

1,149,104 

50% 

21 About 80 percent of the vok.Jme of al pesticides used have been 
reviewed under EPA's Registration Standards progam. Chenlcals 
reviewed to date have had speeD; requiremerts for PPE established. 

31 Appendix Table PPE-10. 
41 EPA estimates thai conmercial hanciJers are currently cteanilg thai' 

PPE items at least fNery other hancling day (50% of the tine). 

$574,552 

$1,081,608 
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Feed&Graln 3,374,102 1,100,423 3,280,806 1,007,127 132,705 24.72 7.59 

Colkm 699,902 '264,067 672,216 236,381 15,670 42:90 15.08 

Tobaooo 1,313,970 336,964 1,287,644 310,637 50,500 25.50 6.15 

OlherAeld 3,780,297 868,529 3,755,689 643,921 34,085 110.19 24.76 

V~&Fnit 4,700,325 2,056,456 3,898,355 1,254,487 57,513 67.78 21.81 

NursefY & Greenhouse 2,894,371 1,488,219 2,680,026 1,273,876 18,613 143.99 68.44 

Total i16.762Q67 $6.114.658 S15.574.737 $4.926.430 309.086 $50.39 

)()ACES: 
(1); Apperdx Tabla NP-2. 
(2); Appendx Tabla NP-4. 
(3); Appenclx Table NP-5. 
(4); Appenclx Tabla NP-7. 
(5); Table 111-2, coUm (1). 
(6); Calculated; (3)1(5). . 
(1); Calculated; (4)1(5). 



Feed&Grain 188,441 479,812 17,181 2,688,669 3,374,102 

Cotton 22,251 117,406 26,558 533,686 699,902 

Tobaw> 71,710 49,557 17,076 1,175,627 1,313,970 

Other Field 48,401 119,575 10,529 3,601,792 3,780,297 

Vegfnit/NtAs 81,668 474,231 713,449 3 :'"': 976 4,700,325 

Nursery 10,308 161,858 229,794 1,481,229 1,883,188 

Greemouse 16,123 664,205 47,006 283,850 1,011,183 

Total $438,902 $2,066,644 $1,061,592 $13,1 

(1) Based on the tobNing assufl1)1ions: 
-One safely poster per estabishment that tires labor. 
-Posters cost $0.25 each. 
-Errployer or supervisor receives $7.00 per hour for labor. 
-WrilirYJ the ncme, address ard phone oonber of medcal facility takes 5 rnootes of erfl>loyer's or supervisor's time. 

TOOs the cost of labor would be $7 per hour X 5 mill.Aes/60 miootes- $0.58 per poster. 
-Posting the safety poster ta<es 5 mirues of 9fl1lloyer's or supeNisots time 

TOOs the cost of labor would be $7 per hour X 5 mirlies/60 miootes ... $0.58 per poster. 
-Total per estabishrll9R cost for the sign and Ialor .. $.25 + $1.17- $1.42. 

CalcUated; EstabishmarU tMth hired labor that use pesticides (Table 111-2) X $1.42. 

Footnotes c::oRiooed ... 



>pendix Table NP-2 footno~s continued ... 

Based on the following assumptions: 
--One centrally posted notice per pesticide treatment per establishment that hires labor. 
--Paper or form ·cost for notification is negligible. 
--Employer or supervisor receives $7.00 per hour for labor. 
--Posting the notice takes 10 minutes of employer's or supervisor's time. 
Thus the cost of labor per treatment would be $7 per hour X 10 minutes/60 minutes = $1.17 per posted notice. 

alculated; Establishments with hired iabor that use pesticides (Table 111-2) X $1.17 X Average number of all treatments applied per acre, per year, 
f crop group (Appendix Table NP-3). · 

Based on the following assumptions: 
--Employer's have the choice of either orally ~otifying hired workers ·of 'any pesticide treatments or posting fields that have been treated. 
--With the exception of greenhouses, it is assumed that all hired workers will be orally notified instead of posted notification. 
--One oral notification is necessary for each pesticide treatment, when hired workers will be within l/4 mile of a treated field and the 

pesticide treatment is within the restricted entry interval. 
--The expected probabilities that hired workers will be within 1/4 mile of a field after a 48/24/12 hour REI pesticide application, is given 

in Table III-7. · · 
--An _average of one oral notification per pesticide application is derived by averaging applications with 12-hour REI's (Tox III-IV), where 

no oral notification is probably required, with applications with 48-hour and longer REI's (Tox 1), where more than one oral 
notification may be required due to new hires. 

-Oral notification of any pesticide treatment is given by an employer or supervisor; wage rate is $7.00 per hour; oral notification takes 5 
minutes. 

5 minutes/60 minutes· X $7.00 = $0.58 per notification 
· -Oral notification of any pesticide treatment is received by all hired workers on the farm; wage rate is $5.00 per hour; oral notification 

takes 5 minutes. 
5 minutes/60 minutes X $5.00 = $0.42 per notification per worker 

-Oral notification of any conunercially applied pesticide treatment is also received by hired handlers when they are working in fields; 
wage rate is $7.00 per hour; oral notification takes 5 minutes. 

5 minutes/60 minutes X $7.00 = $0.58 per notification per handler working in fields. 
-5% of all pesticide applications in greenhouses are of Toxicity I pesticides for dermal or eye irritation potential and must have double 

notification. 

Footnote (3) continued ... 



I) continued ... 
Calculation for feed & grain farms (all other crop groups would be the same procedure except greenhouses): 

{[(3.1 treatments applied per acre (Appendix Table NP-3, column (7)) X 27% of all acre treatments are of 48 hr. REI pesticides (Table III-8) X 
5% probability that hired workers are within 1/4 mile of field after a 48 hr REI pesticide application (Table Ill-7)) + (3.1 treatments per acre X 
13.4% are of 24 hr REI's X 5% probability)+ (3.1 treatments per acre X 59.1% are of 12 hr REI's X 0% probability)] X [$0.58 employer's wage 
+ ((1.9 workers. per establishment (Appendix Table NP-3) X $0.42 worker's wage)]} + { [(1.9 treatments applied commercially per acre (Appendix 
Table NP-3, column (8)) X 27% of all acre treatments are of 48 hr. ·REI pesticides (Table III-8) X 5% probability that hired handlers working in 
fields are within 1/4 mile of field after a 48 hr REI pesticide application (Table 111-7)) + (1.9 treatments per acre X 13.4% are of 24 hr REI's X 
5% probability)+ (1.9 treatments per acre X 59.1% are of 12 hr REI's X 0% probability)] X [(2 handlers per establishment working in fields 

(Appendix Table NP-3) X $0.58 handler's wage)]} = $0.13 per feed & grain farm for oral notification X 132,705 feed and grain farms that hire 
labor and use pesticides. 

Calculation for greenhouses (hired handlers that are working in the greenhouse do not need oral notification because they applied the pesticide): 
[(50 treatments applied by hired handlers per greenhouse (Appendix Table NP-3) X 5% of all treatments are of Tox I pesticides for dermal toxicity 
or skin irritati(,ln potential X 90% probability that hired workers will be returning to the greenhouse within the 48 hr REI (Table III-7)] X [$0.58 
employer's wage+ (3 workers per establishment (Appendix Table NP-3) X $0.42 worker's wage) = $4.14 per greenhouse for oral notification X 
11,354 greenho~ses that hire labor and use pesticides. 

~) Based on the following assumptions: 
-Only pesticide applications of Toxicity I dermal toxicity or skin irritation potential require treated area posting (with the 

exception of greenhouses). 
--Number of treatments requiring posting = % of Tox I treatments (Table III-8) X % of Tox I treatments that are also Tox I for 

dermal toxicity or skin irritation potential (ID-8) X % of treatments requiring notification (Table Ill-7, column (1)) X average 
number of all treatments applied per acre, per year, per crop group (Appendix Table NP-3). , 

Example for feed & grain: 27% of all acre treatments are Tox I X 18.6% of all Tox I treatments are Tox I dermal/skin 
X 5% of treatments require notif. X 3.1 treatments applied per acre, per yr = .01 treatments per acre (or per 
establishment) require posting. 

-There are 300 acres per feed & grain farm field; 240 per cotton field; 30 per tobacco field; 25 per other field; and 22 per 
veg/fruit/nut field (Appendix Table NP-3). 

-There are 2 feed & grain fields per farm; 3.4 per cotton fann; 2.3 per tobacco farm, 10.6 per other field farm; and 5.6 per 
veg/fruit/nut farm (Appendix Table NP-3). 

--Two signs will be needed per field; 50 signs are needed per greenhouse establishment. 
--Signs for greenhouses cost $0.50, all other establishments' signs cost $5.00. 
--A pesticide handler-employee would post and remove signs with a wage rate of $7.00 per hour. 
--Posting & removal would take an average of 30 minutes per field (10 minutes to post, handler on site, + 20 minutes to remove 

which may require special trip to field). 
~ootnote (4) continued ... 



ntinued ... 

--Labor costs to post & remove signs = $7.00 per hour X 30 minutes/60 minutes = $3.50 per field. 
--Labor costs to post and remove signs on greenhouses would be negligible because handlers are always present. 

lculation example for feed & grain farms (cotton, tobacco, other field, veg/fruit, and nursery would be the same): 
elds per farm X 2 signs per field X $5 per sign] + [.01 treatments require posting X $3.50 labor costs] X 132,705 establishments. 

:ulation for greenhouses: 
treatment sites per estab. X 1 sign per treatment site. X $0.50 per sign] + $0 labor costs X 11,354 greenhouse establishments. 



~ .... Table NP-3. Supplemental data used for calculating notification costs. 

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''-;;:::::::::i 

13.7 3.0% 13.3 86.1 eo% 51.1 6.4 3.8 4.6 2 

4.2 12.0% 3.7 3.1 110% 1.9 o.a 0.5 0.6 2 

16.0. 21.0% 12.8 37.9 60% 22.1 3.0 1.8 4.7 2 

7.9 7.5% 7.3 51.5 60% 30.9 7.0 4.2 4.9 2 

0.3 7.5% 0.3 5.5 60% 3.3 19.1 11'.4 3 2 

0.5 7.5% 0.6 5.5 0% 0.0 50 0.0 3 2 

(2); Cab'*!, Tllblelll-2, tDt.rm (3) dWled by 50%.~ tie lllltMitltiOI!lll nat don't uae p86Uies arelllllllar q>eralicm arxl~.K~Weated acreage is ~ely 112 as mldl as the 
rum. cA t.ma rQ uUlg peatiddea. 

(3); c.lca.llad: (1) X (100%- (2)). 
(4); Tllblelll-8. 
(Sj; Ean.a.d by DPRA. Ire. an:1 an MtrX:k, Nabla~ A¢-Chemcall Aelailln Assoc:lam. 
(B);CWn.._. (4}X(5). 
(7); C*"•d, (4)1'(3). 
(8); C.WOMMd, (6}'(3}. 
~; TliH 111-2, tDt.rm lilt- 2. 
(1~; Tllbleiii-2,IIOUIC810. 
(11);TIIHIII-1. 
(12); ICF, Ire. "Nwipa cA f'rqloled FarrTIWIXk« ~. T~, an:l Warrq Allgl..daliool Under FIFAA •. 1985 (Ai.QU&I). Page 3~. 
(13); Cab Mild, (1 0}1'(11). The iLorrbar ollllldlp« ranay -ll&limaled by DPRA. 

BOB 240 3.4 

·~ 30 2.3 

264 25 10.6 

121 21.5 s:e 

50 20.0 

20 



Feed &Grain 62,814 479,812 17,181 540,617 1,100,423 

Cotton 7,417 117,406 26,558 112,685 264,067 

Tobacco 23,903 49,557 17,076 246,427 336,964 

Other Field 16,134 119,575 10,529 . 722,291 868,529 

Vag/Fruit/Nuts 27,223 474,231 713,449 841,553 2,056,456 

Nursery 3,436 161,858 229,794 319,777 714,864 

Greenhouse 5,374 664,205 47,006 56,770 773,354 

Total 

(1) Appendix Table NP-2 and the assumption that safety posters last 3 years. 
(2) Appendx Table NP-2. 
(3) Appendx Table NP-2 and the assumption that treated area signs last 5 years (labor costs remain the same 

as first year costs ~nee signs must be posted and removed}. 



notification costs for agricultural establishments that hire labor and use pesticides. 

Feed&Grain 188,441 390,249 13,447 2,688,669 

Cotton 22,251 95,491 20,787 533,686 

Tobacco 71,710 40,307 0 1,175,627 

01her Field 48,401 97,255 8,241 ·3,601,792 

Vag/Fruit/Nuts 81,668 385,711 0 3,430,976 

Nursery 10,308 131,645 179,859 1,481,229 

Greenhouse 16,123 540,224 36,791 283,848 

Total $438.902 $1.680.882 $259.126 $ 

(1) Incremental first year costs for safety posters are the same as total first year costs. 
(2) Calculated by reducing total first year costs (Awendix Tabla NP-2) by 1go1o. Five states already require central 

notification on agriaJitural astallishrnents (Appendx Tabla NP-6) and their percentage of U.S. farms = 1 go;o. 
{3) Calculated by raOJcilg total first year oral notification costs (Appendix Table NP-2) by 22%. Eight states already 

require oral notification on agricultural astabishmants (Appendx Tabla NP-6) and their combined 
percentage of U.S. farms = 22%. Adcitionally, pesticides that are used on Iebar intensive crops are currently 
requi'ed to have oral notification statements on their labels. Therefore the cost of oral notification is already 
baing ilcurred by those establishments with lci:>or Intensive croj)s (tobacco and veglfruit/nuts). 

(4) lnaemantal first year costs for treated area posting are the same as total firSt year costs. 

::ttf?tfOtal f 

3,280,806 

672,216 

1,287,644 

3,755,689 

3,898,355 

1,803,041 

876,986 

$ 



-(1 ); Source: u.s. [)wpai1li•lt of Agriculln. AgricUlnl Stalistlca. 1990. 
&.wwy~~ an tabla oobm liias: 
(2); 1. a.. HCS "Aac:Jfta podng a ist of peslicid&s U98d and he 1118flty iniBival in ell9ct". 
(3); 3.(b) . .,._ wodin be~ inbmed 8ilxU where .xi when pesllicidlls are being appied and how long m stay out of treaaed aroas·. 
(4); 3.(c) • .,. ~ offtiiMI- nMJ*&d". 
(5); 3.(c). "'oee he poe*'~~ apptt ao al pedcida appicabls". 
(6); 3.(c). "I Pl*ing ill r8Cf.lir8d br criy C8f1ain iiJlPic*'IIS, what are examples". 
71 ctlio'a ragulaaion appli8a m migrwlt labor criy. Olio raquns llifM oral~ or pos&lg. 



• 

Feed&Grain 62,814 390,249 13,447 540,617 

Cotton 7,417 95,491 20,787 112,685 

Tobaoco 23,903 40,307 0 246,427 

OtherFiek:1 16,134 97,255 8,241_ 722,291 

Veg/Frult/Num 27,223 385,711 0 841,553 

Nursery 3,436 131,645 179,859 319,777 

Greenhouse 5,374 540,224 36,791 56,770 

Total 

(1) Awench Table NP-5. Based on the assumption that safety posters will last 3 years. 
(2) Incremental out year central and oral notification costs are the same as first year inaemental costs. 
(3) Appencix Table NP-5. Based on the assumption that treated area signs last 5 years (labor costs remain the same 

as first year costs si1ce signs must be posted and removed). 

1,007,127 

236,381 

310,637 .. 

843,921 

1,254,487 

634,718 

639,159 
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Appendx Table TR-1. Revised WPS corll>iance costs for trainirJJ, by sector 
:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:::: 

Feed&Grcin 4,138,343 1,392,581 2,624,899 866,030 132,705 19.78 

CoUon 732,081 261,806 436,530 152,893 15,670 27.86 

Tobacoo 1,140,751 356,310 773,172 239,276 50,500 15.31 

Olharfield 1,629,043 584,129 968,581 340,191 34,085 28.42 

Vegetable & Fruit 2,785,302 1,000,246 1,653,331 581,620 57,513 28.75 

Nll'sely & Gl8emousa 692,479 240,139. 426,424 144,n3 18,613 22.91 

Commerdal Hanc.ters 490,200 147,060 61,275 55,148 8,500 7.21 

Total i11 ~107 ~QA~~71 ~~212 6.379.931 317.586 $21.87 

were B1W0f1101180 oy ~ IDiillllnil year tralflflg COSIS tor WOfl(Brs oy me pen::ertage of workers in each aop sector 
and adcii1J thm to tcEI first year trairing oosts for handlers rrultipied by the perceRage of hanclers in each aop sector. 
This pmoeecilr8 was repeated tor 1ota1 out yea6 costs, and incremertal first and out year oosts. 

saJACES: 
(1 ); Apperdx Tab'& TR-2 .. 
(2); Appeldx Table TR-3. 
(3); Apperdx Table TR--4. . 
(4); Appendx Table TR-6. 
(5); Tabkt 111-2, c:oUm (7) and Table 111-5. 
(6); Calculated. (3)1(5). 
(7); Calculated, (4)1(5). 

6.53 

9.76 

4.74 

9.98 

10.11 

7.78 

6.49 
$7.49 



eam-:ii!Hanlks 0.75 7.00 10.00 12.75 0.15 12.90 

To&~~ 

SCXRl:S: 
(1); EPA-*'*'·· 
(2); Wldlf Wlglr-.lram US. o.p.mn d I.Jiba. Hmlbx* d l..llba s.ilica. 1QW (August). Hlrder an:l oommercial harder wagu rille i5 1111 EPA BSlimala. 
(3); For WIXtlilrl: cabM1M1 by -.milg t...ll d ~ illram ...,._ IP.tlr, ewce:(2)Jaro hlljf lram tired lwder IS&tt. rridway a wakar aro ~~~nPoYer wage rille). 

l-tlrlklniCXJOliiMdlltwdlr.._WIQI,._ .. EPA...,.._. . · 
(4); CmMee:! (1)X(2)+{1)X(3). 
(51; EPA.-..... 
(ei; cmAIIId, (4l+{5). 
(1); WmMn lnilwllks 11om T lllM 11-2, arnmen::ial twdln lram T .U. 11-5. 
(Ill; CIIWIIId, (6JX(1). . 

818,170 10% 20% 30% 185,-451 

38,000 10% 20% 30% 11,400 

TOIII um.:u 535,70! 

~S: 
(1).(6J; Fran ARMnD T.tH TR-2. . 
(2); EPA.-.... baed on ... -age an~r in agria.Ose ol5y_., ta workara aro 10 r-' ta harder• aro OOITfTlii(Qal handars. 
(3); Efi1*Jr- ••to reclive rerJiinq) 8¥.:"1 5 )'111'1, Nllilre, in .it ooe y_. 20% o1 fla lifiiPDY- vril riiC8iva rar~. 
(4); CalaAaAed, (2) + (3). 
151:~. (1) X(4). 
(7); CillaAaled, (5) X (6). 

11.90 1,835,965 

12.90 1-47,060 

38,00:! <490,200 



847,138 0 847,138 

818,170 0 818,170 60'J(, 370,902 2<47 ,268 9.90 2,447,953 4.95 

38,000 . 28,500 8,500 100% 9,500 0 12.90 0 6.45 

TOIIII um::u 2l5W unldl IDJ,685 !ilt6,1ZJ 4.'447,100 

SCllR:ES: 
(1).{1); AR*Jb T 11M TR-2. 
(2); T .ta 11-5. Due 10 I&* at dllll, no hlndlln .. ...-..d 10 be ceriled ~ lwders. EPA beievea !hill is an 1Dier11Uma1e ol ile nt.mbar a centisd hlnllers wtich illlm, 
~ .. alit at nimgdueiD .. WPS. 

(3); Cain ..... (1H2). 
(4); OSHA 'a HalM1 camuialliDn 5wmrd llp!:MIID linn~ .00 lw1dlwJ Nl8f8 ~ oo !ann& 11ifl11 ex m:lflllllr4Jbyees. Thlty-six parcenl (36%) 

alii W:t Wlllbrl .. awtrld lJr !he HCS (fldlinll RegiiW. Vd. 52, No.84. 11187 (May 1 )1, Page 16004. Adchonaly, line llala curan~ nq..ire1i0111&1rainilg 
a~t.rdlrlaWOIMrs Nlcu*l be.qJDMdiD~, 00~ Ylilh 10CX lcs ~ (Apperdx Tabki TR-5). Thenioe s&ale5' poo;auage a U.S. tired 
linn llbor ~. ~ wt*:h- UMd • a pwy Dr~ .. ~ ol wu-. .00 lwdars flal nq.Ji"e WPS WllifWv. Catmardal hardws are covered by HCS 
.OOtJr.-.r~ 

(51; ClbAIIId; (3))({4). 
(8); Calo"-f; (3H5f. 
(Ill;~. (fii)C(T). 
(lit;~; (7))C20% a worUr1 .00 (7)X50% a twdtri(EPA nL). Coi!IIIDU'IIar more s01gunl1rairq r&qlirllllWiliS Ll"llllr fle VtiPS. 
(1~; Clb"-f; (5PC(91. 
(11); CllcUiilld; (111~1~. 

1,835,965 4,283,918 

61,275 61,275 





338,856 0 3311,855 

185,:(51 0 185,451 60% 111,271 74,1110 9.90 734,386 4.95 

Ca'rmlrbll 
Hlnlln 11,400 2,850 8,550 100% 8,550 0 12.90 0 6.45 

r.-. t&;ttil 2)l!lb S32l!l8 323.134 :m.m 1.534.M4 

SOURCES: 
(1).(7); An-dx laM TR-3. 
(2); E....,_ a-.d on 3,800 IDIII:w y.-!XllmMitiGII twdn ~by lhe lhe p-qia1ion ol C8liied IXITliTI8Itial hilrdurs kl al coomurcial hardafs (75%) from T ;Ijalll-5. 

(3): c.n._., (1H21-
(4}: OSHA'& Huard Conmt.ricalion &andlrd IIRie& kllann WOikan ll1d lwdllrs filii ant ~yud on larms wifl11 a mora ~s. Thny-si1 percanl (36%) 

ol .. 11*1 W01kan .. aw.red by lhe HCS (F.-.. R.giAw. Vd. 52, No. 84. 1987 (May 1 )), Page 16004. Addioni:lty, rinlt Slalas CI.ITenfy raqtire sana riWiing 
lor~ lwdtn a WOikan fllllaJUtj be upDied kl pMkjdal, on~ wi1h 10 a lllas ~ (Awerdx Tabla TR-5). The tine SlaiBS' parcamaga ol U.S. tiroo 
111m libcr ~. 34%,1111fich- UMd • a pacy 'lor r~ lhe ~ ol worbra ani handlers lhel riiiQiia WPS rairirY;J. Carrnercial halxl~~ra are CO¥aroo by HCS 

ll1d by .... rQJiaionl. 
(~; c.lcUIItld, (3)X(4). 
(6); c.lcUIItld, (3)X(~. 
(fll; Clda.Aaled, (6)X(7). 
(lit;~. (7)X20% lor worbrlll1d (7)X50% lor hard4n (EPA 81t). ec.ta aannllor morellilgltnl rairirY;J r~q~Jir8rtwlllll'dar fla \WS. 

(1~; Cab ..... (5)X(~. 
(11); ~;(81~1~-

550,789 1,285,175 

55,1-48 55,148 





UOJ.JVUJWDJUO:Jaa 
S UOJPtJS 





7,355,078 4,375,n6 3,785,480 2,267,375 132,705 

1,040,043 .662,072 587,797 397,155 15,670 

2,984,258 1,912,2.89 1,267,690 734,481 50,500 

OtherAeld 2,1a2,n6 1,355,655 1,247,629 829,460 34,085 

Veget~ & Fruit 13,866,2.87 12,465,703 4,347,143 3,714,044 57,513 

Nursaty&Greenhouse 2,808,124 2,418,602 1,058,963 864,245 18,613 

were appo11J0r100 ryy mJilpl)'lng 10tal11fst year 
the pen::eQage of hired handlers in each aop sector (Tabla 111-2). This procedlre was repeated for total out 
year costs, and lncreme!UI first and out year costs. 

SOURCES: . 
(1); ApperdxTables DC-2, DC-7, DC-11, and DC-13. 
(2); Apperdx Tables DC-3, DC-8, DC-11, and DC-14. 
(3); ApperdxTables DC-4, DC-9, DC-12, and DC-15. 
(4}; Apperdx Tables OC-5, DC-10, DC-12, Md DC-16. 
(5); Table 111-2. coumn (7} and Table 111-5. 
(6); Cslculated, (3)1(5). 
(7}; calrulated, (4)1(5). 

28.53 17.09 

37.51 25.34 

25.10 14.54 

36.60 24.34 

75.59 64.58 

56.89 46.43 

43.11 



Appendix Table DC-2. Total first year decontamination costs for commercial handlers 

Eyewash Dispensers: ., 
Groood applicators on foot 1/ • 

Total first year eyeflush dispenser costs 

. Decontamination S~e: 

Tyvek covera1121 
Container for wash water 3/ 
Soap41 
Towels fJ 
Labor61 
Total first year decontamination 
costs per site 

Total number of handling sites 71 X 

0 
$0 

3.75 
. 3.08 

2.97 
5.69 

27.50 

$42.99 

25,333 

Total fifst year decoritam ination $1,089,117 
costs for commen::ial hardlers 

in 1991 dollars' 
All prices are from current personal and environmental safety supply catalogs .. 
1/ Based oo the assumption that only a small number of hired handlers on foot need eyewash dispensers. 

These applicators and the asscciated eyewash dispenser costs are addressed under hired handler dlilCOntamination costs. 
21 Based oo one change IX clean clothing per decontamination s~e. 
3/ Based on the assumption that aerial applicate~ and support crew have ruming water at their loa::ling site. 

Calculated, (13,000 comm. ground appicators/38,000 total applicators (Table 111-5)) X $9 per 3-gal container. 
4/Based oo the following assuf1l1ions: 
-E~ handler requires 2 oz. d soap per handling day. (EPA estimate). 
-There are1.5 handlers per sae (40% a comm. hardlers WOf'k alone and 60% work together 
with mix9fS/bader&cleaners). EPA estimate. 

-There are 33 handing days per commercial handler per yea~ (Table 111-6, footnote 4). 
-soap costs $0.96 for 32 oz. (EPA estimate). 
Calculated, {(2 oz. soap X 1.5 hardlers X 33 days)l32 oz.) X $0.96. 

5I Based oo the following assuf1l1ions: 
-E~ handler requires 16 ~ per handling day. (EPA estimate). 
-There are 1.5 handlers per site. (40% of comm: handlers work alone and 60% wori< together 
with mixers.1oadersldea.ners). EPA eStimate. 

-There are 33 handling days per commercia handler per year (Table 111-6, footnote 4). 
-Towels cost $0.69 per 961DWel roll (EPA estimate). 
CabJiated, ((16 towels X 1.5 handlers X 33 days)/96 towels) X $0.69. 

6/ Based on 1he need to rinse and refi wash water containers and the following assumptions: 
-Commercial handler's wage rata • $10.00 per hour (Awendix Table TR-2). 
-~takes 5 mi1utes per hadng day, per de, 1D rinse and refll containers (EPA estimate). 
-There are 33 handing days per commtli'Cial handler par year (Table 111-6, footnote 4 ). 
Calculated, $10.00 per l'lcu' X (5 min'60 min) X 33 days. 

71 Calculated, 38,000 commertial handlers/1.5 handlfKS per site. 



Appendix Table DC-3. Total out year decontamination costs for commercial handlers 

DecontaminatiOn S~e: 

Tyvek coverall1/ 
Container for wash water 1/ 
Soap 
Towels 
Labor 
Total out year decontamination 
costs per s~e 

Total number of handling sites X 

0.75 
0.62 
2.97 
5.69 

27.50 

$37.53 

25,333 

Total out year decontamination $950,717 
costs for commercial handlers 

(in 1991 dollars) 
ource: Appendix-Table DC-2. 

1/ Based on the assumption that coveralls and containers are replaced every 5 years. 



Aooendix Table DC-4. Total first year incremental decontamination oosts for commercial handlers 
~Sle: 

T rvok COWflll 
Coranorlarwaoh
Soop 
T .... 
1..-

11 AA-di< T..,.. [)C.fl. 

'IlEPA..,_ 

l'erood AllrhUblo 1/ 
ID SW. floguloliofw 

111% 
23'11. 
23'11. 
23'11. 
23'11. 

Cool 

~ Exilling 21 
Slole Aego Vok.riory Carpi1noe 

3.04 50% 
~37 50% 
~211 50% 
4.38 50% 

21.18 50% 

To~~~~~ y.w na....m.~ 
~ .... .,. ... 
Tct.l J'IIJOriw ~ ~ U.. X 

Tolol ~ pw ...__.,.. 
~ooollar~lwldlod 

Cool Allor 
Vok.riory 

~ 

1.52 

1.1!1 
1.14 
~HI 

10.511 

$16.63 

25,333 

& Table DC-5. Total out yeac incremldal decontamination oosts fOI' oommercial handlers 
o.w. ........ Sle: 

T rvok COWflll 

Cooollonrlar ..... -

Scoop 

T .... 

1..-

Soo.ow: AA-di< T..,.. QC.3. 

11 ~ r..,.. [)C.fl. 

21EPA..,_ 

l'erood AllrhUblo 1/ 

IDS..~· 

111% 

23'11. 

23'11. 

23'11. 

23'11. 

Coot 

~ Exilling 21 

SllleAego Vok.riory~ 

0.111 

0.47 

~211 

4.311 

21.11 

. Tct.l 01A pw ...__.,.. .................. .,. ... 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

50% 

Tct.~..m.r d loordilg oailoa X 

Teal 01A- inawmorUI 

dooarolarrinoli CIOIIIor ~ lwldlod 

(in 1ge1 dolono) 

Cool Allor 

V<Uc.y 

~ 

0.30 

0.414 

1.14 

~1!1 

10.511 

S1446 

25,333 

$421,210 -

$3!16.-406 -



..... ;~;;::)~~i~~~~1~~~t~~r:===:. 

• Souroe: Resuls of an EPA WPS questionaire from each state. 

(1 ); u.s. Departmen of AQricullJ"e. Agriculural Statisb, 1000. 

Swvey questions oorraspordlng to table cok.lmn tlles: 

(2); 2. ·~to farms wilh 10 or less empbyees". 

(3); 2. "Requires a clean change of clothing for emergencies". 

(4); 5.(a). "Is wash waler required for agrlculural pestk:Oe haOOiers". 

(5); 5.(a). "Is wash Willer required for early emy workers". 

(6); 5.(a). "Is wash water required for all agrlculural work&rS". 

(7); 5.(c). "Is eyeftuah water or dispensers required for agruiculural pesticide handlers". 

(8); 5.(c). "Is eyelkJsh water or dispensers required for~ entry workers". 

(9); 5.(c). "Is ey&flush water or diapensers required for al agriculural workers". 



Aooendix Table DC-7. Total first year decontamination costs for hired handlers 

Eyewash Dispensers: 
Hied grot..rld appica~ on loot 1/ .. 

Percent of pes1ici:les that at'9 Toxicity 1-11 21 
for eye irritation potential ·x 

= Number of eyewash dispensers needed by hired handers 

Cost per eyewash cispenser 3/ 

Total first year cost for eyewash cisperlSS(S 
for hi"9d hanclefS 

Dec:ontatOOalion 11Bms (cost per hired handlef): 

Tyvek c:owrall41 
Container for wash waiB!" 5I 
SoapS' 
T IJWI:lls 7/ 
U!bor&' 
Total tnt year d&contaminalion 
costs par tir8d hancllll" 

NISI"Iber of hinJd hanclers 91 

T otalli"st year cl9con1a'ni}ati 

X 

X 

13,010 

35% 

4,554 

$6.00 

3.75 
9.00 
0.78 
1.50 
7.58 

$22.61 

618,17'0 

$27,321 

costs lor hired hanclers $13,975,793 

Grand lc1al first and decontamination costs for hm hMders 

AI prices ar& from current personal and environmental safety ~ ca.IBiogs. 

1/ Based on the assumption flatS% of flo hm harden on ~le flwms apply pestD:»s by 
foot [115,025 hanclers (TatM 111-2) X 5% (EPA est)) and 1hat 50% of tle tnd hanclars n rn.rseries do not 
have watar im~tely available and apply pes1icides by loot [37,225 ~!greenhouse harder~ (Tabla 111-2) X 
X 39% are ni.I"S8!)' hanclers (based on 1987 Census of AgriciJtln dala) X 50% of huwy hMdenl do not haw 
rumi"lg watelr immecial&ly available (EPA estima.IB)~ 

21 EPA esfmatB based on the prop:rion of Tox I-ll~ for eye mtation potootialtc al pesticides. 
3/ The cost of eyewash tispenser walllf is negigable. Waw US8d is cmki!lil watlir from flo estabishmert. 
41 Based on one c:Mlga of c:1aan cloVlilg per hm harder. 
5I Based on one, lhrae gallon catbcy-~ype contaiw per hired harder. EPA bai4Mie this is ill OYWiiiSiina& of the 
~ «watsr c:ontai"lars needad beca.l• most~ and most rn»ng and 1oa:1ng situ an.:~y haw 
ruming waf8r available. 

61 Based on fla folowi"lg asUnpb'il: 
--Each harder requi'el2 oz. of 1011p per han:lng day. (EPA edrnUt). 
- Thenl are an a.wrage of 13 hantlng days per hi'8d harder per yeilr. (Tabla Ill~. bc:Jtlo&e 6). 
-Soap costs $0.96 for. 32 oz."(EPA esliniJM). 
cab datlad, ((2 oz. soap X 13 dltys)r.32 oz.) X $0.96. 

71 Based Cl'l hi folowi"lg assunpbll: 
-Each hanclar ~ 16 bWlls per hanclng day. {EPA eslirnata). 
- Thenl .. an ~of 13 hanclng days per hi'ad harder per ya«. (T .,_ 111-6, loomta 6). 
- TaNais cost $0.69 per 96 bY8I rol (EPA astimalla). 
Cab ilallld, {{16 DNals X 13 clays)l98l7MIIs) X $0.1l9. 

81 Based on 1ha need t1 rma and ra6l wash water conlailers and !he bloromg asawnplicN: 
-Hrad harder's wage raaa. $7.00 per hcu 
--It 1ak8s 5 miMes per hanclng day, t1 rinaa and reS carboy-type contaiw (EPA arimUI). 
--There are an a.wrage of 13 hanclng days perhir8d harder per yea~. (Tabla Ill~. looh:llll6). 
Calc:Ualad, $7.00 per hou" X (5 miV&> mi'l) X 13 days. 

91 Tab48 111-2. 

(., 1991 
$14,003,115 dollars 



Aooendix Table DC-8. Total out year decontamination costs for hired handlers 

Eyewash Dispensers: 
Number of eyewash cispoosers needed by hi'9d handlers 

Cost per eyewash dspenser 1/ 

Total out year cost for eyewash dispensers 
lor hired hanclers 

Deo:lntaminalion ltams (cost per hired handler): 

Tyvek coverall1/ 
Container for wash watar 1/ 
Soap 
Towels 
Labor 
Total out year decontamination 
costs per hired hanc:ller 

NLmber of hii"Gd handlers 

T o1al out yesr d9contamination 
oosts lor hired handers 

X 

X 

4,554 

$1.20 

0.75 
1.00 
0.78 
1.50 
7.58 

$12.41 

618,170 

$5,464 

$7,670,459 
(in 1991 

$7.675.924 ~Iars 



Appendix Table DC-9. Total first year incremental decontamination costs for hired handlers 
Er-ash DispenserS: 

Dispensers 

D9CXlll1aminalia Items (cost per !"ired handler): 

Tyvek roveral 
Cootainer for wash -ter 
Soap 
Towels 
Laba 

Percent~~~ 11 

to Sl!lle Regulatk:lns 

2% 

P~tA~e1/ 
to Sl!lle Regulatbns 

24% 
22% 
22% 
22% 
22% 

CcctAfter 

Remc::Nrlg 
Stale Regs 

$:16,775 

Cost After 
RemoWlg 

Slale Regs 

2.85 
7.02 
0.61 
1.17 
5.92 

Existirv 21 
Vdr.rr'Jrf Co:r4Ji<rce 

35% 
35'% 
35% 
35% 
35% 

Total tnt Y88l ooamental 
dec::ontarrjnalion CllS!S per rired harder 

Total m.rnber of hi: ad handlers X 

Total tnt Y88l ircramen1al 
decontaminatm cost tar hred hlrdars 

Gnrd DtaJ f(t;t y,_ ircrememal fl'/8 wash disp&n$8( ird decal1amnatbn c:osts tar hred l'>ardars 

~~euc:t. 
11 Apperdix TaiH DC-6. 
21 EPA esUnala. 

Tcllllf lrcramental 

Ccct of Eye Wash 
Dispem~ 

COli~ 
Vdi.Jntary 
~iarce 

1.S5 
4.56 
0.40 
0.76 
3.84 

$11.41 

618,170 

(in 1 99i dollars) 

$:16,775 

$7,055,591 

$7,082,366 

AwencfiX Table DC-1 0. Total out year incremental decontamination costs for hired handlers 
I Eyewesli~: ---- Pl!f'Ce'lt AttrixJtalle 1/ Cost After TO!DIIrcramenla 

Dispensers 

DeaJn1aminalion Items (c:ost per tired handllr): 

Tyy.Kroveral 
Coolainer tor wash .,.... 
Soap 
Towels 
Labor 

to 511111 ~latic:lr. Aernc:M1g Ccct of Eye Wash 

2% 

Perctnl Anrtlulal:lle 11 
to51118~Uona 

2-4% 
22% 
22% 
22% 
22% 

SliMe Regi Dispensars 

$5,355 

CcctAfter 
Allmc:lW1g 

Stalll Rega 

0.57 
1.40 
0.81 
1.17 
5.92 

Exiling '21 
Vdu'!Wy Car4Jbnce 

35% 
35% 
35%. 

35% 
35% 

TOUII out Y• incnmenlli 
~COlli per tnd lw1:hr 

TOI:II runbar ol hired~ X 

T CUll out y• i"aamennlll 
decx:x lllmillllfi:l I cm1 tar hied hrden 

COli~ 
VoUn1ary 
eompiln:e 

0.37 
0.91 
0.40 
0.715 
3.84 

$6..28 

e1B,HO 

$5,355 

$3,882~ 

Gnrd tlCI.II out yfiiB( ircremental llf• wash dspii'IUI' ard d~ COlli !of tnd twdars $3,aee,251 

SiiiC8: A!l!liidiX raa. oc:a: 
1/ Apptrdix TiltH DC-6. 

21 EPA MliT18. 

(r, 1991 d::IILars l 



Feed& Grain 0.00 0.48 0.92 0.00 1.40 265,410 

Cotlon 0.00 0.36 0.69 2.03 3.08 31,340 

Tobarxo. 0.00 1.44 2.76 0.00 4.20 101,000 

aherFI&k:t 0.00 0.36 0.69 1.91 2.96 68,170 

V~ruit 0.00 4.92 9.43 23.38 37.73 115,025 

Nui"IMM}'JGreenhouse 0.00 5.70 10.93 0.00 16.63 37,225 

Total FirSt Year Decontaminatbn Cost for hired harxilers when they are working 
in the field (1991 dolars) 

1/ All hired handkn have bGen "bought" a water c:x>ntainer for the days in whdl they apply pesticides. This container 
can also be used on the days they are working in the field. 

21 Based on the folowing: 
-Eadl harder requires 2 oz. ci soap for each day worf<ing in the field (EPA estmate). 

$371,574 

$96,566 

$424,200 

$201,904 

$4,339,570 

$618,866 

$6,052,680 

-The nlltlber ci days thai flanders spend in the field within 30 days of the expiration of an REI, per year, per crop seder (Table 111-6). 
-soap costs $0.96 for 32 oz. (EPA estimale). 
CaloMied, ((2 oz. aoap X days in field)/32 oz.) X $0.96. 

31 Based on the folowing: 
-Eadl harder reqlkea 16 kwvels for each day~ in the field (EPA estmate). 
-The nt.mber ci days that harders spend in the field within 30 days of the expiration of an REI, per year, per crop seder (Table II 1-6). 
-Towflls oost $0.69 per 96 towel rol (EPA estimae). 
Cak:ulaled, ((16 klwels X days in fieki)/96 towels) X $0.69. 

41 Based on the need to mae and r&fl carlloy-type wash water cortainers arxi the following: 
-The hardera' aupe!Visor'S wage rate • $6.50 per holM' (Appen<ix Table TR-2). 
-It takes 6 minutes per work day, to rinse arxj refl ea:h CXII'Itakler (EPA estimate). 
-The nt.mberci days that handers spend inthefiekJ within 30 days of the expiration of an REI, per yeN, per crop sector (Table 111-6). 
-Only cotton, other field, arxj v'9'fruil estabishments have greater than 5 empklyees arxi w~l need to use the 3ijallon calboy in addition 
to the 5iJ81on oolapsble water ooitainer. 

Calculated tor handlers while woc1<lng in the fields on CXlC1on establishments: 
($6.50 per hotJ: X (5 mirVSO min) X 6 days in fiekW(6.6 employees per estab. - 5 employees who are using the 5 gal. water container) • $2.03. 

5I Table 111-2. 



decontamination costs for hired handlers when they are worki. "' ... ______ _ 
:~~~~r:f::~=:~tJ?ttr==(fttt:t~tt:r~tr~~: 

Feed• Gr8i1 uo 0.28 1.12 ·30% 0.78 256,065 0 

CoGal 3.08 0.62 2.47 30% 1.73 71,494 7,149 

Tobacco 4.20 0.84 3.38 30% 2.35 23,873 11,220 

Oiler FWd 2.g8 0.59 2.37 30% 1.66 161.722 14,555 

v~ 37.73 7.515 30.18 30% 21.13 279.on 192,563 

NtnayiGnMriloula 16.63 3.33 13.30 30% 9.31 54,907 27,454 

lnaiiiTMIIllal Fnt.OO CMYwr Oecon&amilalion Cost lor Hired Hsnders 'Mlen They ara WoriOOg n tl8 Field (1991 OOiats) 

Fedlnll Aagistw. Vol 52, No. 84, May 1, 1987. PI!QII 16082. OSHA oft9ats approxinalsly 20% of lh9 FSS decorltamnation costs tram volulay compliln:e. 
CllaMII!or:1, (1H2). 

(4); App8ndx T.t* DC-6. 

256,065 

64,345 

12,653 

147,167 

86,514 

27,454 

(5); Clio..._., (3H(3)X(4)]. 
(7); Clio..._., (6)-% OOIIIIf8d t1j OSHA. Fad8ral Regts.ar. Vol. 52, No. s.t, May 1, 1967. Page 16073. OSHA os*nates tlal10% of hired oo1t>n workers, 47% of klbacco, 

i% of ohlr Wd aop, 70% of~ • .00 67% of hired tuit worksrs 818 COII8I'8d by 118 FSS. EPA os*natos lhat 50% of nu-serylgr0000ous9 W01kars ara also COY9C9d 
by OSHA's FSS. 

(8); Cab..._., (6H7). 
~); ClllcuiMIId, (5)X(8). 

$200.755 

$111,027 

$29,759 

$244,089 

$1,827.798 

$255,592 



Feed&Grain 1.28 0.48 0.92 1.11 3.79 256,065 $971,296 

Cotton 1.00 0.48 0.92 0.87 3.27 71,494 $233,547 

Tobc¥::co 2.00· 1.44 2.76 5.20 11.40 23,873 $272,152 

Other F181d 1.00 0.~ 0.69 . 0.65 2.70 161,722 $436,649 

Vegetable/Fruit 1.00 5.04 9.66 9.10 24.80 279,077 $6,921,110 

Nursery/Greenhouse 0.20 7.44 14.26 2.62 24.51 54,907 $1,346,018 

Total Rrst Year Decontamination Cost for Hired Agricultural Workers (1991 dollars) 

page. 



Footnotes from Appendix Table DC-13 

1/ Based on the following assumptions: 
-Eac:h worker reql.tlr• one gallon of walh water per wori( day In the flekj, Although OSHA require• two gallon• per worker 
EPA estimates that one gallon Is ariflclent for hand washing purposes. 

-Water CXIntalners cost $5 each (5 galon oolapsible with spigot, food approved). On establishments with greater than 5 employees 
it is assumed that the carboy-type water container1hat was purchased for hired handlers (who are also working in the fields), 
can be used in addition to the 5 gdJn colapalble oontainer. _ 

-None of the worbra In fHd & grain, cotkx'l, tc:lb.oco, other field, and v-oetableifruil fields currently have running water available within 1/4 mile. 
-AI grMnl'nuae (& grNnhouae-il<8 nurury) wori<ers have running water avaiable, therefore they do not need a water container 
(Greenhouses & greenhoua4Hb nurseries • 61% of nursery/greenhouses, Source: 1987 Census of Agriculture). 

-Hal of the nursery work9rs have running water available (Nurseries • 39% of aH nursery/greenhouses} (EPA estimate). 
Feed & grain cab.Jiatbn: $5.00 cortainer!J.9 employees per establishment • $1.28 per worker. 
Cotton cab.Jiatbn: $5.00 container!.) employMS using the 5 galbn collapsille container • $1.00 per worker. 
SimW bgW:: for tobacm, other field, and vegatablal1ruil crops. 
Nursery/gr881'1house cak:ulabn: ($5.00 per oontainer!.i.O employees per establishment) X 
(39% of nursery/greenhouses •a oorsariaa X 50% of nurseries don't have running water irnmedialely available). 

21 Based on the fobNilg: 
~ach WOikw requires 2 oz. of soap per work day. (EPA estimate). 
-The niXIlber of days that WOf1uHs spend in the fleld within 30 days of the expiration of an REI, per year, par crop sector (Table 111-6). 
-Soap costs $0.96 for 32 oz. (EPA estimate). 
Calculated, ((2 oz. soap X days in fleld)/.32 oz.) X $0.96. 

31 Based on the fobmg: 
-Each worker requires 16 wels per work day. (EPA estinate). 
-The nt.mber of days that WOfk8ra spend in the field wilhin 30 days of the expiration of an REI, per year, par crop sector (Table 111-6). 
-Towels cost $0.69 p8l' 96 towel rol (EPA astimate). 
CalculoPd, ((16 towels X days in fiek:t)/96 towels) X $0.69. 

41 Based on the need m mae and refl wash water oontainers and the following: 
-The wotbrs' supervisor's wage rate • $6.50 pw hour (Appendix Table TR-2). 
-It takes 5 minutes pw work day, m rinse and refil each container (EPA estmate). 
-The nt.mbar of days that worbrs spend in the field wilhin 30 days of the expiration of an REI, per year, per crop sector (Table 111-6). 
Calculated, ($6.50 pw hcu X (5 min/60 min) X days in fiekjy Nt.mber of employees per estal:*shment (~ to 5) 
Cabllatad for nurseryJgreenhouses,[($6.50 per hour X (5 min/60 min) X 124days infiekj)l5.0workers per estab.) X39"k X 50%. 

5/Tabkllll-2. 



Feed&Grain 0.26 0.48 0.92 1.11 2.77 256-,065 $708,560 

Cotton 0.20 0.48 0.92 0.87 2.47 71,494 $176,352 

Tooacco 0.40 1.44 2.76 5.20 9.80 23,873 $233,955 

Other Field 0.20 0.36 0.69 0.65- 1.90 161,722 $307,272 

Vegetable/Fruit 0.20 5.o4 9.66 9.10 24.00 279,077 $6,697,848 

Nursery/Greenhouse 0.04 7.44 1426 - 2.62 24.36 54,907 $1,337,507 

Total out year dacontamilation cost for agricultural workers ·(1991 dollars) 

1/ Based on the assufl1ltion that water containers are replaced every 5 years. 



Fe.! &GriWJ 3.19 0.76 . 3.03 30% 2.12 256,005 

Coltln 3.27 0.65 2.61 30% 1.83 71,<494 

Toblla:o 11.40 2.28 9.12 30% 6.36 23,873 

Dfl«Field 2.70 0.54 2.16 30% 1.51 161,722 

VlgllltMf'rUt 24.80 4.98 19.84 30% 13.1l9 279,on 

Nu"MrYJGr..-.lnJH 24.51 4.90 19.61 30% 13.73 54,907 

lnalf!Mrial Fnt v .. Dealnlamillia1 Colt b" Hhd Agric:UU"al Workers (1991 ~Iars) 

(2); Fedlral ~-Vd. 52, No.. 84, May 1, 1987- Paga 16le2. OSHA ollsela awroxlmal~ 20% ol tla FSS deconlamina!ioo oosts ID'n YdJniiiy ~
(3); ClilcU!Md, l1H2). 
(4);~Tiille~-

0 

7.1~ 

11,220 

14,555 

192,563 

27,454 

(51: Clla.UIId, !3H(3)X{4)~ 
(7); Cilk:UIIId, (6)-%1DW1111d by OSHA. Fedenll ~-Vol. 52. No.84, May 1.1987. Page 16073. OSHA 861ima19S tJat 10% ol hred ooiDl wcrlcars, 47%ot tila=, 

II% ol ofllr hid aq>, 70% ol vegellltH,IRI67% ol tired ln.itwaian •• oov•ed by tla FSS. EPA a.imales i-.6160% olm.nerylgr~Hrllwse workers •& also OOY9red 

by OSHA'a FSS. · 
(8): ~. (6)-{7). 
(lit; Clbaald. (5}X(B). 

256,005 $543,926 

64,345 $117,706 

12,653 $80,n5 

1-47,167 $222,517 

86,51-4 $1,201,505 

27,454 $376,885 



Table DC-16. Incremental out year decontamination costs for hired agricultural workers 
~ 

F.-l&.GIMI 2.n 0.55 2.22 30% 1.55 256,065 

Colkln 2.47 0.<49 1.98 30% 1.38 71,-494 

TOOillxn Q.BO 1.98 7.64 30% 5.49 Z3,873 

1Clhf Field 1.90 o.38 1.52 30% 1.C6 161,722 

v~ 2<4.00 4.80 1Q.20 30% 13.<4<4 V9,on 

~..tlouH 2<4.38 4.87 1Q.49 30% 13.64 54,907 

.lna811HDai OJ! y,_ Deconwnilabl Cost k:r fired A!JiWllal Workers (1001 ~) 

(2); F.-. FWgiiW. Vd. 52. No. 84, May 1, 1987. Page 16002. ~ cftMta approxiiTBely 20% ~ fle FSS decxrilalrinali ros111 fran .vdJnlary ~
(3); ClilaMied, (1H2). 
(4); AW-Jdx Table DC-6. 

0 

7,149 

11,220 

1<4,555 

192,563 

'll,-454 

t5J: caa~. !3H!3JX(4n 
(1); ~. (6)-% IDYWMi by OSHA. Fadenll ~-V~. 52. No. 84, Mly 1, 1987. Page 16073. OSHA esimales tlal1 0% ~hi' ad cooon wal<ars. <47% of dJacm. 

9'l4 o1 cfllf kid aq~, 70% ol ~.lnl67% ollirad hil Wabrl •• cotwad by fle FSS. EPA 111limales hll50% ~ nLnerylgr&efficuse WO!lwrs are also coY8f'ed 

by OSHA'a FSS. . 
(8); c.w..d, (6)-{7}. 
~; CIIII:UIMd. (5)X(8}. 

256,065 $397,208 

64,345 f00,001 

12,653 $00,438 

147,167 $156,586 

86,514 $1,162,7<46 

'll,-454 $374,510 
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Feed& Grain 13,746 13,746 3,385 3,385 132,705 0.03 0.03 

Colon 2,711 2,711 668 668 15,670 0.04 0.04 

Tobacco 3,292 3,292 811 811 50,500 0.02 0.02 

Raid 6,060 6,060 1,492 1,492 34,085 0.04 0.04 

& Fruit 10,389 10,389 2,559 2,559 57,513 0.04 0.04 

Nursery & Greenrouse 2,429 2,429 598 598 18,613 0.03 0.03 

Comfll8I"Cim Hcnlefs 1 00? 1002 247 247 8.500 0.03 0.03 

Total 

nlRCES: 
(1),(2),(3),(4); Appendix Tables EA-2. 
(5); Table 111-2. 
(6); Calr;ulajed; (3)1(6). 
(7); CalcUaed; (4Y(6). 

• Fnt and w yea~ ooets are estimiled to be the ~. though out year oosts are !italy ao be OYerestimated. h is expected that the number 

of poilonilga w1 be reduced in w years due to agriculaxal operaiors switching to l&ss &oxic pestK:ides. Ha.vever, the reductvns could not be quant~ied. 



Appendix Table EA-2. Total and incremental first and out year emergency response costs for hired 
handlers, commercial handlers, and hired workers 

ttn:t¢f1RST~¢lff~¢~::~n$'::::=::::=:u 

1. 

2. 

Hired Ag. Employee Poisonings 1/ 

To1al hired employee poisonings 

Cost of respondng to each emergency 
inlonnation reqJest 2J 
= Cost of responding to all emergency 
infonnalion reqJests 

To1al hired employee poisonings 

Cost of transporting each employee to 
medea/ facility 31 
= Cost of transporting all employees 

to medical faclfities 

1,965 

1,965 

X $1.17 

1,965 

X $19.00 

Total first and out year emergency response costs (in 1991 dollars) 

®t.Ri:i~tt¢f18.$ti.9Vt~~: ::::::::::::\ ?\ : 

1. 

2. 

Cost of respondng to aH emergency 
information reqJeSts 

Cost of transporting all employees 
1D medical taciHties 

Percent of transportation costs 41 
attributable to state regulations 
and existing voluntary compliance 

Cost of transportation, removing state 
regulations and voluntaly compliance 

lnc.remental first and out year emergency response costs 
(in 1991 ooBars) 

$2,293 

$37,335 

80% 

$2,293 

$37,335 

$39,628 

$2,293 

$7,467 

$9.759 

1/ The l"llmber of physician-<iagnosed poisonings for agricultural employees is 15,400. Hired agricultural handlers, 
commercial handlers, and agricultural wori<ers account for 63.8% of the total agricultural work force (hired+ nonhired). 
Therefore the number of physiciaJ:Kliagnosed poisionings among hired agricultural employees is 15,400 X 63.8 = 9 ,825. 
However, there should be at least an 80% reduction in the number of poisoning after the Rule is in effect 
9,825 X .20 = 1,965 physican-diagnosed poisonings tor hired agricultural employees after the Rule becomes effective. 

2/ Based on an employer wage raiB of $7.00 per hour (U.S. Department at Labor) and the assumption !hat 
it will take 1 0 minutes for the employer to respond to a telephone call tor emergency information. 

Calc:Uated, $7 an hour X (10 minutes /60 minutes). 
3/ Based on M employer wage rate of $7.00 per hour, a 50 mile rourd trip to the medical fadUty which 

will taka one halx, and a vehicle depreciation rate of $0.24 per mile. 
Calculated, ($7 an hour employer wage X 1 hour to transport employee to ard from medcaJ facility) + 
(50 miles X $0.24 per mile)"' $19.00 

41 EPA estimme. 
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Worker Protection Standard Costs of Familiarization 

When the Worker Protection Standard (WPS) becomes final, operators/managers of 

agricultural establishments and commercial pesticide handling establishments covered by the 

WPS must learn how to comply with the requirements of the WPS. The Agency is drafting a 

"How To Comply" manual, including a 2-page surrunary chart. The· "How To Comply" 

manual and summary chart will serve as a far more readable document than the rule itself. 

EPA estimates that operators/managers on agricultural establishments· with hired labor will 

need about 2 hours to become familiar with the WPS provisions during the first year of 

implementation and approximately 20 minutes per year thereafter. EPA also estimates that 

operators/managers of agricultural establishments without hired labor and of commercial 

pesticide handling establishments will need only about 1 hour in the first year to become 

familiar with the WPS's provisions that pertain to them and approximately 10 minutes per 

year thereafter. 

The Agency based its estimate on the following assumptions: 

1. Operators/managers of agricultural establishmentS with hired labor may need as much 

as 2 hours to read the sections of the "How To Comply" manual about the basic WPS 

requirements and the exceptions that may apply to their circumstances. The "How To 

Comply" manual is designed to facilitate familiarization with the general provisions of 

the WPS (through the 2-page summary chart) and provide ready access to applicable 

exceptions. If a feed and grain farmer, for example, has no need to send workers into 

a treated area before the expiration of the restricted-entry interval, that farmer need not 

become familiar with the exceptions to restricted-entry intervals. If a 

fruit/vegetable/nut farmer uses pesticides frequently while workers are present, that 

farmer need not become familiar with the exceptions to notification and 

decontamination facilities. 

2. Operators/managers of establishments without hired labor or of commercial pesticide 

handling establishments must comply with far fewer requirements and are not expected 

to need more than 1 hour. The "How To Comply" manual is constructed with an 



index for owners of establishments without hired labor· that directs them to the 

provisions applicable, to them. The manual also separates the requirements for 

pesticide handlers from those for agricultural workers, which allows 

operators/manager:s of commercial pesticide handling establishments to read only the 

applicable provisions. 

3. As an option to becoming familiar with the content of the revised Standard on their 

own, many operators/managers will receive information about the WPS in their annual 

industry-, commodity-, or Cooperative Extension Service-sponsored meetings. EPA 

has a -~ady been approached by many of these organizations for information and 

assisL ;e in conducting such a program and is developing a "How To Comply" slid 

set that will present an overview of the requirements of the WPS. As a result of sue, 

informational meetings, the operators/managers may be more efficient in reading the 

"How To Comply" manual due to their increased understanding of the general content 

of the revised Standard ·anct the exceptions that would be most applicable to their 

situation. 

4. EPA also plans to help reduce the time necessary for o~rators/manag~rs to become 

familiar with the revised StandJ.Id by cooperating with certain industries and 

commodity organizations to dtvelop "How To Comply" manuals specific to those 

industries and commodities. ;·~PA has already held preliminary discussions about the 

development of such manuals with the greenhouse, nursery, and forestry industries. 

5. Mter the first year, operators/managers would need a short time each year to remind 

themselves about the requirements in the WPS. However, this time is expected to be 

small, because most of them will have been complying with the WPS throughout the 

previous year and will be familiar with the requirements and exceptions in the WPS 

that are most applicable to their situation. 

6. Time estimates are based, in part, on the comparison of the WPS "How To Comply" 

manual with the national core manual for pesticide applicator certification. Persons 



wishing to become certified applicators must be trained about the contents of the core 

manual, which is approrlmately 5 times longer than the WPS "How To Comply" 

manual. The average length of training using the certification core manual is 

approximately 8 hours for initial certification. For recertification (usually within 3-5 

years), the certified applicator must usually attend "update courses" that last, on 

average, about an hour each year. 



Appendix Table F-1. WPS oompliance costs for Rule familarization in 1991 dollars, by sector 
: •...........•.... J. ......•.........•....•.......... •.·.·.··.·.·····························1·····················~Cdil't························································· ·· :;:; o:;:o.,.,.::·:oi•:o:::• ..• :{:::=-· .. ···:o::,::::;:;:;:;:;:>:;:;:;:::::::::::.;:::

0
:
0
::::::=o:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l 

3,034,675 506,779_. 3,034,675 505,779 14,00 2.33 7.00 1.17 

254,450 42,<400 254,450 42,408 14.00 2.33 7.00 1.17 

759,500 126,583 759,500 126,583 14.00 2.33 7.00 1.17 
' 

737,975 122,996 737,975 122,996 14.00 2.33 7.00 1.17 

949,263 158,211 949,263 158,211 14.00 2.33 7.00 1.17 

350,875 58,.79 350,875 58,479 14.00 2.33 7.00 1.17 

1.17 
.00 $1.17 



Appendix Table F-2. Costs associated with owner/operators becomi~ familiar wTth the Wori<er Protection Standard 

:~;;!~~-~~~·~''!-'@~:''~~:. 
(Number) • • • • • • ·(Ho\Xs)- • • • · • • ($.iHo.x) • • • • • • • -($)- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -l$/Estab.)· ... 

132,705 2 0.33 7.00 1.857,870 300,645 14.00 

168,115 0.17 7.00 1.176,805 196,134 7.00 
J,Ctll,675 505,779 

15,670 2 0.33 7.00 219,380 36,563 14.00 

5,010 0.17 7.00 35,070 5,845 7.00 
254,450 42.4(jj 

50,500 2 0.33 7.00 707,000 117,833 14.00 

7,500 0.17 7.00 52,500 8,750 7.00 
159,500 12:6,583 

3-4,005 2 0.33 7.00 477,190 79,532 14.00 

37,255 0.17 7.00 2B0,785 43,-4&4 7.00 m:m 122§2 

57,513 2 0.33 7.00 805,182 134,11i7 14.00 

20,583 0.17 7.00 14-4,081 2-'.014 7.00 
\Uil:Z 15S;211 

~URSERY/G.H. 
Niili 
i"il'8d \al:lor 18,625 2 0.33 7.00 2!!0,750 43,.-sa 14.00 

'M1haJt 
i"il'8d \al:lor 12,875 0.17 7.00 90,125 15,021 7.00 

350;s75 58.479 
COO'Imerdal 
p!0111ic:idl 
hardlilg 8,500 0.17 10.00 85,000 14,HI7 10.00 

Tocal --568,936 k171,738 $1 ,o:8.1SZ3 

SOU FeES: 
1/ RIA Tabl• 111-3. 
21 RIA~ Ta!H TR-2. 
3/ Nt.rnt. of •tal:lisl'rnen11 X I"UT1tMw a ~ rtqJii'o ~~~~ lamiWizaicr1 per 11111ablltvno X lmUII irNI ~to ~ f.nilr wit1 PU• 

X own«I'Cll:*1lb' w.ge rate. 
41 Truj COlt 10 ba::an• r.niilr witl ~I ~ a 1111llbliltm.-.ca. 

2.3J 

1.17 

2.33 

1.17 

2.33 

1.17 

2.33 

1,17 

2.33 

1.17 

2.33 

1.17 

1.67 
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PS Cost Calculations for Forestry 

d~il 
111111.111riM 

d~ln .. 

-- Ina-*' .. v_ ruv-
.-::::-::- (al - -------

Hardin Vlbkers 

282 2.538 

7,000 200 
7:;B2--2,738 

Cost Fa::n 

1. AEsrniCTED-EHTRY INTERVAL 

tbSVibft 

2. PERSaW. PRJTECTIVE EalJPJAENT 

T* Ia-*' tnl ,_ PPE CD&! lor twed 8fld t.niy member haildleB on Ianni. $17.6 million /1.6 nWiim tired & lamily hardtn • $11 per harder 
110,102 7 ,2821iredlwdln in lor_. X 111 ·180.102 

T a.-~~~~ OUI y- PPE IXI&tllor tDd 8fld &.rily I'IMITCar harders on l!mls • S!U million /1.6 rrilion tired & 1!1-niy handers • $51l!l 
42,818 7,2112 twedlwdln in lorllla X $5.88 • $42.818 

3. NOTFICATOi 

T a.- intrlllllnllllrlll yMr CD&! lor OOiilicllion per hied hlrd« a hired \IIICibr • $15.3 mlion /1.5 niiDn !Wed WOIIun & tmdtirs • $1 0.20 per 8fTllkJye8 
102.204 111,020 IWedlwdln & wcrbrs iller .. X 110.211 •11 02,204 

To.- ia••...,.. au,.. CD&! lor llDiilal!ian per !Wed hlndler a tired waUr. $4.7 nilioo /1.5 mlion hir.:l waksrs & lwldlers- $3.13 per·IIIT"PoY98 
31,383 1Q,020 IWedlwdln & WOitn In lor .. X 13.13 • $31,363 . 

For...-y OOIIIIIXllllinJed ••• 



~ h::ral'Miflt 4. TRAINING 
FP! Ye ru Y!!f 
·········($).······,. 

58,870 

T alai ilc:r8rnentallrst YflM costlier 1rlllining !Wed hanclers "' $4.3 milion /618,170 hilld handlers : $6.93 per !Wed hancler on fanns 
Talal ila8rn8ntal irstyaarcosts lor~ !Wed wod!er.l = $2.6 milion /847,1381ired ~: $3.07 per hilld WC~rk8fon farms 
7,282 tired hanclsr.J n 1orests x $6.93 - sso.-464 
2, 738 the~ wcOOin in 1cnsas X $3.07 • $8,408 

T ocal ~ out yeer ccsta lor nining hired hanclers = $1,285,175 /618,170 hired han<IBB = $2.08 per hilld handsr on farms 
T alai ia~~m~~~al aut yaw c:mtalor Dining hnd WOfkar.J • $1,039'608/847, 138 hi&d WOikers = $1.23 per tWed WOiksf on farms 
7,282 hiredhardara in 1ore111a X $2.08 .. $15,147 . 

18;515 2,738 hiredwad<arsio loraiDX $1.23 • $3,368 

5. DECONTAMINA TDN 

II1C1an181MI tnty.r a.~~ b~ per tnct hinder on !arms .. $11.03 
II~Cn~M~IIII 01t ~ aa.ta b'dlr:lanllmlnlll per tnd hllndlr on llrml• 16.90 

II1Ct81118111111 tnt y.r COlli lor dacanllrnlrwbl per lirad wod!iilr on farms .. $3.00 
IIICIIII11811111 aut~ ClOialor dlaxi~~Miillllion per hired Mlfk8r on farms • $2.66 

11,534 T~ ina8fTIIII&ill hl yur coeta • (11.03 X 7,282) + (3.00 X 2,738) .. $88,534 

70 

16,000 

$346,780 

50,220 T alii ii1C1811Wi*l CJUt .,_, CX1At • (UO X 7,2821 ~ r2 66 X.2, 738) • $50,220 

70 

3,000 

$145,Q86 

6. a.:AGENCY ASSISTNICE 

Thera Win Q,825 hired~ poilonings on famls (Appandx T ab68 EA·2) /1,503,308 hired i!mployaes on farms 
• o.&% pGiiol~ '* arnorw hied~. 

~ lral.-.i 01.( ~ 8l1l8f'g8l ~ Mtiltlrlca c:oet par poiaianing • $1.17. 

IIICien18iltlillm .-xi out~ CX181 DIII'JlaiVIII~ llllilblnolllor hir8d lorws'Y ~ • $1.17 X (10,020 lor9Siiy ~-X 0.006) = $70. 

7. RUlE FAMIL.IARZA11C»4 

First~ iiiCitiiTMiUIIII COil kl Ianna • $6.2 milion; $6.2 M /1,194,000 lann op8l1lkn • $5.17 per opsrakX . · 
OJt ~ incn1men1a1 CX181 m Ianni• $1.0 n6ln; $1.0 M /91,194,000 tann OfMil1lbS • $0.86 per ope(au 
Ralio of tann ql8fMn k) .. IQ. ~. 41.7% 
7,282 b.-y hlrldln X 41.7% • 3,036ianlay handlers flal need rub famiarizalion 

IIICI11111811&11irllyearc.asta -3,036 X$5.17- $16.000 
IIICI11i'1"181 ... outye&rCOiti-3,036X$0.86:$3 U!;;; 

TOTAL RRST AND OUT YEAR INLHEMENT AL WPS COST TO FORESTRY 
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Total Fust Year Costs 
Hi(tl Option Low Option 

---- (Milion $) ----

31.6 
42.2 

43.7 

101.4 

7.9 
105 

0.2 

2.2 

HIGH AND LON OPTia-.1 CAL.Cll..A TIG.IS 

· 1. Restricted-Emy Interval 

Total first and out year oost to vegetable aops (Appencix Tables HL -1 aoo HL -2). 
Total irst and oci year cost to fnit crops (Apperrlx Tables HL-1 aoo HL-2). 

a. Costs cbt to earty amy on rut flower~ rut fern estabishmel1s. 

Under the flVl opion, NO early nry is alowed on any agrirulural establishment. 
AJ:pentix Table REI-12 calculates this oost ($43. 7 mion) to the cut flower and fern industry. 

Undar the low Of,Um. earty reentry on cut flower & fern est<tishmel1s is allowed ..Wh PPE. 
Per worker cost of PPE • $57.85 (Appendx Tabla REI-11 ). 
There would be an estimated 3,179 earty entry rut flower workers (Appencix Tabla REI-11 ). 
Low option cost • $57.85 X 3,179 - $183,905 

2. Personal Protedive Ecf.JipmBnt 

HIGH OPTION: 
The cOst of WOik doChing • $25 per harder (shirt & pens, Old RIA). 

·. $25 X618,170 hired halders• $15,454,250 
$25 X 38,000 COO'lfll8ldal hafdafs • $950,000 
No cost forfamly m8fJt)er handlers (antady have WOfk dothirYJ) 
CUrrent total first year PPE costs to hired harders, conmerdal handlers 
and lJ1)aid fanily-maf11)er harders = $84.9 million 
$84.9 M + $15.5 M + $1 M ... $101.4 mion total. 

LOWOPTIOO: 
From old RIA $2.2 mlion 

High & Low Options cortinued ... 



Total First Year Coeta 
fll1l op&n [oWn~ 
•• - - (Milian $ ............. )----

86.0 

14.4 

24.0 

82 

3. Ooccntamlr..,ilon HIGH & LOW OfX!ona 

HIGH OPTION: 
Eyewash disps 1or al handlers: 
$6 X 618,170 hi"ed hardleis- $3,709,020 
S6 X 38,000 oonvnercial handers • $228,000 
$22.3 Millon tor deconlamlnalkm Items provided for kltal days of work-hired handl8fs 
513.5 milion decorUmlnatlcn foraxnmardal harder~ (same aa final rule) 
$31 per farm for emergency c:hai1Je & eylilflush dispensar X 309,085 farms - $9,581 ,635 
$31 per OOI11f'll8fCial handling 86tablishment tor emergency chaBJe & eylilflush dispenser X 8,500 estab - $263,500 
$113 per farm for body drench hose X 309;085 farms- $34,926,605 · · 
$113 per oonw. hdlr estab for body drench hose X 8,500 farms - $960,500 
T CUI high option oost • $86 milbn 

LON OPTION: 
Final rule oost for comm. heirs - $894,789 
Final nH cost 1or hired hdlrs- $13,534,336 
T otallow option cosl - $14.4 milion 

4.~ 

LON OPTION 
$82 milion-- Basad on treated area postirYJ and oral wamngs for pesticides with greater than 48 hr AEis. 
Oral warnings or trea(ed area postilg for al dher ~for al othw awlications. 
Peeticde apedlic inbmation avaiabla on request 

1-lVt & low~ oontinued ... 



rom~ FUst v~ Costs 

HVI~ Low~ 
- - - - (t.ifion $) - - - -

11U 

5.7 

0.08 

0 

u 

0 

6.2 6.2 

$364.1 $66.3 

5. Traiq 

HIGH OPTION 
WofNn gljl twxtw lwei nnng "' $9.90 per wodlar X 847,138 woO!Brs "'$8.4 m6Jo 

Hirlld Hanclers of Tox l's get railed & alttiied: 326,000 hardscs X (12.90 lor nrq + 7.00 l1lOl9 b C8fil. 
(1 hotx mlaka ~~sst)}= $20. $20 X 326,000 = $6,520,000 
M Dlhw lliKdn gfill ninad: 292.000 X $12.90 "'$3.8 milion 
&,500 oomm tKI!n llU8d csrtit 9,500 X ($7 Cl8l1 008l + $17.40 niling cost)+ (28,500 X $17.40 training cost)"' $727.700 
ToW high opion 001t • $1U million 

I.DN c::lf7T100 
tWdln: $5 million tor~ tnd hirxlfn + $0.7 milicn lor~ haolilir.i "'$5.7 t.t 
Novat.nrilg 

6.~~ 

HGHOPTION 
MSOS tor Ill wcrilin: .05 pw copy X 847,138 worilsnl• $42,357 
+ llilai~Ua OOit. $39,628 
T alai high a.ta • $81,985 

I.DNCPTJCH 
Notq 

7.~~ 

HIGHOPTDN 
$250 per~ llllndw X 38,000 alOliJMII'Cial hanlilin • $9.5 million 

I.DNOPllON ....., . 

8. FUll Fllflliliarizaio 

ttGH OPllON 6 LON OPTION 
Cola 1118 ht aame aa h Mal RLW .. $6.2 miioo 

TOTAL HIGH AND I.DW COSTS 



Altichok.es 10,2-44 100% 1.0% 3,212 32.12 329,081 

CauilbNer 60,526 100"/o 1.0% 2,734 27.34 1,654,655 

Snap Beans 34,564 100"/o 1.0"/o 1,578 15.78 545,515 

T01111D>es 128,029 100"/o 1.0% 7,428 74.28 9,510,431 

Cucurrbels 110,547 100"/o 3.0"/o 1,714 51.43 5,685,309 

Melons 242,813 100% 3.0"/o 1,353 40.58 9,653,923 

~ 20,021 100"/o 7.Q'l/o 2,902 203.16 

are ro price tifeas. 
Soun::e: 1tpperdx Tabm REI-1 '> REI-12 aJ;Xt the assuf1lltion that yieki loss with 72-00llr REis 

would be double the yield loss ol48-how REis. . 



Artichokes 10,244 100%' 0.3% 3,212 8.03 82,270 

Cdlowar 60,526 100% 0.3% 2,734 6.83 413,664 

SnapBsans 34,564 100% 0.3% 1,578 3.95 136,379 

Tomatoes 128,029 100% 0.3% 7,428 18.57 2,3n,608 

Cucumbers 110,547 100% 0.8% 1,714 12.86 1,421,327 

Melons 242,813 100% 0.8% 1,353 .10.15 2,463,481 

Squa~h 20,021 100% 1.8% 2,902 50.79 1,016,853 

Assumes mere are no . 
Source: Appendix T abies AEI-1 to REI-12 and the assu~on that yield loss with 24-hour REis 

woUd be half the yield loss of 48-hour REis. 



Blactdlerries 4,061 100% 1.0% 2,495 24.95 101,316 

Cherries (Sweet) .. 44,801 1000k 1.00k 2,753 27.53 1,233,358 

Peaches 171,063 100% 1.00/o 1,998 19.98 3,417,839 

PUms 38,573 100% 1.00/o 2,659· 26.59 1,025,643 

Raspbenies 9,016 100% 1.00/o 2,586 25.66 233,153 

StraNbenies 42,682 100% 7.00/o 12,106 647.42 

NOi8: Assumes there are m . 
Soule&: Appencix T abies REI-1 to REI-12 arx:t the ClSSUffllCioo that yiekl··klss with 72-hoor REJs 

wWd be doOOie the yield klss ol48-hou' REis. . 
Vag & Fruit T<Xal $73,827,449 



Blackberries 4,061 100Cio 0.3% 2,495 6.24 25,329-

Cherries (Sweet) 44,801 100C/o 0.3% 2,753 6.88 308,340 

Peaches 171,063 100% 0.3% 1,998 5.00 854,460 

Plums 38,573 100% 0.3% 2,659. 6.65 256,411 

9,016 100C/o 0.3% 2,586 6.47 58,288 

Strawberries 42,682 100C/o ·1.6% 12,106 211.66 9,042,453 

there are no price effects. 
Source: Appendix T abies REI-1 to REI-12 and the assumption that yield loss with 24-hour REis 

would be half the yield loss of 46-hour REis. LOW 
Vag & Fruit $16;456,862 
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F£ED·~ 

CD~ 

1tlWXD 

OnERFElD 

AESTRCTEO ENmV 

\'EGHUTHJT 2:0,711 . 111.-

N..RS.<HHI o436 313 

ccu.LN'f'. 

Tallll 2U41 111,1151 

F£ED .l3RAI.I 

CD~ 

11:IWXX) 

OnERFBD 

\'EGHUTHJT 20.711 111.481 

N..RS.<HHI 

caMN'f'. 

o436 313 

Tallll 21,141 111,151 

2.121i 2.825 

437 

m 

1118 

437 

m 

1118 

1,343 1,153 1,153 

152 428 428 

1.2115 8,1144 8,1144 

NOTF~TON 

3,7115 B.4lll 5.~ 

li8l li8l 114 700 114 872 872 

1,261 1,261 2.538 2.368 178 1.281 1.2811 

1.248 1,241 1,702 1,225 4n 3.71i8 3, 7li8 

4,347 4,347 3.244 2,725 6111 3.8118 3,8118 

1,051 1,051 1,051 11M 256 2,680 2,680 

1.578 1.578 0 0 0 

0 12.711 12.711 0 111,4211 14,733 4,8118 16,575 15,575 

------- ------- ------- (N:REMENTH.Cl.ITYEARCOSTS.$1.CIXJI----· ------· - - ~ ~ ~ ~ 1" 1~·1· 

1,343 

152 

163 

2S 

340 

&12 

146 

163 

2S 

340 

&12 

146 

1.2115 2.3m 2.3m 

57 

734 

1211 

S7 

734 

11211 

3,714 3,714 

1114 1114 

0 11.171 11.171 

.U1 3711 82 236 236 

1,383 1,2811 117 311 311 

11211 -
2!!0 844 844 

1,732 1,466 zn 1.254 1.254 

586 424 141 1,274 1.274 

o 10.6n 8.01115 2.482" 4,1128 4,1128 

• ._...,f'M*IId_ ..... T.,. .. 1. 
-~ "-........ t.Nvlobcr<rit p.t7,TIIlWJ.3)..,_ taW no. al lwlln ~7) 

BE~ ASSIST NeE 

3 3 

3 3 

0 0 

0 10 10 

3 3 

3 3 

0 10 10 

FAMLIAR!ZATD-1 

3,005 1.858 

254 

700 

~ 

9411 

361 

85 

2HI 

707 

4n 

805 

261 

85 

11 n 21.221 16.!l08 4.321 

36 2,7BS 2,617 1411 

53 6.828 6.3Q6 231 

261 8,414 7,8n 738 

144 34,805 32,I!QII 1,1106 

510 6.011 5,eo. 

143 

4AJ7 

0 

0 8,172 4.412 1.700 81.1l92 74,241 7,751 

606 310 1116 11.0114 7,254- 1.841 

42 37 6 1,270 1.203 68 

127 118. II 2. 7116 2, 6llO 106 

123 so 43 3,086 2, 763 303 

11i8 134 24 26,154 26,610 1.544 

58 43 15 3,342 3,133 208 

0 1.028 738 2!13 411.238 45,1811 4,070 
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